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ABSTRACT
The international regime for controlling the spread of weapons

of mass destruction is at a cross-roads. The existing Nuclear NonProliferation Treaty regime is inadequate to the task of controlling
ballistic missile development, and these missiles are capable ol
delivering nuclear, as well as chemical and biological weapons. The
superpowers are developing their ballistic missiles qualitatively even
in the START 1 agreement. Export
controls on ballistic missile technology have not halted missile
qroliferatiog many small and medium-sized states are developing
their own ballistic missiles; space is quickly becoming accessib[e to
many states for militarypurposes.
as they negotiate cuts in numbens

This report is the product of phase one of a proiect conducted
by Nautilus Pacific Research, to promote a Ballistic Missile Test Ban
Treaty and to support international controls on ballistic missile
development. It describes how ballistic missiles are tested, earlier
ballistic missile testing in the Pacific area, us facilities for testing
ballistic missiles (the UsAKA installation on Kwaialein Atoll and the
Western Test Range), the organisational links, and the implications for
other programs, particularly the Strategic Defense Initiative. Finally, it
discusses the various missile test ban proposals.

Canberra Papus on Strategy anil Deforce arc a series of monograph
publications which arise out of the work of the Strategic and Defence
Studies Crntre, Research School of Pacific Studies, The Australian
National University. Frevious Canbena Papers have covercd topics
such as the relationship of the superpowers, arnul control at both the

superpower and Southsst Asian rcgional level, regional strategic

relationships and major aspecb of Australian defence policy. For a list
of those still available refer b the last pages of this volume.

Unless otherwise stated, publications

of the

Centre are

presented without endorsement as confibutions to the public record
and debate. Authors are reslrcnsible for their own analysis and
condusions.
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PREFACE
The further development of ballistic missiles by the
superpowers and their adoption by small and medium states threatens
international security. The international regime for controlling the
spread of weapons of mass destruction is at a cross-roads.
The existing Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty regime is
to the task of mntrolling ballistic missile development.
ballistic missiles are capable of delivering nuclear, as well as

inadequate
These

chemical and biological weapons. The superpowers are developing
qualitatively their ballistic missiles even as they negotiate cuts in
numbers in the START 1 agreement. Export controls on ballistic
missile technology have also proved incapable of halting rapid missile
proliferation and can be only an interim measure until a more
universal regime of conbol is established.

Many small and medium-sized states are developing their
own ballistic missiles. Space is quickly becoming accessible to many
states for military purposes. Ballistic missiles are the common
capabilities that underlie these intersecting trends.
This report is the product of phase one of Nautilus' project to
a Ballistic Missile Test Ban Treaty and to support
international controls on ballistic missile development.

promote

The goals of phase one were to suggest a technical and
political approach to achieving a ballistic missile test ban that would
be (1) easily monitored and verified, and (2) provide incentives to
potential ballistic missile proliferators to commit themselves to a
ballistic missile non-proliferation regime.
Phase two of this project will analyze ballistic missile testing
by everyone other than the United States; that is, China, the Soviet

Union, and medium states (such as the IJK, France,India) and small
states (such as South Korea,Israel). It will also produce a fully fledged
proposal for a Ballistic Missile Test Ban Treaty, including proposed
treaty language.
We anticipate that a credible and feasible proposal for a total
ballistic missile test ban treaty will be composed of three essential
elements. These elements must:

xiv
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1.

define legally permissible launch corridors and re'
entry angles that would enable states to distinguish
between legitimate space booster rockets and ballistic
missile launch rockets on the one hand, and between
satellite/shuttle/spacecraft re-entries and military reentry vehides on the other;

2.

provide incentives for non-ballistic missile capable
and space-entry capable states to irin in creating a
ballistic missile non-proliferation regime; especially
via U.S. and Soviet adoption of a total Ballistic Missile
Test Ban Treaty;

3.

offer access to space entry technology to all states, but
especially latent and active ballistic missile
proliferating states (such as South Korea and lraq), in

return for ballistic missile

non-proliferation

commitments.

If phase two is successful, then phase three of the proiect will

seek one or more state sponsors for the Ballistic Missile Test Ban Treaty

in the UN General Assembly. These sponsoring states would play the
same role as Ireland for the nascent nudear non-proliferation treaty
regime in the sixties, and Malta for the Law of the Seas regime in the
seventies.

Nautilus wishes to acknowledge the following persons and
work Faith Doherty, Martini Gotje, Sebia Hawkins,
and Bunny McDiarmid of Greenpeace; and information provided by
Bill Arkin, Desmond Ball, Iosh Handler, Andrew Mack and Peter
Wills. This text reflects the review comments of Paul Stares of the
Brookings Institution and John Pike of the Federation of American
Scientists. Phase one of the report was funded by grants from
Nautilus, Greenpeace Pacific, and Ping and C-arol Ferry. Phase two is
supported by Alton Jones Foundation, Fund for Tomorrow, Funding
Exchange, Greenpeace, and the Ploughshares Fund. This report used
many documents released in response to our requests under the US
Feedom of Information (FOI) Act requests. We thank many US
uniformed and civilian FOI officials for their assistance. The contents
of this report remain the sole responsibility of the authors. They can
be contacted at Nautilus, 127 McKean St, North Fitzroy, Melbourne,
sponsors of this

Victoria, 3058, Aushalia; phone and fax 613 4896905.

PROLOGUE: WHAT IS A BALTISTIC
MISSILE?
To define exactly what constitutes a ballistic missile is not
easy. Origrnally, a missile was any kind of weapon that was thrown or
otherwise propelled at its target. Arrows, spears, stones and bullets are

all missiles in the original meaning of the term. Similar$ the word
'ballistic" was an adjective meaning "of or pertaining to the throwing
of missiles" (Shorter Oxfurd Dictbruryl. So dictionary definitions are not

much help.

What if we say that a ballistic missile is one which follows a
ballistic trajectory? A ballistic trajectory is the path taken by a missile
after it has been accelerated into flight, and when it is subject only to
the downward acceleration of gravity. Classically, over distances short
enough that the earth's roundness is not an important factor, a ballistic
traiectory is roughly in the form of a parabola - a graceful arc up
towards the sky then down toward the earth again. Thomas Pynchon
called this shape "Gravit5/s Rainbow", after the trajectory of the first
ballistic missile, the World War II German V-2.
Today a ballistic missile means a largish missile which uses a
rocket motor to accelerate into a ballistic traiectory. Ballistic missiles

are thus differentiated from other largish missiles in which
aerodynamic lift plays a significant role in getting the missile to its
target; that is, cmise missiles. Cruise missiles have small wings, and
fly like pilotless aircraft.

Ballistic missiles are also distinguished from smaller tactical
missiles which follow more or less straight-line trajectories to their
target.

Ballistic missiles have three mapr elements:
guidance system, and a payload.l

a booster rocket, a

Booster. The booster is the rocket part and makes up the bulk
of a missile. Earlier missiles were liquid fuelled, but most modern
missiles have solid fuel rocket motors, similar to ordinary sklnockets,
except that around the nozzle there are steering vanes or other devices
See

].

Constant, Fundamentals

of Strategic

Weapons, Offense and

Defense Systans, (Martinus Nifrroff Publishers, The Hague, 1981).
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to deflect the rocket exhaust and to steer the missile according to
commands from the guidance system.2 The booster boosts the missile
up to a certain rnaximum velocity, then cuts out, and the missile coasts
the rest of the way to its target. Many missiles are multi-stage - a firststage rocket boosts the missile into space, then drops away; then a
smaller second-stage rocket boosts the missile to a higher velocity and
altitude; and this may be followed perhaps by a third stage. When the
last booster stage has dropped away, the post-boost vehicle (PBV or
bus) carries the payload and the guidance sysFm.
Guiilance. The guidance system consists of h set of gyroscnpes

to measure changes in orientation and a set of accelerometers to
determine the velocity of the missile. Together, these processes

constitute inertial guidance. A precalculated traiectory is fud into the
memory of the guidance system before launch, and during flight the
guidance system detects divergence between this ideal path and the
actual trajectory and sends steering commands to the rocket motors.
By the time the last rocket motor is exhausted, the missile is following

as dosely as possible the optimum path toward the target area.
Further guidance commands are sent to very low-thrust "vernier"
motors on the PBV for fine adiustncnt of the traiectory.3

Payload. The payload of a missile is under the point, or
shroud, at the top, containing the nuclear explosives. When each
missile carded only a single warhead, the terminology was quite
simple. Now that most missiles can each hit several targets, the
terminology has become more complicated. "Warhead" has gone out
of fashiory but it has not been replaced by "peacehead".
These days, modern missiles are described as carrying reentry
vehicles, or RVs. As the PBV hurtles through space it points itself in
predetermined directions and releases RVs at pledetermihed times

toward their pre-assigned targets. Each RV contains

a

nudear

explosive device, and a fuse to make that device explode at the right
See

G. Suttory Rockct Propulsion Elanents: An lnhoduction to the

Engineoing of Rockets, (John Wiley and Sons, New York, 1986).
See D. Mackenzie, Inaanting Accuracy: A Hbtofical Sociolog7 of
Nuclar Missile Guiilance, (MIT Press, Cambridge 1990); and C.
Cochran et al. (eds), SWce Hanilbook, (Air University Press,
Maxwell Air Force Base, Alabama, 1985), pp.5-1 to5-22.
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moment, both of which are enclosed in a heatshield to protect against
the fierce temperatures generated by air-friction as the RV re-enters the
atnnosphere. Most heatshields are ablative - that is, they are made of

by gradually
vaporizing. These modern, multi-warheaded missiles are said to carry
multiple independently targetable re-entry vehicles, or MIRVs. The
jargon gets even more excruciating: these missiles are said to be
MIRVed.
material which carries heat away from the RV

Trajectory. Intercontinental ballistic missiles (ICBMs) have

traiectories of about 10,000 km length. Submarine-launched ballistic
missile trajectories are somewhat shorter. Such trajectories will carry
the missile about 1500 km out into space. Every traiectory consists of
several phases (illustrated in Figure 1.3). First there is the launch
phase, when the missile is ejected from its silo, or breaks the surface of
the sea after being ejected from a submarine missile tube. Then there is
the boost phase, when the rockets are firing, for a total duration of only
a few minutes. After that comes the mid-course phase, lasting for most
of the half-hour duration of an intercontinental missile flight, when the
PBV is coasting in space. The RV separation takes place during this
perid. Then there is the reentry phase lasting less than a minute,
when the RVs make their fiery plunge through the atrnosphere toward
targets. The booster stages have already made their own separate reentries along the flight-path.
Flight Tating. This all sounds complex. It is. Flight testing of
missiles on a test range is a very serious business. All the minutiae of
launching, booster ignition, guidance, steering, booster separation,
vernier guidance, RV separation, ablation and fusing have to be tested.
The trajectories of all RVs have to be accurately terminated, especially
at the target or downrange end of the flight. Booster stages, the PBV,
the shroud which covered the RVs during launch, and other bits and

pieces have to be tracked for safety purposes. Vast quantities of
engineering data have to be relayed as telemetry from all the missile
components to waiting ground stations.
Flight testing has many objectives. Optimal designs have to be
selected, various sub.assemblies as well as the entire missile have to be

shown to work. Reliability and accuracy must be established and
improved. Various payloads have to be tested. As l-aunch Magazine
put it in 1968:
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The missile, to be accurate about it, is not a weaPon
itself, but part of a weaPon system, which includes a
launch facility, combat crew, maintenance crew,

ground suPPort equipment, re€ntry vehide, andother components. Operational testing exercises all of
these togeiher, trying the system in its entirety.4

There is only one comlrcnent of ballistic missiles that does not

normally undergo Right tesung - the nuclear device intended for the
RV. I{lien *e say that nuclear missiles are being tested in the Pacific,
we do not mean ihat nuclear explosions ocor as the RVs reach their
targets. Test missiles carry only simulated explosive devices of similar
*"Igt t and size to real ones. The nuclear devices are, with only a few
hist6rical exceptions, never subjected to flight testing. They are tested
separately, deep underground.

1 agreement
Both
rainbow".
"Fadvs
to
chase
to
continue
signatories
permits both
test
missile
to
other
access
the
denlnng
from
only
prohibited
a.e
sides
telemetry (with exemptions such as sDl-related tests). They are
obliged io broadcast a[ telemetric information from ICBM and sLBM
test-flights, and to exchange telemetry tapes, interpretative-data, and
accelerition profiles for every such test. Each side is also allowed 25
test silo launchers and 20 test mobile launchers at test ranges. They
The much-vaunted 1997 U$Soviet START

have agreed to not test more
attributed to it in START l.s

rrentry vehicles on a missile than

are

In short, they have adopted rules that enable them to Pursue
the qualitative arrns race while avoiding tripping up. Indeed, sharing
test data may help both to race even faster!

The numbers, varieties, acturacies, reliabilities' and payloads
of ballistic missiles are arcane concepts for most people. But they are
also important for everyone. For ballistic missiles constitute the bulk of
the firepower in the nuclear arsenals of both suPerPowers. It is ballistic
missilei which will shape the destiny of the world in the first hours of
4
J

Launch Magazine,
P.16.

"I-auncll the Story of Vandenberg", T9&7969,

US e.-s Control and Disarmament Agency, "Strategic Arms
Reduction Talks", (ACDA Issues Brief, Washington DC, 29 fuly
1991).

kologue Wlat
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World War III, should it ever happen. It is engineering "progress" in
ballistic missile technology which has made the prospect of a nuclear
"first strike" much more immediate than ever before. The Cold War
may be over. Military budgets may be in decline. But the qualitative
nuclear arrns race is proceeding, even accelerating - especially at
Kwajalein.

6
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INTRODUCTION
This report describes a military installation called US Army,
Kwaialein Atoll (USAKA), and a complex missile test range called the
Western Test Range (WTR). Kwaialein and the WTR are found in the
central Pacific Ocean region. USAKA, on Kwaialein Atoll, consists of a
unique collection of tracking monitoring, research and experimental

facilities at. the downrange end

of the Western Test Range

(see

Chapter 1).
Some of the most advanced, powerful, accurate and versatile
radars in the Western world are located here. One radar will soon be
able to track 64 objects alone. Another allows traiectory data on 32
objects to be collected simultaneously. One telemetry station alone is
capable of recording 800 kilobib a second of telemetry from as many
as 14 objects simultaneously. The data collected can be sent back
almost instantaneously to research facilities in the United States.
The Western Test Range begins at Vandenberg Air Force Base
in C-alifornia, which is well equipped with a variety of intercontinental
ballistic missile OCBM) launch facilities and monitoring facilities. Off
the coast of California are instrumented launch .ueas on the seabed
from which missile'firing submarines launch submarine'launched
ballistic missile (SLBMs). Mid<ourse tracking and experimental
facilities are scattered along the range.

Toward the down-range end, instrumented "broad ocean
areas" (BOAs) offer a wide variety of trajectory lengths and azimuths.
For some purposes, reentry vehide (RVs) can be recovered after
making a reasonably soft landing in Kwaialein Lagoon; for other
purposes, they can be targeted on one of the islands of Kwaialein Atoll.
USAKA is a multipulpose facility that does more than just test
missiles in a space-age shooting gallery. Space tracking is the next
most important activity at Kwaialein after missile testing. Kwajalein's
radars are ideal for tracking and identifying foreign satellites because
they are perfectly located to detect foreign satellites (mostly Soviet)
immediately after launch. By geographical happenstance, the
Kwaialein facilities also monitor some Soviet missile launches as well
as they do US missile tests.

8
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Kwaialein Atoll was acquired by the United States as booty
from World War II. It was first used to support nuclear testing at Bikini
and Enewetak Atolls in the Marshalls. About 1960, when the Air Force
was about to begin launching ICBMs from California to a target area
near Enewetak, the A*y decided to establish facilities for testing antiballistic missiles at nearby Kwajalein. The Army used the Air Force
ICBMs as targets for NikeZeus, Spartan and Sprint interceptors (see
Chapter 2).

Within a couple of years, the ICBM target zone was shifted
from Enewetak to Kwajalein itself. Most of the developmental and
operational test flights of the early ICBMs - Atlas and Titan - took place
along the Vandenberg-Kwajalein flightpath. later, the same flightpath
served for testing the Minuteman ICBMs. More accurate RVs, MIRVed
RVs, manoeuvering RVs, penetration aids that mimicked RVs, radar
jammers and clouds of "chaff' were carried aboard other missile flights
into Kwajalein. At the same time, the tacking radars measured their
accuracy, while research radars assessed their likely effectiveness in
penetrating Soviet ballistic missile defenses by avoiding radar
detectiory overloading radar software, and dodging Soviet antiballistic missiles (ABMs). Other rnissile carried fake Soviet RVs into
the Kwaialein area, while experirnental radars on Kwaialein refined US
techniques for detecting, identifying and tracking Soviet RVs, and
discriminating between RVs with warheads and those that were
merely decoys. Most of the technological sophistication that has been
built into US ICBMs over the yeans was developed and tested at
Kwajalein. All the developmental and operational testing of the MX
missile has been carried out using 'broad ocean areas" serviced and
monitored from Kwaialein. A substantial amount of the technology for
the Trident SLBM was developed on flight tests which terminated at
Kwaialein (see Chapter 3).

The United States has one other long-range ballistic missile
test range - the Eastern Test Range stretching from Florida into the
South Atlantic - which is used primarily for developmental testing of
SLBMs, and shakedown testing of the submarine/SlBM combination.
The most important advance in ballistic missile technology, the

multiple independently targetable re-enby vehide (MIRV),

was

developed more on the Eastern Range than on the Western Test Range.
The Eastern Test Range was also better equipped than the WTR for
testing IRBMs or intermediate range ballistic missiles (which are no

lntroiluction 9
longer part of the US arsenal). Compared with the WTR, however, the
Eastern Test Range lacks land-based sophisticated monitoring facilities
at the down-range end and is therefore much less useful for studying
reentry phenomena and developing reentry technology.l

US officials have often stated that Kwaialein offers unique
facilities for ballistic missile testing which would be almost impossible
to duplicate anywhere else. Kwajalein has continued to be the main US
test facility for ABM technology since the Nike-Zeus facilities were
established there thirty yeani ago. After the ABM treaty was signed,
the work carried on as ballistic missile defense. Since 1983, Kwajalein
has become the principal site for testing Strategic Defense Initiative
(SDI) or "Star Wars" technology (see Chapter 4).
There are several reasons for this concentration at Kwaialein.

it is one of only two sites where the United States is allowed by
the ABM treaty to do ABM research. Second, SDI tests involve
intercepts which send debris plummeting back down to the earth's
surface. Kwajalein, out in the middle of the Pacific with only a few
First,

thousand Marshallese people nearby, is seen as a much "safer" place to
test than the other permitted site, the White Sands Missile Range,
which is located in the middle of the United States. Finally, only
Kwaialein has the sophisticated monitoring and research facilities, and

a constant supply of "targets of opportunity" for SDI
incoming ICBMS.

in the form of

Why do so many missile and anti-missile tests occur

at

Kwajalein, especially now that the Cold War is ostensibly over? Six
factors combine to explain why the United States continues to develop
and test strategic nuclear missiles.
First, it is easy to conduct the tests at Kwajalein. Although the
missile tests threaten the safety and livelihood of people who live in
the Pacific, the people who own Kwaialein have little Power against
that of the United States.

The US radar facility for missile test tracking formerly based in
South Africa played an important role in Kissingey's diplomacy,
but it is no longer operative.

10 Chasing Graoity's Rninbow

writer put it,'behind every successful
Of course, behind every missileer
is
missileman".2
there
a
missile
stands a missile design engineer.In fa@ missile tests are increasingly
used to identify errors in computer-aided missile design Programs
rather than the missiles themselves. The missiles embody the thinking
of the missile engineers who work in what may be called the missileLabs complex. A typical e;<ample is the Lincoln Laboratory, a center for
research operated by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, which
manages much of Kwaialeinls radar and SDI design work. In turry
Draper Laboratory (also affiliated with MIT) designs the reentry
vehicle guidance and navigation systems used in the missiles.
Second, as one defense

These exotic technologies are then incorporated into missiles
designed by major defense firms under contract to the Pentagon. "As
indefensible as it may seem," one report to the Pentagon admitted in
1980, new missiles rnay be introduced "to keep a designated design

group occupied"3

Third, missile research, development, productiory and
deployment represents a huge market for these defense contractors in
the missile-industrial complex. In 1982, for example, military sales of
launch Magazine, "Launch, the Story of Vandenberg",196S7969,
p.2.

Martin Marietta Corporatiory Aerospace Divisiory "Analysis of
the Effects of Flight Test Limitations", Phase B, Final Report TR-E80-008 to US Defense Nuclear Agency, Denver, Colorado,
December 1980, p. 58. Many studies of the origins of specific
missiles testify to the powerful impetus to new missiles that
comes from the public weapons laboratories, for example: H.
Sapolsky, The Polaris System Dnelopment, Burmuctatb and
Programmatic Succas in Gooernmanf, (Harvard University Press,
Cambridge, 7972); F.Otdway and M.Sharpe, Thc Rocket Tum,
From the V-2 to the Saturn Moon Rrckef, (MIT Press, Cambridge,
1982); T.Greenwood, Making the MIRV: A Study of Defense
Decision Making, (Ballinger, Cambridge, 1975); D.Carter,The Final
Frontier: The Rise and Fall of the Amdcan Rocket State, (Verso,
London, 1988); T.Cochran, W.Arkin, R.Norris, M.Hoenig, U.S.
Nuclwr Warhud Facilig Profila, (Ballinger, Cambridge, 1987) and
U.S. Nuclear Warhead Proiluction, (Ballinger, Cambridge, 1987);
W.Broad, Star Warriors, (Simon and Schuster, New York, 1985).
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missile systems and parts arnounted to $US5.2 billion, a market that

now exceeds contracting for the US space program and expanded
rapidly during the Reagan era.4 This market is likely to explode in the
afterrnath of the Patriot-SlCM-Scud war between US and allied forces
and Iraq.

As a large proportion of a given missile "buy" is destined for
use in testing, the Pacific Test Range is a mapr opportunity for these

firms. Thus, the private companies who make the missiles constitute
one side of what US defense analpt Gordon Adams has called the
"iron triangle" of defense spending in the United States.S
Fourth, both the strategic thinkers who articulate the ideology
of nuclear deterrence, and defense poliry makers who set the priorities
built into budgets, exercises and warplans, exploit the technological
and political opportunities presented by the missile-labs and missileindustrial producers. They are particularly concerned with extracting

the last drop of political and military advantage that they can see
arising from the United States having perceived nuclear superiority.
Hard target kill capability - that is, the ability to promptly and
reliably destroy targets such as command posts or missile silos
designed to withstand the effects of nuclear attack - is central to
gaining nudear superiority. The hardest, fastest, most lethal form of
nuclear superiority is obtained from offensive nudear missiles tested
at Kwaialein.6

The fifth factor is the British and French nuclear forces. These
forces push the United States to stay technologically ahead of them to
justify its alliance leadership. Although the United States has provided

to its nuclear allies much of its most advanced missile teqlrnology, it
often does so on a'black box" basis so that the United States retains its
technological advantage. The package denies American technological
secreb to buyers.
4
5

K.Beitsch and L.Shaw, The Nuclear Wupotts lnilrctry, (Investor
Responsibility Research Crnter, Washington DC, 1984), p.45.
G.Adams, Tlu lron Triangle, The Politics of Defatse Contracting,
(C-ouncil on Ecrcnomic Priorities, New York, 1981).
See S.Kull, "The Perceptual Value of Hard-Target Kill Capability",
in Minils at War, Nuclur Rality anil tlu lnnr C-onflicts of Defmse
Policytmkns, (Basic Books, New York, 798),pp.777-207.
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A sixth factor is the countervailing nuclear forces of the Soviet
Union and China. These forces stimulate US threat perceptions and
rationalize US arms racing. The impact, however, of adversarial
prograrns on US missile testing is complicated. As important as
offsetting or emulating adversarial rnissiles (or anti-missile systems)
rnay be in the battle of perceived capabilities, technological innovation
in US missiles is also driven by the mundane factors mentioned earlier
and by loftier considerations of pure ideology that affect US foreign
pnlic/, regardless of developments in adversarial force structures.
This report deals only with US missile testing programs. Of
course, missile testing is part of the overall nuclear standoff between
the super and great powers. It is urgent, therefore, to examine in detail
the missile testing programs of the other four nuclear states, as well as
the missile prograrns of nuclear-capable or near-nuclear states such as
Israel, India, Pakistan, North and South Korea, etc. That task, however,
is beyond the scope of this report.
Nonetheless, the US missile testing program at Kwajalein
vastly exceeds the activity of any other state in this dimension of
nuclear arms racing, except possibly Soviet testing aimed at
Kamchatka and the North Pacific. This Soviet activity deserves indepth investigation that will be the subject of future reports by the
authors.
The reader may ask: what do we know as a result of reading
this report that we didn't know before? One mapr insight gained in
this study relates to the s3magrstic interaction between the offensive and
defensive missile testing progrcms conducted at Kwaialein.

The US Air Force wields an ICBM sword from Vandenberg
that strikes again and again at the US Army's Star Wars shield at
Kwaialein. The immense array of measuring devices at Kwaialein,
especially the radars, serve as an umpire in each duel between the
missile sword wielded against the anti-ballistic missile shield. The
KREMS radars measure how successful the sword is at piercing the
shield, and how successful the shield is at warding off the sword. But and this is what is unique about Kwaialein - the shield is also a
whetstone against which the sword is continuously honed, and the
sword is a forging hammer which hardens the shield. KREMS
measures both sharpness of sword and hardness of shield.

lntroduction
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At Kwajalein, the United States is arms-racing with itself. The
Air Force tries out better RVs, and the Army tries out better ways of
shooting them down. The five KREMS radars function as a panel of
uniquely alert and sharpeyed judges who cast an occasional backward
glance at the Sovieb, to check on how tlreir arms race is coming along.

A few thousand Marshallese

subsist under the edge

of the

shield. Offshore, the Soviets have a spy trawler listening to the clang of
sword against shield and picking up tips on how they can sharpen
their sword and harden their own shield.

In view of its extraordinary contribution to the qualitative
arrns race, anti-nuclear movements in the Pacific have long sought to

close Kwajalein. These movements saw the arrns race as being a
technological one, pointing out that most of the weaponry

"improvements" that were driving the superpoweni towards firststrike doctrines were made in the missiles rather than in nuclear
explosive devices. Hence, a ban on missile testing might help slow
down the arms race far more than a ban on nudear testing, desirable
as the latter is for political and environmental reasons.

This report, therefore, reviews the popular opposition to
Kwajalein, including direct actions and the unsuccessful efforts to
create a South Pacific ballistic missile test-free zone (see Chapter 5). It
examines the pros and cons of partial and comprehensive approaches
to obtaining a missile test ban and describes how these ideas have
already been incory>orated into strategic arms control agreements.
It concludes that symbolic direct actions against missile tests,
such as peaceful blockades at sea, on land, and in the air, might put

these options much higher on the agenda of the arms control
community in the capital cities of great and medium powers. It also
suggests that there is an integral link between the provision of access
to peaceful uses of space, a missile test ban treaty, and the propensity
of missile'proliferating states to join in a ballistic missile nonproliferation regime.
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CHAPTER 1

USAKA - US ARMY, KWAIALEIN ATOLL
A.

Locale

Kwajalein is an ecological wonder of the world. Crescentshaped, it is about 120 km from 'horn' to 'horn' making it the world's
largest coral atoll. Like all atolls, it consists of a coral reef, awash at low
tide, enclosing a lagoon. The lagoon is about 2,850 km2 in area, and 3055 m deep. The reef is intemrpted at intervals by passages, at least one
of which is big enough for ocean-going ships to pass through.
There are about 100 islands scattered along the reef, ranging in
size from sand cays of a few hectares and barely above high tide level,

to Kwaialein Island, 3.1 km2 in area. The land area of all the islands
totals 14.5 km2. Kwaialein is located about 9o north of the equator, and
13o west

of the international dateline (see Figure 1.1).

Kwajalein is also part of one of the world's most sophisticated
and highly instrumented ranges for testing strategic nuclear ballistic
missiles and anti-ballistic weapon systems. Between 12 and 20 such
missiles per year are targeted on or near Kwajalein. As of fune 1989,
the United States had one half billion dollars of real property
invesfrnent alone in Kwajalein Atoll.l Replacement cost of the
Kwajalein facilities is estimated at about $US2 billion.2 Kwajalein is
being developed as a principal test range for what the US government
calls the Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI). SDI is the effort to develop a
set of surveillance, tracking, and weapon systems which will
supposedly and eventually enable the United States to shootlown or
otherwise disable most oF the Soviet Union's strategic misslles after
they have been launched.
Proposed Actions at US Army koajalein Atoll, Draft Enaironmental
Impact Statanent, US Army Strategic Defense Command, ]une
1989 (henceforth referred to as DEIS), p. 242. If anything, the
figure seems on the low side.
f. Gordon, "Kwaialein Settlement Stalls in Senate", Aoiation Week
and SpaceTechnology (henceforth referred to as AWST), 28 October

1985,p.82.
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Figure l.1: Location of Kwaialein Atoll and Wesern Test Range
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of Kwajaleinls islands, induding most of the larger
ones, are occupied and used by what is now called "US Army,
Kwaialein Atoll' (USAKA, formerly Kwaialein Missile Range, KMR)
(see Figure 1.1). Most missile types now or previously in the US
strategic nuclear arsenal have undergone at least some of their
Eleven

development or testing at Kwaialein.

USAKA is operated by a contractor, currently Pan Am World
on behalf of the US Army Strategic Defense Command.
Cunently, there are about 3,000 US personnel, mosfly contract or
employees, at USAKA. There is also a Marshallese workforce of about
l,(XX), drawn mostly from the non-USAKA island of Ebeye. Some
Marshallese workers at Roi-Namur live on Ennubirr.
Services,

This chapter looks briefly at the kind of missile test activities
going on today at Kwajaleiry and then describes the various facilities at

Kwajalein Atoll involved in a missile test. Kwajalein is only the
terminal end of a missile testing range that stretches all the way from
the coast of California. The other components of this range and its
command structure are described, while activities other than missile
testing at Kwaialein are simply listed.
B.

Curent and Typical Operations

A typical missile test involves launching an intercontinental
ballistic missile 0CBM) from the Western Space and Missile Center at
Vandenberg AFB, Califomia, or a sea-launched ballistic missile (SLBM)
from a submarine in the northeastern Pacific. Each missile usually
carries three or more warheads, referred to euphemistically3 as reentry vehicles (RVs). For test purposes, these RVs are dummies - they
carry/ no nuclear explosives, but are ballasted with depleted uranium
so that they have the same weight and balance as a real warhead.
They also carry sensors for measuring engineering data during the
tes$ and this data is radioed bacl to receivers on thg ground or in
special aircraft. The RVs are targeted at any of three sea areas
associated with USAKA: the so-called mid-atoll corridor (MAC) within
The euphernism is regretted, but other terms are ambiguous nwarhead", in particular can refer to
either the cluster of RVs atop
a missile or to the nuclear explosive device inside each of the RVs.
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Kwaialein lagoon (see Figures 1.2 and 1.3), a broad ocean area (BOA)
lying 140 km north of Kwajalein and known as USAKA North, or the
BOA lying 450 km to the east, called USAKA East. For certain
purposes, some RVs are targeted for land impacts on Illeginni Island,
part of the atoll. There are other BOAs lying further afield - near
Guam, the Northern Marianas, Wake Island and Oeno (Pitcairn
Islands), all of which are serviced independently of Kwajalein Atoll. A
single missile test may require up to 185,000 km2 of sea and air space.4

USAKA is also used for developing and testing weapon and
sensor systems intended for destroying or otherwise incapacitating
enemy missiles after they have been launched. These systems and
prograrns were originally known as ABM5 (Anti-Ballistic Missile), later
as BMD (Ballistic Missile Defense), and now as SDI (SUategic Defense

or, to the disrespecffrrl, as "Star Wars".5 The
ABM/BMD/SDI activities at Kwaialein mostly involve testing the
Initiative),

abilities of radars, optical trackers, infrared sensors, lasers, and similar
devices to detect, identify, and track in-flight missiles and incoming
RVs.In most cases the ballistic missiles undergoing routine test flights
are used as "targets of opportunity". But in some instances special
missiles are launched to serve solely as "dedicated" SDI targets. SDI
weapon systems are tested by launching them from the Atoll at
incoming missiles or at dedicated targets.

Over the last few years, intercontinental missile warheads
have been plummeting down on or close to Kwaialein about once
"Procedures to prevent mufual interference between space and
missile center operations and fleet training commitments in
Hawaiian fleet operating areas; promulgation of', COMTHIRD
FLT Instruction 3120.78, 1 August 1984.
In this report the term ABM, although out of fashiory will be used
throughout to include any missile intended for use against
strategic ballistic missiles.
H.York, first US Director

of Defense Research and Engineering,
in the comprehensive nuclear test ban
talks, is amongst those who see "Star Wars" as the more
appropriate term. See his Making Weapons, Talking Peace: A
Physicist's Odyssey from Hiroshima to Geneoa, (Basic, New York,
later chief US negotiator

7987),pp.24T245.
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Figure 1.2: Kwajalein Atoll
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Figure 13: Typical Missile FlightTest

Arm!,ktajalein Atoll 2t
every three weeks. Currently two to three rockets per month are
USAKA-US

launched from Kwajalein itself.

When tests are taking place, all boat traffic and visits to even
non-USAKA islands are prohibited in the mid-atoll corridor.
Marshallese are not allowed to visit USAKA islands within the
corridor, except when the Range is "stood down" and not used for
tests.

C. USAKA Facilities at Kwajalein

Atoll

A variety of radars, rocket launchers, and other equipment is
located on the eleven islands of Kwaialein Atoll used by USAKA.
Together, these systems constitute the testing data acquisition system
described in Appendix 5. These are listed below more or less in the
order in which they function during a missile test.7
7. Support anil Housekeeping
Kwajalein Island, located to the south of the test corridor, is
atoll. Most US personnel live
on Kwajalein, where bulk fuel and water storage and warehouses are
situated. The power plants on Kwajalein alone can generate nearly 31
megawatts. In 198& 32 million litres of fuel were consumed in
electricity generation for the island.E
the support base for most activity on the

The airfield on Kwaialein has a sealed runway over 2,0@
metres long, usable by US military aircraft as big as C-5 Galaxies.
During a typical month, there are about 1J00 aircraft movements (that
is, landings or takeoffs), half of which are by helicopters flying to other
parts of the atoll. MAC C-141 Starlifters come in about 16 times per
month. Other US military aircraft also transit through Kwajalein.
Australian P-3 Orions and C-130 Hercules occasionally visit, as do

Appendix 1 describes the facilities according to which island they
are located on and shows their location in the atoll as a whole.
DEIS, table 3.72-2, p. 3-770.
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fapanese military aircraft.9 [n 1988, 50
were supplied to aircraft at Kwaialein.l0

2.

We ather

anil Enoironmmt al

million litres of aviation fuel

Monitoing

Before a missile is launched toward Kwaialein or a missile
interceptor is launched from Kwaialein, it is important to know the
weather conditions over the target area. Wind will deflect an RV from
its intended course, and raindrops erode the surface of an RV,
changing its aerodynamic characteristics. The ice crystals in cirrus
clouds can cause even more damage because they are harder, and
because the RV meets themat higher altitudes where it is travelling at
very high speeds. To determine weather conditions in the uPPer
atrnosphere, meteorological rockets are launched about 25 times a
year. There are two AN/WF10G.4/2 wind-finding radars at RoiNamur, as well as a sounding antenna for receiving high-altitude data
from weather balloons. A weather radar on Kwaialein is used
particularly for monitoring cimrs clouds. There are also two antennae
for receiving data from weather satellites.

3. CommunicationLinks
lntu-range nmmuniution link. A variety of voice, telery and
data links connect all facilities within the atoll, as well as all aircraft

and vessels participating in tests. Other links connect the atoll to the
places from which the test missiles are launched to ensure coordination of all range facilities when a launch is about to take place.
There are systems which will send "destruct" messages to any missile
which starts to veer off course, or in any other way Poses a hazard.
There are corrununications arrangements via satellites for transferring
very precise time signals and frequency standards from the US Naval
Observatory in Washington, DC to all sensors on the atoll. These
arrangements are backed up by an extemely precise caesium beam
clock which is flown from the observatory to the missile range and
back to Washington, DC for calibration at regular intervals.

e
10

DEIS, table 3.11-1, p.3-1,49.
DEIS, table 3.12-3, p.3-"177.
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Intra-range communication links are used to co-ordinate
missile launches at Vandenberg and elsewhere with operations at
Kwajalein.

4. Railars
The incoming RVs heading toward Kwaplein are first detected
of radars

and tracked by radars. There are three distinct kinds
involved.

Range radars, mostly on Kwaialein Island, are for the actual
monitoring and control of the missile tests, measuring the accuracy of
RV impacts, etc. These radars are also known as metric radars, because
they measure distances, heights, angles, and velocities.

Experimental radars, located primarily on Meck at the north
end of the atoll, are tested against incoming missiles to develop new
technology for ABM or early warning radars. Meck Island also hosts
an experimental "Missile Site Radar". This radar is a prototype of the
hardened phased array radars planned for installation at future ABM
installations. It is a tenant on USAKA, rather than part of it.

Other radars are

for

researdr purposes, studying the

phenomenology of ballistic reentry. They measure the radar reflection
of the RV, and of its plume or wake of ionised gas, so that better ways
of penehating Soviet ABM defenses (penetration aids, or penaids) can
be developed for US missiles, and befter ways of defeating Soviet
penaids can be developed for US ABM systems. They also collect
information on the aerodynamic performance of the RV, which can
help in the design of RVs which will suffer less deflection from their
intended trajectories.
Some of the radars are protected within more or less spherical
radomes. Others are exposed and visible as parabolic dish antennae.
The most important are five radars located on Roi-Namur, and known
collectively as the Kieman Reentry Measurements Site KREMS). The
KREMS radars are all multi-functional, and serve various range and
research purposes. They include:

Altair. An enormous radar, with an antenna dish diameter of
nearly 50 metres, and a peak power ouput of 17 megawatts.
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Altair can easily detect an RV as it comes uP over the radar
horizon, 4,000 km away. It can also track satellites in
geosynchronous orbit, 35,000 km above the Pacific and far
beyond the range of most satellite tracking radars.

Alcor. A less powerful and long-range radar than Altair, but
one which is correspondingly more accurate. In the later part
of an RV trajectory, it can Fneasure an RV's instantaneous
position to within half a metre.
Tradex. The ability to produce a wide variety of waveforms
enables Tradex to make high-resolution images of the
incoming RVs. Tradex is also particularly good at imitating the
waveforms, frequencies, and scanning modes of Soviet radarg,
so that it "sees" US RVs the way a Soviet radar would in
wartime. This capability helps the United Sates to design RVs
which are less visible to Soviet radars.

MMS. This is a

multistatic measurements radar, with
located
receivers
on other islands, enabling very accurate
measurements
to be made using interferometry. It can
distance
measure trajectories to within 4 metres at the "pierce point"
where an RV first enters the uppermost reaches of the
atrnosphere, up to 250 km away.

MMW. A millimetre wave radar which allows very accurate
determination of RV distances and velocities. It can rrreasure
the position of an RV to 28 cm, and measure velocity to an
accuracy of 8 cm per second. Operated in a different mode, it
can produce twodimensional images of RVs and satellites. It
is also used to passively gather microwave signature data that is, the characteristics of rocket exhausts and RV plumes
which can be used to distinguish between RVs containing
warheads and those which are merely decoys.

More radars are found on other islands of the atoll; including
AN/MP$36 tracking radars on Kwajalein and
general-purpose
two
Illeginni, and an AN/FPQ-19 high-accurary long-range radar on
Kwajalein.

A sounding rocket is launched from Kwaialein before each
incoming missile arrives. This provides a "target" for checking and
calibrating all the radars and optical sensors.

USAKA-US Army,I(wajalein Atoll 25

5, Optical Sensors
As an RV comes closer to Kwaialein, it comes within the range
of optical devices. In general, these are more accurate and sensitive
than radans, especially in the last few critical seconds before an RV hits
the ground or splashes into the lagoon. Optical sensors provide both
metic and signature data.

The main optical installations are called RADOTs (recording
automatic digital optical trackers). These are large instrument mounts
which can swing rapidly on both a vertical and a horizontal axis to
follow an RV. On each mount is fixed a varying assemblage of
telescopes, video cameras, film cameras (movie and still), and related
devices, all protected from the weather inside an astronomical
observatory-type dome. There are 3 RADOTs and 4 Super RADOTs.
The Super RADOT can track RVs at up to 3,000 km range.

Ballistic cameras give the most accurate observations of all.
Painstaking measurements are made afterwards of their centimetrethick photographic plates to provide trajectory measurements to
within a few centimetres.
For more general surveillance, there are camera towers and
closed-circuit TV towers. These record the last few seconds before
splashdown, including the small explosion which indicates that
arming and fusing of the RV has occurred.
An aircraft functions also as a sort of fl)otrg RADOT, operating
above cloud cover. When RVs are targeted on the BOAs, other aircraft
rnay be brought to Kwaialein to cnllect radar, optical and telemetry
data beyond the range of the equipment on Kwaialein.
On Roi-Namur an infrared laser tracker with peak power of 50
megawatts is used to develop a database of laser cross-sections of RVs
and their wakes. There are also two passive infrared sensorc at RoiNamur for collecting infrared signature data.
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6.Telemetry Recording
As the RVs approach, radio transmitters on board broadcast
data about such things as temperatures, accelerations and stresses.
Aircraft involved in monitoring the tests also transmit monitoring
information back to USAKA. All this data, called "telemetry", is
monitored at USAKA by sorne 12 telerrretry reception antennae that
look like the range radars.
Equipment to allow extremely accurate pinpointing of RVs by
use of the Navstar satellite Global Positioning System (GPS) was
installed at USAKA in 1989. This system of multiple satellites allows a
user to pin-point position and velocity with great precision.

7. Rocket anil Missile Launchqs
Seven launchers are dispersed around the atoll for launching
meteorological and other rockets to measure environmental conditions

during re-entries. In additiory various launch pads and silos for
launching SDI interceptor and target missiles are planned or under
construction.

8. Impact-Locating or "Scoing" Dmices

At the down-range end of a

missile test, the military are
how
each RV is. In addition
accurate
interested above all in knowing
is
special equipment for
to all the tracking equipment, therefore, there
determining precisely the impact point of every RV. When an RV hits
the lagoon, it creates a 30{Gmetre high splas[ and small splashdetection radars on towers take a l2-metre accuracy fix on each splash.
The Hydro-acoustic Impact Timing System (HITS) is even more
precise, consisting of hydrophones on the lagoon bottom, which
determine impacts to within about 5 meEes (see Figure 1.4).
Many RVs are aimed at the BOAs located east and north of
Kwaialein Atoll. Impact points here are measured by sonobuoys
dropped beforehand by P-3 Orion aircraft. The sonobuoys in turn
locate their own positions by interrogating permanent transPonders on

USAKA-US Army,Kwaialein Atoll 27

Figure 1.4: HITS Shore Station

SDR Splash Detection Radar
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the sea-floor called deep ocean transponders (DOTs). The DOTs,
together r /ith the sonobuoys, make up the Sonobuoy Missile Impact
Location System (SMII.S), which is accurate to within 12 metres.ll
More recently, sonobuoys have become capable of receiving Navstar
signals that obviate the need for DOTs.

9. RV Recooety
USAKA has a two-person (yellow!) submarine and a team of
divers for recovering RVs from the floor of the lagoon. For part of the
reentry, radio telemetry may be "blacked ouf' by an ionization sheath
("plasma") surrounding the RV. Some RVs contain flight recorders to
preserve data which would otherwise be lost at this time. All RVs
change shape during re-entry because they are covered by a heat

shield which vaporises and carries heat away from the delicate
electronics inside. Some RVs are designed to make "soft" splashdowns,
so that these shape changes can be studied.l2 Other RVs are rehieved
because of environmental concern about the depleted uranium ballast
they contain, as well as to deny the Soviet Union any opportunity of
retrieving the RVs for intelligence purposes.
70.

Data Processing anil Communications

A microwave communication network links all the
instrumented islands on the atoll. This system allows all the
instrumentation to be synchronized and co-ordinated during a mission
1l

12

Strategic Systnns Test Support Study: Final Rqort, prepared by SIR
International for the SSTSS Ad Hoc Executive Committee,
November 1981, 3 vols. Released under the US Freedom of
Information Act (FOIA) in October 19&1. Frorn here on referred to
as SSTSS. For a brief summary of the SSTSS report, see f. Means,
"Strategic Systems Test Support Reconfiguration", AIAA First

Flight Testing Conference, AIAA-81-2483, November 1981.

M.Bunn, "Technology

of Ballistic Missile Re-entry

Vehicles",

Chapter 6 in K.Tsipis and PJaneway (eds), Rniat of U.S. Military
Raearch and Darclopment, (Pergamon-Brassg/s, Washington,
1984).
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countdowry and facilitates the rapid assembly of the enorrnous
amounts of data accumulated by all the sensors and telemetry
receivers (see Figure 1.5).

A substantial amount of data processing and reduction can be
done on the atoll, particularly for "quick look" results. The btilk of the
processing, however, is done elsewhere, with the data being sent
either electronically or on magnetic tapes.
A big 2Gmetre AN/FSC-78 satellite dish antenna on Kwajalein

Island relays data through the East Pacific Defense

Satellite

Communications System (DSCS) satellite to similar FSC-78 terminals
located at:

*

Wahiawa

.

in Hawaii, for

near-instantaneous

transmission of bulk data to the Honolulu Data
Reduction Facility, where most of the flight test
analysis is done. This link also provides a connection
to Pacific-wide militarv and commercial
communication networks.

*

C-amp Roberts in California, for near-instantaneous
transmission of spacetracking data from KREMS to the

USAF Space Command in its command post 400
metres under Cheyenne Mountain, Colorado, and for
command control links with Vandenberg. This link
also connects Kwaialein to the US Army Ballistic
Missile Defense Systems Command in Huntsville,
Alabama, and to continental US military and
commercial communication systems.

*

New Boston, in New Flampshire, whence a dedicated
microwave link carries bulk reentry phenomenology
data from KREMS to Lexington, Massachusetts, where
KREMS data is analyzed by Uncoln taboratory. Data
starts flowing into Lincoln laboratory about two
hours after the test is completed at Kwajalein (see
Figure 1.5).

Bulk encryption is applied to all channels, and some
channels are secure to Top Secret levels. At the Honolulu Data
Reduction Facility, flight test data is digitiz€d, processed and compiled
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Figure 1.5: Data Flow from Kwajalein Facilities
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as signature, traiectory, and impact reports for distribution within the
ballistic missile research and development (R&D) community.

The collection of sensors and other support systems described
above has no parallel. As a US A*y Secretary expressed it 13 years
ago:

The Free World possesses no comparable capability to
(1) collect exo-atmospheric signatures dat4 (2) record

missile reentry phenomena, (3) provide terminal
trajectory and impact data, (4) recover reentry vehicle
structures, and (5) transmit near real time data via
satellite to the mission sponsors in the United States.l3

D. USAKA

as Part

of a Larger Complex

USAKA is administered as though it were an independent,
self<ontained entity confined to Kwaialein Atoll. By itself, however,
USAKA would be almost useless. Neither ballistic missile testing, RV
phenomenology studies, nor SDI testing could take place if there were
no ballistic missiles being launched from other ranges toward
Kwajalein. In practice, a number of other facilities contribute to the test
activities centered on USAKA. Together, these are loosely referred to
as the Western Test Range and are described below roughly in east-towest order:

7. Wretsn Space and Mbsile Center (WSMC), Vanilenbug AFB.14
WSMC supports developmental and operational testing of all US
ICBMs and all re-entry technology launches. These tests terminate at
USAKA and at BOAs. It also serves for all non-shuttle launches of
E.Miller, Assistant Secretary of the Army for R&D, prepared
statement, in US Congress, Senate Committee on Armed Services,
Heartngs on Military Procuratant for Fiscal Yur 1977, Part 5, pp.
3108-9.

Land-basd Instrumentation Systmts Hanilbook, Western Space and

Missile Center, Vandenberg Air Force Base, prepared by ITT
Federal Electric Corporation, 10 November 7987, released under
FOIA.
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satellites into high indination ("polar") orbits. For these PurPoses,
Vandenberg has I number of launch pads as well as ICBM silos for
operational test launches. Associated with Vandenberg and distnbuted
nbrth and south along the Californian coast are a wide range of radar,
optical, and meteorological sensors, together with telernetry receptiory

command, and communication facilities (see Figure 1.5). These
systems are analogous to those at USAKA, but are used to monitor and
c-ontrol the boost Ft,"rg, rather than the r€€ntry phase, of each missile
flight or satellite launch.

2. Pacific Missile Telt Cmter @MIO, Point Mugu, C"Wrry|: PMTC is
the "leid range" for Trident SLBM test launches off the C-alifornia Coat
to Kwaialein. the stnus are actually fired from submarines offshore.

3.

Facilitirs trcateit on

groundtrack

of

llawaii. The Flawaiian Islands straddle

the

missiles launched from Vandenberg towards

kwajalein, and are located halfway along the groundtrack. They are
thus'ideal for various forms of mid-course monitoring. These facilities
include:
*
Kaena Point, Oahu, where an FPG14 on-axis tracking
radar is located;

*
*

*
rs

Wheeler AFB, Oahu,
communication;

a relay point for

inter-range

Barking Sands Pacific Missile Range Facility, Kauai
(PMRFK. Used for launching intermediate range
(retired Polaris and Poseidon) missiles, at Kwaialein as
targets for ABM s)'stems undertest there (see Chapter
O,
Maui Optical Sation (AMOS), on the summit of
Mount Haleakala. AMOS is a higNy dassified

Mnjor Range and Teit Facility Base Sumrnary of Capabilitia, DoD
32d0.11D, Under-Secretary of Defense for Research and
Engineering, fune 1983,p.8; Pacific Missile Test Center (PMTO,
PM7C Organizatiorul Manual, COMPMrcINST 5451.1D, (PMTC,
Point Mugu, California 6 fune 1988); see also PMTC ' Dtys 9!
Challenge init Years of Ctange A Technical History of the Pacific
MbsileTeit Canter, (US Government Printing Office, Washington
DC,1989).
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Figure 1.6: Vandenberg Air Force Base and Related Support

Facilities
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.
4.

operation run by DARPA. Not actually part of the
WTR, it takes advantage of missiles passing overhead
for various optical, infrared and laser studies, now
mostlylinked to SDI.

Midway AtoII. Has served as site for ICBM impact locatiory

especially in the early days, but has no known current role.

5.

lohnston Afoll. This liftle'known atoll was used for launching Thor
targets towards Kwaialein for use as Nike'Zeus targets in the sixties. It
has no known current role in ballistic missile tests.16

6. Wake Islnnil. Has on occasion been used to launch Athena target
missiles mimicking SLBMs towards Kwaialein for BMD testg at least
until 1972. It was used in the past for ICBM impact acoustic location.

7.

Endabury, anil Hull ls|r,nils (Phenix Group). Detection,
tracking, impact, and scoring sensors were operated on these three
islands until 1975, for splashdowns in a BOA lying between them. This
triangular area, about 150 km across, was known as the Western
Terminal Complex of the Space and Missile Test Command (SAMTEC)
that runs the tests in the Pacific. The TPQ18 radar now on Kwajalein
Island was previously on Canton.By agreement with Kiribati, the
island state that now owns these islands, the United States retains
access to Canton if needed.
C-anton,

8. Eneuetak Atoll. To the northeast of Kwaialeiry served as the original
impact site for ICBM tests until 1962, when the tests were switched to
Kwajalein.
9. Other BOAI. There are several other BOAs in the Pacific, described
in Chapter 3.

10. lndian Ocmn BOA? Actording to the US Air Forc€, "the Western
Test Range extends from the California Coast to 90e hngitude in the

76 )ohnston is still designated as the launch site for a halfdozen or
so rockets and nuclearwarheads stored on the mainland to enable

the United States to rapidly resume ahnospheric nuclear testing, a
program known as Safeguard C. D. Evans, "U.S. Spending
Millions on Plan to Restart Pacific Nuclear Tesb", ChicagoTibune,
26 August 1990.

e
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Indian Ocean where it meets the Eastern Test Range".l7 Whether there
arc any instrumented BOAs in the Indian Ocean is not known, but at
least one Star Wars intercept has taken place there.

E. Command Stmcture
Ttrcre appears to be no overall management structure for US
missile testing in the Pacific area. Three main chains of command
relate to missile tests. These are: (1) an Air Force chain which handles
ICBM Launches and is in charge of the uprange activities centered on
Vandenberg AFB; (2) a Naval chain which handles SLBM launches and
operates PMTC and mid-range facilities; and (3) an Army chain which
handles ABM/BMD/SDI activities and is in charge of USAKA.

Air Fuu Cluin. Until 1989, the Western Test Range was
subordinate to the USAF Space and Missile Test Organisation, which
in turn is under the Air Force Systems Comrnand (see Figure 1.7a).
After October 7989, SAMTO was abolished.lE Since thery the Western
and Eastern Space and Missile Centers have reported directly to the US
Air Force Space Command, thereby trimming costs (see Figure 1.b).
At the WTR, the 6595th Missile test group is in charge of all
missile launches. The actual launches rnay be made by contractors
(developmental tests), by the WSMC itself (reentry technology tests
and target launches requested by Army BMD program) or by
operational Strategic Air Command (SAC) units (operational tests,
some BMD target launches).I9
WSMC is lead range for

dl

ICBM launchings, and appears to

be in charge of the lvD( BOAs other than USAKA East and North,

while

the ETR is in charge of the ARIA aircraft used to service these BOAs.

17

l8

Air Force Watern Ter,t Range, Backgroundu, "current as of
November 1986", supplied by Space and Missile Test
Organization, fuly 1987.
US

Air

Forc€,

Amriu's

Watern

Sryqort: AHistoical Puspectioe,

Fact Sheet 9OG2, (lst Strategic Aerospace Dvisiory Vandenberg
AFB, |anuary lg90), Attachment 1, p.4.
The three classes of tests are defined in Chapter 3.
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WSMC is a support range for Pacific SLBM operations. Vandenberg
AFB itself is a SAC base on which WSMC is a tenant.

Chain The Pacific Missile Test Center (PMTC), Point
Mugu, California is subordinate to the Naval Air Systems Command,
Navy

which in turn is under the Chief of Naval Material, who reports to the
Chief of Naval Operations (see Figure 1.8).

Under PMTC's command are the Pacific Missile Range, off
Point Mugu, from which Trident submarines fire operational test
launches; the Pacific Missile Test Range Facility in Ftrawaii, which
makes target launches to Kwaialein; and the IGena Point mid-range
radar. PMTC is the lead range for SLBM tests in the Pacific, but the
actual launches are carried out by operational submarine crews under
the Commander, Submarine Force, U.S. Pacific Fleet, who in turn is
under the U S Commander-in{trief, Pacific (CINCPAO and his SSBN
Operations Branch. PMTC may administer the BOAS established at
Oeno and in the western Pacific for Trident.
CINCPAC is responsible for delegating and co-ordinating
"programs for specific missile and spa.cecraft imPact,landing and/or
recovery operations".20 As part of his operational control over fleet
ballistic missile (FBM) submarines, he states that he conducts "FBM
weapon system operational tests (OTS) and follow-on operational tests
(FOT) in the USPACOM ... The FBM weapon system test program
validates FBM weapon system reliability and accuracy planning
factors for use by the JCS in the SIOP".2l
Commander, Third Fleet (under the Commander-in4hief, US
Pacific Fleet or CINCPACFLT) is responsible for the scheduling of the

CINCPAC, "Missile and Spacecraft/SPace Shuttle Impact,
l^anding and/or Recovery Support in the PACOM Area",
27

Instruction 3730.2B,dated 13 May 1980.Supplied under FOIA.
US CINCPAC, "USCINCPAC Fleet Ballistic Missile (FBM)
Submarine Policy", USCINCPAC Instruction 53350.1A, 31 May
7984,p.5; partly declassified under US FOIA to Peter Wills.
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Figure 1.7b: Western Space and Missile Center, October 1990

Sourcc: Public Affairs O{fice, Vandenberg AFB, Januay t99l
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Figure 1.8: Nary Command Structue
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Pacific Missile Test Center facilities
operational tests.22

on Flawaii used in

SLBM

CINCPAC's SSBN Branch states that it runs two types of tests.
First is the OpnationalTat, which is:

A test program for exercising the operational system
in as near an operational environment as possible to
determine weapon system reliability and accuracy
factors under simulated tactical conditions.23
Second is the Folloru-on OpuationalTst,which is:

A test program conducted on a continuing basis to
ensure the maintenance of established weapon system
reliability and accuracy factors during the life of tne
weaPon slstem.24
These tests are conducted under conditions of sbict secrecy.
"Communications while operating in the launch area", states
CINCPAC, "will be minimized and the most secure means available
will be used" to avoid divulging information "which will indicate the
nature of the operation."2S
Such tests requi-re that a patrolling submarine be "stood down"
or diverted from its sIoP target commitment for the duration of the
test.25

Tests that mimic reality could also look like a Soviet attack on
the United States to US early warning monitors (or like a US attack on
the Soviets to the Soviets). Accordingly, CINCPAC has to approve the

test schedule, and co-ordinates the tests with North American

COMTHIRDFLT, "Scheduling and Coordination

of

Fleet

Operations Using Pacific Missile Test Center and pacific Missile
Range Services", Inshuction 3500.58, dated 3 December 198x
[illegiblel. Supplied under FOIA.
CINCPAC, "CINCPAC Operational Test .Plan for the Fleet
Ballistic Missile Weapon System", Instruction Sg4l, 4 fune 1982,
partly released under FOIA.
24

tbid.

25

lbid.,p.3.

26

lbid.,p.R-7.
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Aerospace Defense Command (NORAD) in Colorado, the nerve center
of the US early warning system.27

Army Cluin USAKA is a subordinate Command of the US
Army Strategic Defense Command, located in Huntsville, Alabama,
and is administered by a USAKA Directorate at Huntsville (see Figure

1.9). Under the Commander, USAKA, are USAKA field offices in
Huntsville, Honolulu and Majuro (capital of the Marshall Islands), as
well as the Range Command itself. Under the Range Command is a

field office at Vandenberg and

a

liaison office

at the

Lincoln

Laboratory (which operates KREMS).

The Strategic Defense Command is also in charge of all the SDI
operations at Kwajaleiry which it carries out on behalf of the SDI
Organisation (SDIO, an agency of the US Department of Defense in
charge of Star Wars). This arrangement has been of some concern to
other users of Kwajalein, who thought that the Army might give
preference to its own SDI programs at the expense of those of other
organizations.

The KREMS radars are operated by conbactors on behalf of
the Lincoln laboratory which itself is funded and controlled by the
Army Sirategic Defense Command.

The USAKA commander also functions as

CINCPAC

representative to the Republic of the Marshall Islands.28
Cross-links betwem the Chains. It is not clear how all these
organisational chains intermesh. It seems that all activities requiring
only USAKA facilities are co-ordinated by USAI(A and the sponsoring
organisation. For activities involving the WfR, achieving the requisite
co-ordination for conducting tests is more complicated:

Prospective users of the WSMC range facilities
document their requirenenb through the National
Range Universal Documentation System (UDS).
Supplemental land and mobile instrumentation

27 lbiil.,p.l-7.
2E USAKA Mission anil

Function Statettent, USASDCR 10-1,

December 1987, part 1, p. 19.1.
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support

is provided by other facilities

(Kwajalein

Missile Range (KMR), [that is, USAKA], Pacific Missile
TestCenter (PMTC)... and agencies NASA... Defense
Advanced Research Projects Agency, other AFSC,
Pacific Missile Range Facilities Hawaii ...) in support
of ballistic operations under the DoD IUS

Departnent of Defensel lead range concept. This
policy allows WSMC to serve as the focal point for
submission of all test requirements and to co+rdinate
with other ranges and agencies in providing the
required test capability for the respective Programs ...
A Joint Pacific Area Scheduling Office (IPASO),
established by OUSDRE lOffice of the Under-Secretary
of Defense for Research and Engineeringl and located

at WSMQ is a

centralized scheduling and coordination facility for Pacific Area strategic test
operations. The |PASO consists of representatives
from the Air Force, Army, Navy, DARPA, NASA and

their technical support contractors. The JPASO is the
single information source for sensor status and

availability and has the authority

to

issue

a

consolidated forecast schedule.29

The WSMCs Scheduling Control Branch issues pre-launch
safety notifications of impending missile launches to Air Route Traffic
Controllers in Oakland, Honolulu and Ios Angeles; and to Defense
Mapping Agency inWashington, DC and a variety of US Coast Guard
offices.3o

There are a variety of other horizontal links which remain to
be investigated. Some of the information-flow links are shown in
Figure t.e. Other presumed links which have not been documented
are:

Test Center Fy

30

Part III: Western SPace and Missile
82-89, Vandenberg AFB", P. III-1-2. Material

omitted from quote concerrls space launches.
Western Space and Missile Center, "Prelaunch Hazard Notice",
WSMC Regulation 127-7, 3 December 1985, p.4.

M
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*

those between the WSMC and the Space Command,

for joint use of the PACBAR radars (PACBAR is
explained in the next section. The Saipan radar,

northwest of Kwaialein, is primarily for PACBAR, and
secondarily for the nearby lvD( BOA, while Altair is
primarily for USAKA, and secondarily foTPACBAR);

*

those for conveying intelligence information mllected
by KREMS about Soviet missiles to the relevant US
intelligence agencies - including the Army Missile
Intelligence Agency at Huntsville, Alabama;3l

*

those between between WTR and the

US

Sate Deparfinent. These presumably pass through the
Defense Deparhnent's Office for International Security
Affairs to the State Departrnent's Bureau of PoliticoMilitary Affairs. Such links are involved in the
negotiations for use of foreign facilities during missile
testingP and for forwarding advance information
about planned tests to the Soviet Union;

*

those between USAKA and the US Departrnent of
Interior and the US Department of State that pertain to
relations with the Marshalls Islands Government and
the Kwaialein landowners.

F. Other Activities
The flight testing activities at Kwaialein are described in

Chapter 3, and SDl-related activities are described in Chapter 4. The
remainder of this chapter describes some of the other activities carried
out at Kwaialein.
Some of these activities are located at Kwaialein to take
advantage of the missile re-entries as targets of opportunity. Other
activities are located at Kwaialein to make use of the radars already

31

32

f.Richelson, The US lntellignce Community, (Ballinger, Cambridge,
Massachuse tts, 7986), p.69.
For example, staging bases for missile range aircraft. See SSTSS
vol.1, p.68.
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there for the flight testing. Stilt others are at Kwaialein

to

take

advantage of its geographic location.

SpaceTracking

USAKA hosts a variety of space tracking activies. These
include "special Space track missions for the US Intelligence

.

CommunitY".33

These and other more dominant missions are located at
Kwajalein to take advantage of the superlative qualities of the KREMS
radans. Mor@ver, Kwajaleinls location is ideal for monitoring Soviet
and chinese satellites early on in their first orbits after launch. The
near-equatorial location is also ideal for monitoring equatorial orbit
geosynchronous satellites.

Most Soviet sPace launches are made in a northeasterly
direction from the Baikonour cosmodronre in the Soviet Union. Such
launches have a ground track which heads towards the Arctic, then
curves and passes southeast across the western Pacific, before
swinging northeast again so as to pass overNorth America. Kwaialein
lies under the southeast leg of this ground track. To cover it, the USAF
Space Command uses the big Altair radar on Roi-Namur; a GP910
ridar, formerly at San Miguel, but recently moved to Clark Air Base in
the Philippines; and a specially constructed radar on E]p1" known as
a "PacifiC Radar barrier" GACBAR) to monitor all Soviet space
launches.34 (The Saipan radar in turn has a secondary role of
providing metric data for missile launches into the nearby BOA.)

Alair

needs only 15 minutes'warning of the launch of a new
get
a first-orbit fix, and it does so for 93 per cent of Soviet
satellite to
launches.3S
and Chinese

US Congress, Senate Appropriations, Hurings on
Appropriations, Fiscal Y ur 7977, part 4, p. 1 135.
34
35

Defense

"Altair to Enhance Space Surveillance", AWST,l4 fuly 1980.
K.Rottt M.Austiry D.Frediani, G.Knittel and A.Mrstik, "The
Kiernan Reentry Measurements Systern on Kwaialein Atoll", T&e
Lincoln Lnboratry lourtul,Summer 1989, p. 259.
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Altair also tracks over

1,0(X) deep space satellites per week,
two-thirds of all such tracks obtained by the US Space Command. The
Tradex radar has better resolution than Altair, and is used to track
satellites at up to 45,000 km range far beyond that of most other
satellite tracking radars.

Alcor specializes in imaging36 foreign satellites as Part of the
Space Obiect Identification (SOI) program of the USAF Space
Command. The images of satellites at 200 km or more altihrde,
prepared by inverse synthetic aperture radar,37 are of nearphotographic quality and can be used to assess the size, shape and
configuration of "non-cooperating"38 satellites. The MMW radar
generates even better images of satellites for SOI purposes.39
USAKA is one of 27 installations around the globe carrying
out cataloguing of space objects for the SPADATS program of the
USAF's Space Command.

Apart from tracking foreign satellites for intelligence purposes,
USAKA, because of its location, is "critical for tracking the space
shuttle and other United States ... space obiects".4O

The verb "to image'has come into favour to describe the making
of photographJike images by processes other than photography.
Thus Alcor and MMW are imaging radars, while the others are
metric radars.
Inverse SAR is described in E.Brookner, "Radar Imagrng for Arms

Control", Chapter 11 in K.Tsipis, D.Hafemeister, and P.|aneway,
Arms Control Voification: The Tahnologia That Mnke lt Possible,
(Pergamon-Brassey's, Washington, 79f36), pp. 151-154.
That is, satellites which do not broadcast their own identification.
The term primarily refers to foreign (ttrat is, Soviet) satellites, but
also to dead satellites, old boosters and the like, which all need to
be identified to ensure that they pose no threat.
Roth ef al., -Ihe Kiernan ReenFy Measurcments System on
Kwajalein Atoll", p.268.
DEIS, p. E92.
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Intelligence
USAKA, "through the use of sensing and tracking capabilities",

monitors "missile launch activities of foreign nations".4l In 1961,
Aoiation week and spce Tahnofogy observed that "The opportunity to
develop methods oi identifying Russian warheads bI shlgy'$ actual
Russian warheads is obviously too good to miss".42 Kwaialein is
officially described as a "prime station for early detection of. foreign
launches and ... precise hajectory determination and signature
measurements of suborbital launches".43

Again,itistheKREMSradarswhichprimarilyserveinthis

role, for irany Soviet missile testing re-entries are made into the

northern Paiific, often

well within tracking and signature

determination range of the KREMS radars.
Nu cle ar -Eff e ct s Re s e ar ch

Important research on the effects of nuclear explosions on
early warning radars and on satellite communications has been carried
out at KwaiJein by the Defense Nuclear Agengl 1DNA) as part of its
so-called *ia"Uatta project. Since the 1962 Test Ban Treaty bans
atnospheric tests, ttie DNA had to simulate the nuclear-induced
ionizahon by disseminating billions of tiny metat -particles in the
ionosphere, creating "the prettiest sunsets you'd ever see" at
Kwaialein.aa Effects on Altair radar signals were measured'

4l
u2

DELS,p.7-2.
"Missiie Defense Dominates PMR Efforts", AWST,17 Apnl7961,
P.16.
^Wo,

Rnnge andTe;t Facility Base Summary of Capab_ilifies,-UnderSecretary of Oefet se for Research and Engineering, |une 1983,-P:5'

G. Zorl;tte "Kwajalein's New Role: Radars for SDI",
Specfuum, vol. 26, no. 64, March 1989.

IEEE
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Nu cl e ar W arf ighting

F^r

u ci s e s

Some ICBM launches are rehearsals for nuclear war. On 10
7979, SAC crews launched two Minuteman missiles within 12
seconds of each other as part of the global SAC exercise called Global
Shield 79, which simulated a full nuclear war.45 These missiles reentered at Kwaialein.

luly

Anti-satellite

We

apons System (ASA[)

The US$'s most recent and non-nuclear anti+atellite
interceptor has been successfully launched from a fighter aircraft
against an orbiting satellite over Kwaialein. Kwaialein radars observed
the intercept. Kwajalein has been suggested as a suitable location for
an operational ASAT.a5 The program, however, has reportedly been
cancelled.

Railiological Suntqs of Bikini anilEnmtetak
Kwajalein provides support for annual surveys by the Defense
Nuclear Agency of the former nuclear test sites at Bikini and Enewetak

Atolls.
D efense Meteorolo

gical S atellite Pro gr am

About two meteorological rockets perweek were launched for
several years in the early 1980s to provide 'ground truth" calibration
data for the Defense Meteorological satellites. These satellites are used
to map cloud cover for spy satellite scheduling. They would also
report on weather within the Soviet Union if the United States should
launch a strategic nuclear attack against the Soviet Union.
"Kwajalein Targeted for Missile Twt', Honolulu Ailoqtiser, 70 July
7982,p. A-12.
Stockholm International Peace Research Institute, SIPRI Yearbook
1 990, (Oxford University Press, london, 7990), p. 70.
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Emergenq Rocket Communications System GRCS)

This system is one of the United States' lastditch

communication systems in the event that all other communication
systems are destroyed in a nuclear war. It consists of radio transmitters
iir tfre nose cpnes of selected Minuteman missiles which can broadcast
launch orders to all other US strategic weaPon systems. ERCS is tested
once a year, and monitored from Kwaialein.
Naostar Global Positioning Systen (GPS)
GI'IS is the main navigation aid and precise

positioning system

for the US military. It consists of 18 satellites and several ground

monitoring stationi. Since 1984, one of these ground stations has been
at Kwaialein.
Short-Range Attack Missile (SRAIuf)

This is a'stand-off' shategic nudear missile intended for B-52s
and FB-111s. It was tested from B-52s at Kwaialein in 1980.a7
Stratsec F.xperimmt

in very low frequency ffLF)
environmenf'. Balloons were
in
a
"post-nuclear
communications
a 5,0(xFmetre antenna and
carrying
Kwaialein
launched from
This was an experiment

transmitter in 1983 and t98a. Receivers were deployed at Guam and
Wake.aE

Kwaiatein Missile Range, US ArmY
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Ballistic Missile systems Defense command (henceforth referred
to as Annuat Historical Reoiati,1979-7980, p. 14, and 1980-1981, p'
24. Released under FOIA'
Annual Historical Re0ieu,l982-1983'p.24.
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All this activity did not spriqg up overnight. The next chapter
describes the historical origins of the current activity at Kwaialein.

USAKA-US Army,Kwajalein AtoII 51
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CHAPTER 2

PACIFIC BALLISTIC MISSILE TEST ARENAI
The history of Kwaialein is inseparable from the history of
missile and anti-missile testing in the Pacific. This chapter looks at the
history of US missile flight testing only. The Soviet Union has tested
fewer ballistic missiles in the Pacific, but has been active almost as long
as the United States. China, too, has tested its ballistic missiles into the
Pacific. Cruise missiles have also been tested in the Pacific, but are not
covered in this report. Figure 2.1 and Tables 2.1 and 2.2 summarise the
numbers and types of US ballistic missile tests in the Pacific.

A. Origins

of Kwaialein Range,19rt0s-1959

The military history of Kwalalein Atoll began in 1935 when
Iaparu then the occupying power, began fortifying the islands of the
Marshalls group as part of its push southwards. Kwajalein was seized
from |apan in 1944 by US forces after a particularly intense and
sustained bombardment. It was used in the forties and fifties as a
support base for the nuclear tests at Bikini and Enewetak. Flights also
transited Kwajalein for the Korean War airlift. By 1958, no more

nuclear tests were planned for Micronesia, and the Navy placed
Kwajalein on the military base surplus list. For five months it looked as
though the Marshallese would be allowed to opt out of the.nuclear
arrns rac€. This was not to be, however. The Army was looking for a
safe place to test anti-ballistic missiles against ICBM targets, and in
February 1959 it selected Kwaialein Atoll. This decision was the result
of intense inter-service rivalry to lead in deployment of ballistic
missiles as the Cold War intensified.

The first Soviet ballistic missile test in August 1957 and the
Sputnik scare of October 1957 led to fears in the United States of a
suqprise Soviet missile attack. The US Army in 1956 was already
planning to build an ABM system against the contingency of a Soviet
The title is a quote from the SSTSS study, which drafted "plans for
using the Pacific as a ballistic missile test arena". See footnote 11,

Chapter 1: SSTSS,vol.

1,

p.68.
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Figure 2.1: ICBM and IRBM Launches from Vandenberg,1959-1989
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Table 2.1: Ballistic Missile Flithts on Westem Test R.nge, 1959-1989
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Note: This table does not include launches of ABM/BMD talgets from Hawaii, Johnston
Atoll, and Wake Island, nor does it indude SLBM launchings from subrnarines. SLBM
launchings, so far as they are known, are shown in Table 2.2.
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Explanation of colums -

1 ThoTIRBM

2 Atlas ICBM
3 Titan ICBM

4 Minuteman
5 Minuteman
5

1

2
Minuteman 3
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7
I
9
10
11
12

ICBM targetsfor ABM tests
ABRES and oth€r RV technology tests

Tridenttechnologytests
I\rX
Midgetsnan (SICBM)
Total (minimum)

Strategic Aerospac€ Division, "Vandenberg AFB launch

1984; Vandenberg AFB Fact Sheet 9G2,

lmuary

1990.

Sumry",
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The first ICBM test into the Pacific, an Atlas, splashed down
km northeast of Wake in September 1959. By November 1950, the
US Navy was talking about extending the PMR all the way into the
Indian Ocean, so that Titan missiles could be tested to their full range.s
The iournal Mbsils and Rocleets reported that there were plans to
establish down-range instrurrentation on Manus Island, New Guinea,
and Christmas Island, northwest of Australia.9 Twelve radar tracking
ships were planned.
120

Initially, the Pacific Range lacked the complex instrumentation
found on the Atlantic Test Range. Only the latter stages of testing of
missiles were conducted in the Pacific after the initial R&D tests had
taken place in the Atlantic.
Henceforth, one missile type after another was fired across the
Pacific. The first Titan missile test in the Pacific took place in 1961 and
Minuteman tests began in 1962. An Atlas was tested over a distance of
12,000 km, to a point 320 km east of Mindanao in the Philippines in
lru/ry 1962.t0 This may be the only occasion a US ICBM has ever been
tested to full range.
Most other early ICBM tests were to Enewetak, about 8,400 km
from Vandenberg. In late 1952, test flights to Enewetak ceased, and in
late 1969 the Enewetak facilities were reduced to caretaker status. This
left the Unitd Sates with only Kwajalein as an instrumented terminal
area in the Pacific. Kwaialein is only 7800 km from Vandenberg,
considerably less than the 1O00Gkm range typical of ICBMS.

Statement of Captain E.O. Wagner, Coordinator of Missile
Ranges, Office of the Deputy Chief of Naval Operations (Air), to
US Congress,House Commiftee on Science and Astronautics,
Heaings on Missile Dneluptnant anil Space Sciences, February,
March 1959,p.274.
"PMR May Stretch to Indian Ocean", Missiles anil Rockets, 27
November 1960. Earlier, there were plans to establish a PMR
satellite launch facility on Manus, '[u]nbeknownst to its 15,000
woolly haired inhabitants, whose maior preoccupations are
growing coconuts and practicing rnana (magic) - and sometimes
when things are very dull - cannibalism lsicl ..."; "US seeks Manus
launch Site", Missiles andRacleets,lS May 1959.
AWST, 16 fuly 7952, p. 37.
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C. Nuclear Explosions, 1952

From April to November 7962, the United States went on a
nuclear-testing spree, following the Soviet Union's abrupt ending of
the 1958 nuclear testing moratorium. Both sides wanted to carry out as
many atmospheric nuclear tests as possible before an atmospheric test
ban was conduded.
US tests included Operation Frigate Bird, the only live test of a
shategic nuclear missile ever carrid out by either the United States or,
as far as is known, the Soviet Union. In May 7962, a real, live Polaris
missile with nuclear warhead was launched from a submerged

submarine off the Californian coast.It flew 2,0(X) km to the vicinity of
Kiritimati (Christmas) Island, and exploded vyith an energy release
equal to 40 Hiroshimas "right in the picklebarel".ll
Four days later (the United States was exploding one nuke
per day at the time), an ASROC short-range anti-submarine nuclear
rocket was detonated in the near-shore tactical part of the PMR off the
coast of California.
The Air Force also had plans to test one of their Atlas missiles
with a live nuclear warhead. They knew that noone would let them
actually explode it, but they wanted to test it with a live warhead on
nevertheless, iust to be sure it really would fly. According to Auiation
We* anil Space Technology, they felt that "the need to proof-fire the
warhead outweighs the risk of the Atlas exploding". The nuclear
warhead was 'arranged so it would not explode in such an event".l2
Permission was refused, but the Air Force persisted until at least
1965.13

The Air Force did get to test nuclear warheads aboard missiles,
however. But these tests occurred at fohnston Atoll, with vertical

ll
t2

l3

"LivePolaris Launch", AWST,14 May 1962,p.35.
According to AWST,l4 May 1962,p.8.

D. MacKenzie, "Towards an Historical Sociolory of Nuclear
Weapons Technologies", in N. Gleditsch and O. Niplstad (eds),
Arms Racs: Tahnological anil Political Dyrumie, (Sge Beverly
Hills, California, 1 990).
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ratlrcr than ballistic hajectories. In August 1958, a rocket
carried a hydrogen bomb to an altitude of 30 km over Johnston Atoll,
where it exploded with an energy yield in the megaton range - the first
nuclear explosion ever in the stratosphere. A few days later, another
missile was exploded at 80 km altitude. These tests were quite risky,
ascents

as no-one then knew what effects nudear explosions in

the
stratosphere or in space might have on the ionosphere, or how far the
radioactivity might fr avel.

Further tests took place in 1962, after two launch pads for Thor
missiles had been built on Johnston Atoll. A series of tests in space
culminated with the explosion called "Starfish" on the night of 9 July
1962 - a 1.4 megaton explosion at 400 km altitude. This explosion

creaH an elechomagnetic pulse (EMP) which triggered burglar
alarms in Honolulu, 1,150 km away.

During the test series, one missile with a nudear warhead
went off coursb. It was never recovered, but fell into the ocean with the
loss of its plutonium warhead.l4 Another exploded on the launch pad,
scattering finely divided plutonium all over the island and the
surrounding sea. It took weeks to decontaminate the launch pad so
that tests could continue.lS
D. Developing the Safeguard ABM,1959'1974

While ICBMs and IRBMs rained down elsewhere in the
Pacific, construction of ABM facilities at Kwajalein had been
proceeding apace since ]une 1959. The Army found that the high
water+able on Kwaialein ruled out excavating for Zeus silos. Instead,

an artificial mound was built (later named Mount Olympus, for
obvious reasons) for the silos. They also built an enorrnous PrototyPe
ABM radar.
The targeting of Army ABMs against Air Force ICBMs was
supposed to be a "serious and purposeful rivalry" in which the Air
Foice would not warn the Army when precisely missiles were

14 'Nuclear Test Fails", AWST,11 June 1962.
15 G. Seaborg, Kennedy,Khtushchm, anil the ArmsRace, (University of
California Press, Berkeley, California, 1981), p. 158.
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expected to arrive.16 However, the ABM schedule needed more targets
than the ICBM tests could provide, and the Army had to purchase 18

Atlas missiles to launch at Kwajalein as ABM targets. Thus it
happened that ICBMs were targeted on Kwaialein rather than
Enewetak after1962.77

In May 1963, the first "successful" Zeus intercept, of an Atlas
warhead, took place over Kwajalein - the world's first ABM intercept.
Sixty-one further tests took place, but it soon became apparent that
Nike-Zeus, based on existing technology, was too slow to be an
effective ABM. In February 1964, the NikeZeus program was
abandoned and Nike-X, a program to develop entirely new ABM
technology, was initiated. This missile required construction of further
facilities at Kwaialein, mostly on Meck Island. Thereafter, reentries
took place into Kwajalein lagoon. The mid-atoil corridor was
established, and all Marshallese inhabitants were relocated to Ebeye
Island, at the south end of Kwajalein Atoll. Zeus launchings continued
until |une 1956, developing the technology base for Nike'X.

Nike-X, in its turn, was abandoned in 1967.Tt was replaced by
the Sentinel concept, which involved trying to provide a nuclear air
defense over most of the United States, using Spartan and Sprint
interceptors. Each Spartan would destroy ieveral missiles well above
the atmosphere with X-rays from a big nuclear explosion. Sprint, a
much faster and smaller missile, would deshoy incoming missiles that
got past Spartan and into the lower atrnosphere, utilizing the blast
from a big nuclear warhead. (There is no blast in the vacuum of outer
space, which is why Spartan utilized X-rays. Conversely, X-rays get
absorbed in the lower atmosphere, which is why Sprint used an
alarmingly big warhead.) The Sentinel concept was later abandoned
due to the existing Thor capability in Proiect 437 (see Section F).
Mor@ver, testing the full system, including the warhead explosiory
had been banned under the 1963 limited test ban treaty. Tests for this
system's missile, however, began at Kwajalein in March 1!)69 and
ceased by December.

The next ABM concept to keep the acronym alive was
the same Spartan and Sprint rnissiles

Safeguard, which involved

76
17

"Kwajalein Range Plays Unique Role", AWST,16 ]une 7980,p.223.
AWST,17April1961.
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together with smaller radars to protect US ICBM silos only. New
facilities were built at Kwajalein for Safeguard. A successful Spartan
simulated intercept tookplace inlune 197O while a real intercept took
place in August 1970. Sprint launches from Meck, and later llleginni,
began in 1971. The final ABM launch took place rnl974. That was the
last missile launch from Kwajalein until 1983.
E. Proiect Defender, Proiect PRESS, 1961-1968

Another US Defense Deparfinent resPonse to the aPParent
Soviet lead in ballistic missiles was to set up, early in 1958, the
Advanced Research Proiects Agency (ARPA, now DARP$. ARPA
was charged with R&D into space projects and anti-missile missiles.
Amongst its first programs was Proirct Defender, for R&D on
advanced defense technologies against sPac€ weaPons and ballistic
missiles, beyond those already being developed by the Air Force for
BMEWS and by the Army for NikeZeus. One of the first Defender
proiects was a program to detect RVs and identify decoys. Kwaialein
wai the logicai plice to run such a proiect, which was later called
Pacific R""gu Eiectronic Signature Shrdies, or Propct PRESS. The
Tradex radar was the first manifustation of PRES9 constructed on RoiNamur in 1961. Tradex was ready to monitor the first missile fired at
Kwaialein in |une 1!)52.

As the test Pace

accelerated, more radars were

built.

The

scientists tested a succession of new optical and infrared sensors.The

radars at Roi-Namur were consistently expanding the frontiers of
radar technology. PRESS made important advances in the detection
and tracking of RVs, and in discriminating between nuclear RVs and
decoy RVs. Special instrumentation was installed on a PRESS C-135
aircraft.
Soviet missile testing into the Pacific produced several
bonuses for the United States. MILS turned out to be unexpectedly
efficient at monitoring the Soviet splashdowns, and data on the firings
was funnelled back to the Unitd States, both as intelligence and as
system development data. The Tradex radar was used to develop
methods of identifying warheads through direct observation of Soviet
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RV signatures.lS Sometimes Soviet ICBMs were used as targets for US
Nike-Zeus firings. To avoid the possibility of a dir€ct hit, the Zeus
missile aim-points were offset from the positions of the Soviet
missiles.l9 Once, a US submarine reporbdly almost managed to
retrieve a Soviet RV before the Soviet reaovery vessel could reach it.20

In 1968 PRESS was transferred from ARPA
became part of the Kwajalein Missile Range.

to the Army and

F. Nuclear Anti-Satellite Role, 1963-\966

Proiect Mudflap, later known as Project 5(F, was concerned
with adapting Nike'Zeus to shoot down hostile satellites, and later the
maintenance of a nuclear anti-satellite weapon system on Kwaialein.
The Army had wanted to launch a nudear-tipped Zeus at a satellite
from Kwajalein in the 1962 nuclear test series, but failed to get
approval from the Defense Department. In May 7962, however, the
Army got permission to develop Nike.Zeus as an anti-satellite
weapon.In May 1963, aZeus missile got close enough to a US satellite
to have been able to destroy it had been carrying a nuclear warhead;
and in May 7964, Program 505 became officially and secretly
operational on Kwaialein. The missiles maintained in readiness
probably carried one megaton warheads. The system was phased out
in1967, three years after a more capable nuclear ASAT system, "Project
437', became operational at lohnston Atoll. Project 437 used longer
range Thor missiles.2t Ten launches, seven of them "sucressful", took
place during the life of the Thor sysbm.22

"Missile Defense Dominates PMR Efforb", AWST, 77 April 7967,

p.69.
t9
20
21

AWST,27 December 7965.
AWST,9 December 1963.
P. Stares, Thc Militarization of Spce US Policy,7945-84, (Cornell
University Press,Ithaca New York, 1985), pp. ll7-720.
Ibid., Appendix2.
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G. Administsative Changes,

1962-1964

By mid-1962, the Army was complaining about the quality of
support it was getting from the Navy at Kwajalein, and recommended
that the Navy relinquish Kwaialein to the Army. No action was taken
on this proposal at the time. In 1963, however, US Secretary of Defense
Robert McNamara recommended a rationalisation of all test range
activities, and in particular that each range should be operated by the
service which made most use of it.23

In July 1964, Pacific Missile Range Facility Kwaialein was
therefore transfened from the Navy to the Army and renamed
Kwaialein Missile Range. In 1965, the Air Force took over the ballistic
missile test activities at PMR from the Nary. The Navy had reportedly
become increasingly disillusioned with the secondary role then
assigned to PMR in the Pentagon's missile testing program.24 After the
transfer of adminishative conhol of PMR ballistic missile testing, the
Navy retained control of its tactical missile test facilities and of its
offshore SLBM testing, both of which continued under the name of
Pacific Missile Range. The ICBM facilities became the Western Test
Range. At the same time, the Atlantic Missile Range was renamed
Eastern Test Range (ETR).

H. Ballistic Missile Tesb, 1962-1980
During the sixties, about 50 to 70 ICBMs were launched at
Kwalalein each year. From 1971 onwards, the number gradually
declined to about 20 a yearbut continued inexorably.
Atlas tests continued until 1965; Titan tests began in 1961 and
continued until 1975. Minuternan-l tests continued until 1971.
Minuteman-2 tests began in 1965, and Minuteman-3 tests began in
7969. A new BOA for Minuteman testing was established in the midst

23 Holtcamp, KREMS: TIrc Hbtny of the Kismn Reentry
Meosur ements Site, p.37.
21 "Navy May Unload PMR", Missiles anil Rockets,S February 1!)'62,
p.9.
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of the British-administered Phoenix Islands (now part of Kiribati) in
l9T2,replacing Enewetak, which was shut down entirely inl969.2s
The first Polaris submarine was deployed in the Pacific in
1964. Polaris SLBMs were tested from submerged submarines near

Hawaii to ]ohnston Atoll from the mid+ixties. Some of the early
Polaris tests were made from the vicinity of Flawaii towards the
United States, splashing down in the PMR. Later, the Navy took
advantage of Kwaialein facilities and began testing Polaris from near
fohnston Island to Kwaialein. In the seventies, between 10 and 20
Polaris a year were test-launched in the Pacific, often in "ripple-firings"
of up to 5 missiles in quick succession from the one submarine.26 Most
of these firings were probably from submarines just off the coast of
California to ocean target areas in the vicinity of Hawaii, with downrange tracking by the Kaena Point radar.

As far as is knowry prior to Trident deployment, there were
only Polaris missiles deployed in the Pacific. Maintenance support for
Poseidon was not available in the Pacific. There are, however,
occasional incidental references in congressional testimony to
Poseidon missiles being tested in the Pactfic.zT Polaris submarines
were withdrawn from the Pacific in 1981.
Data on Navy SLBM tests is less readily available than that on
Air Force ICBM tests. All known SLBM tests in the Pacific are listed in
Table2.2.

Trident technology tests took place from 1974 to 1976 using

old Minuteman boosters to test-fly the advanced MIRVed Trident
payloads from Vandenberg to Kwaialein.26 An "upsidedown GPS"

US Congress, Senate Committee on Aeronautical and Space
Huings on N ASA Autfurtzntion, Fbcal Year'1972, p.722.

Sciences,

FBM F actslChronology: P olaris, Poseiilon, Triilent, (Strategic Systems
Program Office, US Navy, Washington DC, 1985).

For example, wriften testimony supplied to the

Senate

Appropriations Committee in 1970 said that Poseidon missiles
were fired by the Navy "into the KMR area". Huings on Defense
AVpropriations, Fiscal Y ur 197 2, part 2, p. 1386.
SSTSS vol. 2, p. 8.
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system called SATRACK29 was installed on several islands to allow

more accurate determination

of

trajectory than provided

for

by

midcource radars. Ttrese tests developed amongst other things the
Mark 500 "Evader" MaRV, a big step towards making SLBMs accurate
enough to trit mititary targets ana not iust cities.

Not all flights were for testing specific missiles. A large
number of flights were intended to develop various aspects of RV
technology using retired strategic missiles. From 1963 to 1981, these
tests mostly went under the name ABRES (Advanced ballistic re-entry
system) studies. PRESS was found to be more important for this kind
of research than it was for the ABM development. PRESS had "a
dramatic impact upon the deign of re-entry vehides for both Air
Force and Navy strategic missiles, to reduce their detectability by
enemy radars Current models lof ICBM warheads] reflect
knowledge gained by proiect Press."30
During the seventies, some secret missile tests were fired into
the southeastern Pacific. The missiles splashed down in the vicinity of
Oeno, a British-administered island 23" south of the equator west of
Pitcairn Island. These tests were intended to prove that the missile
guidance systems did not lose acruracy when the missiles were fired
on a north-south traiectory instead of the east-west bajectories they
were usually tested on. No azimuthdependent "bias" was found.3l

In 1980, a Minuteman-3 made its longest flight ever, from
Vandenberg past Kwaialein and into a BOA near Guam.

Air Force Navstar satellite global positioning system.
Prior to deployment of the Navstar satellites, GIIS transmitters
were installed on Pacific islands so that missiles overhead could
GIIS is the

receive the signals and in effect determine their own positions.
"ARPA Stresses Advanced ABM ResearcW, AWST,23 October
1967.

US Congress, Senate Armed Services Committee, Hurings on
D$aw Auttaristion, Fiscal Ysr 1978, part lQ p.5539.
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I. Ballistic Missile Defense Experimenb' 1974-1984

Neither the signing

of the ABM treaty in

deactivation of the US ABM system

in

1972, nor
of ABM

1976, meant the end

In fact, the US military only agreed to the ABM treaty on the
condition that it could continue a strong program of ABM researdt and
testing. Only the narne - and the acronFn - changed. ABM became

research.

BMD or ballistic missile defense. Supposedly this program, by
maintaining a US technological lead, would provide a safeguard
against the possibility of a Soviet "breakout" from the ABM treaty.

BMD also sent a message to the Sovieb, according to the
Pentagon:

The construction of the site defense radar [a BMD
proiectl at Kwajalein provides visible evidence to the
Soviet Union of our continued resolve to maintain a
BMD competence. The US demonstrates its resolve to
maintain a credible BMD option through this visible
testing activity at KMR.32
For Kwaialein, it all meant more of the same. The phased array
ABM radar on Meck Island stayed in operatiory and was replaced in
7976by a much more advanced missile site radar. An in-space infrared
tracker, the Designating Optical Tracker (DOT), was tested in 1979.In
1983, a new missile launch system was built on Illeginni for testing a
new Low Altitude Defense OoAD) system - basically a follow-on to
Sprint, but employing a non-nuclear kill mechanism. A non-nuclear
higher-altitude system, successor to Spartan, but called HOE (homing
overlay interceptor), was successfully tested from Meck in 1984 and
billed as the first success of the new SDI.
The BMD tests continued to use incoming missiles as targeb of

opportunity. In additiory Thor missiles were occasionally launched
fromlohnston Atoll specifically forBMD tests at Kwaialein.33

Maior Robert C. Marshall, BMD program manager, testimony, in
US Congress, Senate Armed Services Committee, Hurings on
5.920, Fiscal Y ur'1.97 6, part 6, p.3239.

Annual Histot;rcsl Reuisw, 7975-197 6, pp. 71, 22.
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I. Shift From Kwaialeir& 1977-\985
In the 1970s, relations between the Marshallese inhabitants of
Kwaialein and the US military authorities began to deteriorate
seriously.34 From 1964, all inhabitants of Kwajalein Atoll had been
confined to Ebeye Island for most of each year. Ebeye had become
progressively more overcrowded as Marshallese moved in from other
atolls, hoping to get work on the range at U9controlled islandsDisplaced landowners reoccupied missile range islands in7969,\977,
7978, and 7979. In 1982, over a thousand islanders took part in
"Operation Homecoming", a large-scale and protracted occupation of
most of the range islands. The unrest led the United States to carry out
contingency studies of other islands and BOAs that could be used if
Kwajalein became unusable.
The imminence of MX missile testing was another factor which
spurrgd a search for new impact areas. MX was to be longer range, and
more accurate. The longer range created a need for impact zones

further away from Vandenberg. The potentially greater accuracy
meant that hitherto ignored possible sources of error became worth
testing for. Some of these were measurable only at full range or at
different launch azimuths. In particular, there was concern about
'bias" - that a CEP (circular error probable) measured for a missile
tested in an east-west direction might not indicate the true accuracy
achievable when a missile was launched in wartime over the North
Pole. The oblate shape of the earth, the varying magnetic and
gravitational field, and Coriolb deflection forces from the earth's
rotation might conceivably exert different influences during a polar
traiectory. In fact, this issue was probably not a real problem, as an
enorrnous data base accumulated on equatorial and polar orbiting
satellites was probably adequate for discovering whether such effects
existed. trD( RVs were also bigger and reentered more rapidly. The
MX was viewed as a "hotter" missile by the military and posed safety

Y

See G. fohnson, Collision Coursp l(wajalein: Marslnll Islanders in the
Shadow of the Bomb, (Pacific Concerns Resource Center, Honolulu,

A Chronology, 79U-L983, (Micronesia
Honolulu,
3rd edition 1983), and various
Committee,
Support
issues of Pacific Neuts Bulletir since then. Also S. Firth, Nucleat
Playground, (University of Hawaii Press, Hawaii, 1987).
1984), and Marshall lslands:
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problems. Kwajalein lagoon rryas not big enough to accommodatre the
expanded safety requirements. All these factors led to several studies
of alternative locations for missile testing in the Pacific.

A preliminary study in\979, known as the ARK (Altematives
to Kwajalein) study, apparently conduded that the best location for
testing lvD( to nearly full range would be the uninhabited Kermadec
Islands, to the

nort\of

and administered by New Zealand.35

A mudr more detailed study, t}lre Strategic Systatrs Trrit Support
Study (SSTSS) was undertaken by a tri-service committee in 1979-1981.

This study dropped the Kermadecs possibility, but considered three
other alternative instrumented terminal areas (ITAs). Ascension Island
in the South Atlantic, and already part of ETR, was one possibility, but
was too small to provide the angular separation needed between
vlnols tracking sensors (see Figure 4.4), especially for BMD testing,
which requires at least 30 km.36 The Northern Mariana Islands were
another possibility, with the PACBAR radar planned for installation in
1989 being usable as a tracking radar. The uninhabited Farallon de
The ARK study was first mentioned by General Grayson Tate, the

Army's BMD program manager. According to him:
It turns out that what appears to be the best site is
[deleted] and a couple of large rocks sticking up out of
the ocean there. One is a very rocky island, vblcanic,
that is north of ldeleted]. This does give the separation
distance in order to get the right base legs to get your
angular measurements, but it would be extremely
difficult and very expensive to construct because some
of these islands come up out of the ocean almost
vertically and there are not rnany flat places on the
islands.

(Testimony
Hmyyn gs on

in US Congress, House Armed Services Committee,

Military

P os

tur e, F iscal Y ur 79 81, part 4, vol. 1, p.954.)

The Kermadecs site was illustrated

in a commentarybn ARK
by Andrew Hamilton, "Does Kwaialein Missile Ranle have a
Future?", memo forJames Moorman, a lawyer acting on ben*f of
Kwajalein landowners. Original source of the illustration is

unknown.
SSTSS vot.2,p.56.
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Mendinilla, near Guam and long used by the Navy as a bombing
range, would serve for land impacts. The third alternative was to again
use the Phoenix Islands, now part of Kiribati.
With the introduction, in November 1981, of the first Trident
submarine to the Pacific, the Navy required operational SLBM testing
on a variety of azimuths. Due to the fact that in war the submarines
could be anywhere in the ocean and hence have to fire on a wide
variety of ranges and azimuths, the Navy needed a number of BOAs
and chose thee. An old BOA was to be re-established at Wake, and
new ones were to be established near Oeno Island (dose to Pitcairn)
and on the Chatham Rise east of New Zealand. To cut costs, the SSTSS
panel persuaded the Navy to abandon the Chatham proposal and use
a proposed Air Force BOA near the Northern Marianas. In November
1984, when the Chatham proposal was revealed, the then New
Zealand Prime Minister, David lange, declared that his government
would not have permitted such activity.
The SSTSS report, partially declassified in 1984, also revealed
that the USAF had plans to use three BOAs, providing different ranges
as well as avoiding the hazards implicit in testing to Kwaialein. Two of
the BOAs were near the Northern Marianas Islands and west of Guam
respectively. The third location was deleted from the released report,
but its sonobuoy missile impact locating system (SMILS) was to be
serviced from Sydney. There was uproar in Australia when it was
revealed that BOA-3 was in the South Tasman Sea near Tasmania.

Moreover, it was revealed that the Australian Prime Minister, Bob
Hawke, had secretly given permission for the use of Australian
faolities, and that the deep ocean transponders for the SMILS had
already been laid by the USS Egebrag-3, which had used Tasmanian
ports while on the pb.37 Hawke had to withdraw permission for
further use of Australian facilities. The planned test into BOA-3 never
took place, and no substitute full-range location was used.

At one stage, there were also plans to send MX missiles into
the Trident BOA near New Zealand instead of into 80A-1,36 but
nothing came of this. Strangely, the USAF has announced it has no

37 "Ship with Sensitive Mission", Melbourne Sun,6 February 1985.
3E SSTSS, vo1.2,p.23.
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need for azimuth diversity in MX testing.39 This aftitude seerns to
indicate that the earlier fuss about "bias" was not based on any real
concern.

b convert the whole Pacific
ftwer tests today than in preceding
decades, but they have vastly enlarged their reach. Anti-ballistic
missile tests have accompanied missile testing throughout the history
of the test range, but are now increasing rapidly again at Kwaialein.
The missile tests have sometimes become embroiled in alliance and
regional politics. But they are mostly run outof-sight, outof-mind,
above the heads of islanders. For them, the predawn, hery arcs of reentry vehicles plunging from the sky into the sea are commonplace
reminders of who controls the Pacific in the nuclear era.
Thus, the missileers have begun

Ocean into a test site. They fire far

3e

SSTSS,

vol.2,p.39.
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CHAPTER 3

BATLISTIC MISSITE TESTING
This chapter looks at the vSrious kinds of missile flight tests

and summarizes the flight testing conducted at Kwaialein. It compares

the Kwalalein facilities with those available elsewhere, and draws
some conclusions on the extent to which flight testing at Kwajalein
contributes to the arrns race. Finally, it evaluates the extent to which
the arms race might decelerate if Kwajalein were closed.

A.

Categories of Flight Tests

Six categories of flight tests are involved in the development
and deployment of ballistic missiles. The nomendature and the nature
of the categories varies slightlybetween ICBMs and SLBMs.l The tests
are dress rbhearsals for nuclear war, but not full dress rehearsals. No

test flights ever carry "real" nuclear warheads (with one single
historicil exception, see Chapter 2). The categories are as follows.
7. Technologyl Componmts Tests (Supplenentary

FlWt

Tests, SFTs)

In the case of some missiles, it is thought necessary to test
particular advanced components or sub'assemblies, incolporating
fugh-risk unproven technology, before the missile as a whole is ready
foi testing. This is done by testing the new components aboard-retired
or obsoleie boosters. The Trident-l, for example, was developed in this
way. Mark-4 RVs and Mark-500 manoeuvring -RVs (MaRV, or
"Evader") were tested aboard modified Minuteman boosters. SFTs are
generally very heavily instrumented.

A. Lowell and M. Brodsky, "Flight-testing the US Navy's

Sea1981,
pp.
Horizons,Spring
Inckiheeil
based Ballistic Missile System",

13-23.
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2. Research anil

Dweloryent (RBD) Tests

While a missile is still under development, a number of
prototypes are custom built and flight tested. The tests validate
successive stages in the design process. The tesb are performed in an
artificial environment - on a test launch pad (a "flat pnd"), in ideal
weather, and by engineers and technical contractor employees. The
later R&D tests, known as performance evaluation tests, approximate
more closely operational conditions and are used to validate
successively various production-line components as the designs are
tentatively finalized. Other tests attempt to exercise the slntem over a
variety of trajectory possibilities. Typically, 20 to 30 flight tests are
needed before the design of a new missile is frozen.
S.Initial OperationalTests (IOTs or Phase

7

OperutionalTests)

When a missile is ready for deployment, a number of the early
productionJine models undergo tests under l,aunch conditions
approximating those expected in war-time. The tests are designed to
uncover any significant problems early in the deployment phase, and
the results are used to estimate reliability and accuracy data for the
SIOP (the single integrated operational plan for assignment of all
strategic weapons to their various possible targets). ICBMs are
launched by SAC crews from silos similar to operational silos. SLBMs
are launched from submarines submerged to antenna depttr, with

launch area support ships in attendance to provide telemeby reception
and range safety. Oftery the submarine launches several missiles as
fast as possible. The ]oint Chiefs of Staff stipulate that the number of
missiles tested must be sufficient to give 907o cnnfidence that the
reliability is not more than ten percentage points lower than the test
series success rate. Phase 1 tests generally need 30 to 40 flights to
achieve this level of confidence.
4. Demonstration anil Shakedoun Operational (DASO) Tests

These are more significant in the case of submarines, where
there is a need to test the submarine and its crew as much as to test the

Ballistic Missile
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missile. When a new submarine is commissioned, or after an existing
submarine has been overhauled, three missiles with instrumented and
non-nudear RVs are loaded. The other tubes are fitted with "active
inert missiles" (AIMs), which are concrete-filled missiles carrying only
the electronics of a normal missile.The submarine then goes to sea for
several weeks, during which time the crew members practise aligning
guidance systems and executing fire control procedures. At the end of
the cruise, one of the real missiles is launched from a location
sufficiently close to Canaveral for land-based facilities to monitor the
launch.2 SLBM DASOs cannot be done in the Pacific because the
water off Vandenberg is not deep enough.3

Air Force DASOs are done between the R&D tests and the
IOTs. In the case of the lvD( they were overlaid on the later R&D tests.
5. Follout-OnTests (FOTs or Phase 2 Operutional Test$
These are operational tests carried on at reduced rates over the
service life of the missile. They are intended to detect any deterioration
over time, and to validate any modifications being made to a missile.

There may be more subtle benefits too. "Ancillary benefits of a
system's test program", says the US Congressional Budget Office,
"include crew training and however much deterrent effect might result
from public demonstrations of confidence in the system's
effectiveness."4

Follow-on testing is carried out under conditions that
approximate as closely as possible expected war-time conditions.
Thus, for ICBMs, a missile is selected at random from an operational
SAC silo field, and the missile crew are put through a simulated
countdown which is stopped iust short of launch. The missile is then
removed from its silo, transported to Vandenberg and put into a silo

2
3
4

Trident Missile Program", Staff Working Paper,

Congressional

Budget Office, February \9t36,p.18, note 18.

US Congress, House Arrned Services Committee, Hemings on
Defnx Autlnizntion, Fiscal Yur 7984, Testimony of Admiral
Kelso, part 5, p.439.
"The lvD( Missile Test Program", Staff Working Paper, US
Congressional Budget Office, |anuary 1985.
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that resembles an operational silo. The nuclear RVs are removed and
replaced by instrumented RVs of identical weight and balance. The
siune crew members then complete their countdown and launch the

missile.S It is debatable whether these tests are realistically
"operationaln. Four months elapse, for example, from when each
missile is selected to the time it is fired from Vandenberg.6
For SLBM FOTs, a submarine on patrol is randomly selected
and ordered into port. Nuclear RVs are removed from two to five
missiles and instrumented RVs are substituted. The submarine returns
to sea and is ordered through tactical communication links to launch
the test missiles in rapid succession at operational speed and depth.T
The number of FOTs depends on the numbers of that variety

of missilg but works out at about six per year for ICBMs and
somewhat more for SLBMs (because of the additional uncertainties
and stresses associated with underwater launches).
6.

Aging anil Sunteillance (ABS) Tests

These are similar

to

FOTs and generally are not listed

separately from thern Missiles are subiected to sequential static firing
of the various stages, tests of various sub+ystems, X-ray and other
inspections.

This kind of testing is said to provide a better monitoring of
the aging process than flight testing because it results in more

parametric data, allowing trend analysis. Thus the military can predict
failures caused by aging, rather than waiting for them to happen in the

The most detailed description of the process is in K. Tsipis, 'The
Operational Characteristics of Ballistic Missiles", Chapter 11 of
World Anrumai anil Disrmamenf: SIPRI Yurbuk 7984, (Taylor
and Francis, london, 1984) pp. 405405.
Des Ball notes that missile firing competitions are staged to test
missile crew proficiency and operatiornl performance. It is

unknown

if

these competitions involve separate firings from

those referred to in this passage.
E. Kolcum, 'Nary Improving Test Facilities for Trident-2 Missile
Program", AWST, 20 September 1985, p. 79.
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FOT tests and then bryri.g to identify the cause. "These aging
surveillance programs are moderately expensive to conduct",
according to a declassified Martin Marietta study, 'but their results
justify their implementation even if there is no reduction in flight
testing."S

Hereafter, SFTs and R&D tests

will be referred to

ilanelopmental tests, while IOTs, DASO tests and FOTs
to as opoational tests.

as

will be referred

B. Cunent Flight Testing in the Pacific

Currently, between 12 and 20 ICBM tests a year and one or
two Trident tests are undertaken each year in the Pacific. Information
about missile tests is not readily available and must be assembled from
a number of sources. Known flights in the Pacific from january 1989 to
the present are shown in Table 3.1.
MXTests
As described in Chapter 2, the increased range, accurary, and
risk associated with MX testing led to a stocktaking of WTR resources
and the establishment of new BOAs at longer ranges in the Pacific.
Five impact locations were eventually selected for MX testing.
These were:

BOA-1

Near the Northern Mariana Islands, supported by
range aircraft from Guam, and with down-range
tracking to be provided by the PACBAR radar there.

USAKA-N

About 130 km north of Kwajalein.It had already been
for two launches,' and SMILS was already
installed.

used

Analysis of the effects of flrght ta,t limitatbzs, TR-E-8G008, Phase B

final report, Martin Marietta Corporation, Denver, Colorado,

December 1980, p.45. (Report of a proiect sponsored by DARPA,
monitored by DefenseNuclear Agency.) Released under FOIA.
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USAKA-E About 450 km to the east. SMIIS installed about 1984.
USAKA-W The location of this BOA is not known. SMIIS was
supposed to be installed in 198/. Possibly it
corresponds to what was originally called BOA-2 in
the 1981 SSTSS report. Volume 2 of that report said
that BOA-2 had been re-named BOA4, and shifted
800 nautical miles uprange.9It is probably to the east

of Guam, adding 2500 km to the 2800 km fnght
distance to Kwaialein.

BOA-3, off Tasmania, was to provide for "mandatory

BOA-3

testing at an extended range of over 6500 miles
[12,000 km] for two DT&E [development test &
evaluationl missions'.Io

As described in Chapter 2, BOA-3 was the cause of political
controversy in Australia, and had to be dropped. The lvD( test program
as planned and as carried out is shown in Table 3.2.

of the

successful nature of the developmental tests,
the lvD( test series was shortened, so that flight 18 became the first
operational test. Ironically, that flight went out of control, and the
missile was destroyed 160 km down-range from Vandenberg. The first
successful operational test was not until March 1990, with flight 20.
Because

It was originally intended that up to 200 MX would be
deployed in some sort of mobile basing arrangement. But after a
tortuous legislative history, it was eventually decided that only 50 MX
missiles would be deployed, and initially they would be deployed in
relatively vulnerable former Minuteman silos, since agreement could
not be reached on a workable and affordable mobile basing mode.
There was no corresponding rcduction in the number of
missiles allocated for testing. APart from the 20 missiles in the
development program already described, another 24 missile were
allocated to initial operational testing, and about seven Per year to

9 See Footnote 11, Ctrapter 1, SSTSS, vo1.2,p.21'1..
10 S. Woodbury and R. Gorman, "Program Overview
Flight
1983.

Test Planning',

of Peacekeeper

AIAA Second Flight Testing Conference,
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Table

32: IVfr Developmental

Purpose
of Test

Test Program

Planned lmpact

(Achral fmpact)

Missile

1

USAKA-N
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Perforsrance

2
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flat pad

BOA-1
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flat pad
flat pad
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7
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20
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fune 19&l
Odober 1963
December l9E3

Mardr 19&(
Iune 1984
October 1984

flatpad

February 19&5

flat pad
silo
silo
silo
silo
silo

June 1985

August 19&5
Noveurber 1985

Mardr 1986
May 1986
August 1986

late 1986 silo
silo
silo

September 1986

USAKA-N
BOA-1 (fail€d)

earlyl98Z silo

dlo

Mardr 1967
Mardr 1989

USAKA-N&W
USAKA-N&W

silo
silo

Septembetr 1989
Mardr 1990

BOA-1

Data on pqpose and proposed impact points

Deslber

1986

February 1987

hon

S. Wmdbury and R

C'oruran, "hogram Overview of Peacekeeping Flight Test Planning", AIAA
Second Flight Testing Confermce, 19&1. Actual Impacts from z{WST and
Notices to Mariners.
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followon testing, plus one for aging and surveillance testing per year
over the expected 12-15 year life of the missile.lr In other words, about
120 missiles in total will be launched over the next 15 years just to
maintain confidence in the other 100 missiles that the US government
plans to d"ploy (currently there are only 50 in silos)!
All lvD( test flights are made fiom Vandenberg. Aside from the
superiority of the down-range facilities, lv0( testing is cnnstrained to
the Pacific by what a report to the Pentagon called the "extreme cost of
launch-head relocation".l 2
From 1990 onwards, approximately eight operational tests per
year, each carrying up to ten RVs per missile, will be heading towards
Kwaialein. These will be targeted on the lagoory the two BOAs and,
for land impacts, on llleginni Island.

Another four or five test launches from Vandenberg are

scheduled for 7991-2 to test the "Rail Garrison" method of launching
lvo( missiles from trains.

Minuteman Operational Tesb

Curently, Minuteman is still the most frequently tested

missile at USAKA. Minuteman-2 and -3 constitute the backbone of the
current US ICBM arsenal and all test launches ane carried out at
Vandenberg. It is intended to test about nine Minuteman per year for
the next seven to ten years. Minuteman-2 and most Minuteman-3s are
aimed at Kwajalein lagoon.
Minuteman-2 missiles all carry Mark-1l RVs which are testflown into shallow water to allow RV recovery. This procedure is
necessary because the Mark-ll has severe problems with plasma
sheath telemetry blackout during reentry, and hence flight recorders
instead of telemetry packages are provided in the test instrumentation.

1l

"The lvD( Missile Test Program", Staff Working Paper, US
Congressional Budget Office, ]anuary 1986. See also "MX
Missiles", Defense Marketing Survey (DMS) Report,28 September
1989.
SSTSS,

vol.3, p.8.
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The flight recorders are subsequently retrieved from the bottom of the

lagoon.l3

At least one Minuteman-3 trest was to a BOA well to the west
of Kwaialein. An operational test in September 1980 was described by
KMR as a "fly-by mission" and, accrcrding b Vandmberg Public
Affairs Office, at 10100 km it was the longest flight ever by a
Minuteman.l4
Lanil lmpacts on llleginni Islanil
Several Minuteman-3s per year are targeted for land impact on
Illeginni Island. Minuteman-3 flights began in 1969, but RVs were
targeted on Illeginni for the first time in fiscal year 1979.1s An
environmental impact assessrnent (EIA) on the land impacts was not
prepared until fiscal year 19n.15 The ELA was dassified, but it
reportedly concluded there would be no significant environmental
impact on the islandlT from having RVs hurtling down onto it.
Communications cables crossing Illeginni werle replaced with
mioowave links to reduce the possibility of a rrentry cutting vital
intra-range communications.l8 At one stage, consideration was
given to carrying out the land impacts in the Northern Marianas,l9
presumably at Farallon de Medinilla.

The only known explanation for the land impacts is that they
are "required to test fusing techniques."20 Presumably this is due to
some idiosyncrasy in either the Mark-l2 or the Mark 12A RVs they

13
14

SSTSS, vol.2, pp.13, 56; G. Tnrpette, "Kwajalein's New Role:
Radars for SDI",IEEE Spatrum, vol.26, no.64, March 1989.
"Vandenberg Air Force Base and I-STRAD History", Fact Sheet

#90-2,attachment

1.

15 Annual Historical Rniau, 1978-7979, p. 58.
16 Annual Historical Rnian,797Gl977 , p.24.
17 "US Army Kwajalein Atoll", ruSAKA Final Environmental
18
79
20

Impact
Statement), US Army Strategic Defense Command, (henceforth
referred to as FEIS), undated llate 19891, p3-74.
Annual Historical Rmieut, 1978-1979, p.ffi.
Annual Historical Raia4198G1981, p.23.
SSTSS, vol.2,p. 13. See also vol. 3,p.77.
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carr)r.21 The SSTSS specified that "still-photographic documentary of
land impact was required."22

Illeginni is quite a small island, less than a kilometre long and
to a US Army rllap,B it is largely covered
with buildings, antennae and a helicopter pad (see Figure 3.1). Most of
the land not built on is shown as sea-bird rookeries. Presumably the
RVs come down on the lagoonedge reef rather than on the island itself
(see Appendix 1). Even so, it says something for USAF confidence in
the accuracy of Minuteman that such a small island can serve as a
target. Minuteman-3 accuracy is usually given as about 200-300

200 metres wide.According

metres CEP.

There have been proposals for developing earth-penetration
warheads for ICBMs, similar to those developed for the Pershing-2
IRBM. Such warheads would be used in war to destroy deeply buried
Soviet command bunkers.24 Lockheed is reported to have been
awarded a developmental contract.2S According to the commercial
Defense Marketing Service, land impacts are also planned for MX
missiles.25

Mi ilgetm an (Sm aII ICBM)

Midgetman will carry only one or two warheads per missile
be deployed in a land-mobile mode intended to be relatively
invulnerable to prremptive attack by Soviet missiles. Some arms

and

will

27

MK 12A warhead was
noticeably reduce its kill
probability against hardened targets, implpng an inaccuracy of
several tens of meters." Tsipis, "The Operational Characteristics
"The radar altimeter fuse of the cunent

said

22
23
24
25
26

to be inaccurate

enough

to

of Ballistic Missiles", p.398.
SSTSS,

vol.3, p.15.

kaajalein Atoll Coastal Rreource Atlas, US Army Corps of
Engineers, Pacific Ocean Divisiory August 1989.

J. Morrocco, I'Defense Dept Plans to Study Earth-penetrating
Nuclear Weapons", AWST,8 June 1989, pp. 28-29.
"Newsdigest", AWST,IO August 1987,p.32.
But according to the SSTSS,land impact will be required only
new fusing is developed

if
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Figure 3.1: Illeginni Island
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control proponents see this combination of few warheads plus secure

basing as enhancing deterrent capability without contributing
particularly to first-strike capability. In general, the US military
opposes Midgetman, which is seen as taking funds from MX, and
providing many less warheads on target than if the same amount of
money were spent on more lvD(s.

Supplementary flight trests, testing Midgetman components
aboard Minuteman-3, began in early 1987. So far only two launches of
prototype Midgetnan missiles have been scheduled. Two test missiles
were scheduled for launch in 1989. The first, in May 1989, went out of
control shortly after liftoff, and was destroyed.The second launch was
delayed as a consequence and was scheduled for September or
October 799027
Assuming that development of Midgetman proceeds, all test
launches will be from Vandenberg, and most will come down at
Kwajalein.

Triilent
Some Trident technology was developed in the seventies at
USAKA, with SFTs using old Minuteman missiles, but all subsequent
developmental testing of Trident has been caried out at the Eastern
Test Range which has launch pads specifically for SLBM tests,
including one which simulates the rnotions of a subrnarine. New land
facilities were built at Canaveral specifically for the Trident Program.

Trident-l was first deployed in the Pacific, and operational
tests have been carried out in the Pacific since late 1983 (see Figure
2.1). Uttle is known about the tests, but it seems they are held only
once or twice a year and that most of them come down into the BOA
near Wake Island. One or two operational tests of Pacificdeployed
Trident-l SLBMs are planned eadr year for the foreseeable future.

27

AerospaceDaily,S March 1990.
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When Trident-2 is deployed in the Pacific in the early 1990s18
operational testing of it can be expected at about the same rate as for
Trident-l. In 1981, it was described as "probable" that Trident-2
operational tests would also be carried out in the Pacific.29 It has also
been suggested that further Trident Mark 500 "Evader" penaid
developmental flights might be carried out in the Pacific, using
Kwaialein for reeontries.3o

In the Pacific, there are three BOAs for Trident reentries, at

Wake, Guam, and Oeno. (Oeno was used to support Trident-l tests in
thel97G77 period.)31 The two BOAs at Kwajalein are also available
to Trident, but, like MX, Trident is regarded as too "hot" to target into
the lagoon.There are two launch point BOAs for Trident. The various

combinations of launch point and target provide an ample variety of
ranges and azimuths.
C. Re-EntryTechnology

Many missile launche targeted on USAKA are devoted to
developing new technology for RVs and warheads in general rather
than to testing a particular model of missile. Technical obiectives
include improving accuracy, improving ability to penetrate enemy
ABM defenses, reduction of RV electrooptical signatures, the
development

of

terminal manoeuwing capability, and so

on.

Generally, obsolete missiles retired from the arsenal are used to carry
the items being tested. Many of the tests have been launched aboard
IRBMs or non-missile rockets from the PMR facility at Kauai.

From the early sixties until 1981, most of this activity was
within the Advanced Ballistic Reentry Systems (ABRES) program.
ABRES was crucial in the development of the high accuracy needed for

28

Naoy Strategic Forca: Tridmt

GAO/NSIAD-8940,

ll Proceeiling Toutarils Dqloymant,

(US Government Accounting Office,

Washington DC, November 1988), p.23, note

2e SSTSS, vo1.2,p.25.
30 SSTSS, vo1.2,p.27.
31 US Congress, Senate Committee

1.

on Armed Services,'Fbcal Year
Military Prrcurnnent (Hearings), ruS GPO,
Washington DC,19m, part 10, p.6,539.
1978 Authorization for
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or the promise of it counterforce taqgeting. Such accuracy
encourtrges some US strategists - including some in very high official
positions - to espouse fint-strike doctrines in the 1980s. Minuteman-3,
lvD( and Trident all incorporated technology developed on the ABRES
launches. Amongst ABRES projects flight-tested at Kwajalein were:
Pave Pepper - Minuteman with

TRVs

Advanced MaRV
ABRV (Advancad ballistic RV)'Mark-2l for the
Mark-500 Evader RV tests forTrident-7
Penetration aid flight tesb

MX

1975
1976

Dn-82
1978
198G87

ABRES is now called ASMS (Advanced Strategic Missile
Systems). Current proiects include MAST (Manoeuwing Systems

Technology), and ERPA (Evader Replica Penetration Aid) RVs.
Currently, these programs require one or two flights from Vandenberg
per year. In firal yar 1989, ASMS was grantd $US142 million.

The KREMS facility is central to re-entry studies. The KREMS
radars were originally intended to study re-entry phenomenology
solely in connection with developing better ways for US ABM systems
to detect and attack Soviet RVs. It soon became evident, however, that
they were just as useful for improving the ability of US RVs to
penetrate Soviet ABM systems. In 1953, Tradex was adapted to operate
at 60 Megahertz (that is, a shift from UHF to VHF), because the Soviet
Union was building ABM radars (Henhouse and Doghouse) at this
frequency. Pentagon scientisb believed that the Soviet Union knew
more than the United States about the effecb of nuclear o<plosions on
radar propagation and had chosen this frequency band because it was
more resistant to nuclear blackout. Ttre 60 MHz modification allowed
Tradex to "see" US missiles the way it was presumed the Soviet radars
saw them.32 The big Altair radar was originally built in the late 1960s
to provide a further data base on how US RVs and penetration aids
(penaids) appeared to Henhouse and Doghouse. ln 7970, Tradex
underwent extensive rnodifications to allow it to view US RVs, and
penaids, decoys, chaff, etc. the way they appeared to a new Soviet
radar of concern to the US militarv.

32 M. Holtcamp,

IGEMS: The Hbtory of the Kiqrun Re+ntry
Musuremant Site, ((Kwaialein Missile Range Directorate, BMD
Systems Command, October 798O), p. 7 4.
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According to Lincoln l-aboratory, 'missile system develop
ment and operational testing" is today the prime mission of the
KREMS radars, ahead of space surveillance and BMD. KREMS collects
data on RVs, decoys, chaff and post-boost veNcles. The data go to the
Air Force Ballistics Systems Divisiory the Strategic Air Command, and
the Navy, as inputs into future missile design.33 Tradex today is still
the main radar for seeing US RVs as a Soviet radar sees them - with a

wide repertoire of wave forms, pulse rates, frequencies and
modes for this purpose.

scan

KREMT according to the SSTSS report, is "... a duster of the
world ... This onmf-a-

best signaturre m@surerrent radars in the fiee
kind capability could not be replaced ...'84

D. Comparison of US Ballistic Missile Test Ranges

All US ballistic missile testing is carried out over only two
ranges, the Western Test Range (Wf& and the Eastern Test Range
(ETR), administered respectively by the Western Space and Missile
Center (WSMC) at Vandenberg and the Eastern Space and Missile
Center (ESMC) at Patrick AFB, C-ape Canaveral.
The ETR consisb of shuttle and satellite launch facilities, IRBM
and SLBM launch pads, hacking and telemetry stations in Florida and

on various Caribbean islands, a down-range instrumented terminal
area at Ascension Islan{, a telemetry station in South Africa (currently

inactive), and about eight BOAs
The relative capabilities and functions of the two ranges are
summarizd in Appendix 3. In general, the capabilities of the WTR and
ETR relevant to ballistic missile testing can be crcmpared as follows:

*

Bothranges have extensive and sophisticated tracking
and telemetry equiprnent for the boost phase.

K. Roth, M. Austiry D. Frediani, G. Knitel and A. Mrystil "The
Kiernan Reentry Measurements System on Kwaialein Atoll", The
Lincoln laboratory lourzal, Summer 1989.
SSTSS,

vol.2,p.232.
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TheETR has ample midcourseequiprnent, whileWTR
has minimal midcourse equipment (on Flawaii).

Only WTR has sophisticated terminal area tracking
and telemetry support. Only WTR is equipped for reentry studies. Only WTR can provide RV recovery
and land impact. OnlyWTRhas mid-rangeand downrange facilities for launching target missiles.

Both ranges can and do support operational tests of
SLBMS.

Only ETR is equipped to suPPort IRBM tests (now

banned under the INF treaty) and SLBM R&D tests.

WTR has the only facilities for testing ICBMs (and for
technology/comPonent tests on ICBM boosters).

The possibility

of nroving out of Kwaialein has been

considered. But official and insider statements uniformly stress that
there would be very high costs and severe disadvantages in shifting
fromKwaialein.
As General Grayson Tate told Congress in 1980:

What if we have to leave Kwaialein? Well that is an
alternative that we really would prefer to fiot even
think about, but we have to think about it. So, we have
looked at some other places and wecan say that they
would be very expensive and would be very
disruptive to our ongoing Programs, including M-X,
Trident and our BMD programs, should we ever have
to do that. We hope we don't have to, because we
have a [deletedl dollar investnent here which to
replace obviously would cost us at least a [deleted]
dollars and several years and would be very
disruptive to all our ongoing problems.35
Or as the SSTSS report stated in 1981:

35

Major C*neral Grayson Tate, BMD Program Manager, in US
Congress, House Armed Services C-ommiftee, Huings on Military
Posture, F ixal Y ur 7987, part 4, vol.l, p.954.
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Ascension Island does not have sufficient geography
[sic] or instrumentation to support complex
instrumentation gmmetry required by programs such

Air Force ABRES program or the Army BMD
progtams. Even if the instrumentation for these
prograrns could be installed at Ascension Island, the
Air Force Minuteman prograrui, which provide many
of the TOOs [targee of opportunity] required by the
BMD programs, would need to relocate the launch
facilities from VAFB to the East Coast to use the
as the

Ascension Island terminal area.36

And as Defense Marketing Service stated in 1986:

It is the only range in the free world where Inter-

continental Ballistic Missiles (ICBM) can be fired in a
tactical configuration with sophisticated technical data
collection during the terminal portion of the trajectory.
locating experiments at USAKA has a synergistic
effect since both the strategic offensive and defensive
programs benefit. USAK.a s unique capabilities are
collection of signahrre data on objects outside the
earthls atrnosphere, collection of terminal trajectory
and impact data, recovery of r€fltry vehides and
nearly immediate hansmission of data to respective
mission sponsors.3T

will not give up Kwaialein or the WTR easily. Indeed,
the United States is more likely to shut down the ETR and concentrate

The US military

all its missile launches in the Pacific. Spuce launches need to be
launched in an easterly direction to take advantage of the eartKs

rotation, and this provides the only couqpelling reason for retaining the
ETR. Tracking such launches was apparintly the main iustification for
keeping the ETR operating. The possibility of shutting down the ETR
was seriously considered back in 1977, wherl it was thought that the
shuttle would replace all rrse of ordinary rockets (iow called

36
37

SSTSS, vo1.2,p.47.

"Kwaialein Missile Range: Program Element Descriptive

SummarS/", Defense Marketing Service (DMS),22 Septernber tggg.
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space liaundres.3E. The notion was

abandoned after the Challenger shuttle exploded in 1986.

Presumably, if the ETR had been shut down, the Navy would
still have kept performing operational tests in the Atlantic, but without
the support of land-based monitoring facilities. Alternatively, the
Navy rnay have been considering doing all its operational testing in
the Pacific, and rotating its missile submarines between the two oceans
for this purpose. The only cost in doing so would be the cpnstruction
of SLBM launch pads at the WTR for developmental tesb. The only
loss would have been the azimuth diversity provided by shots into the
South Atlantic.
E.

Managing Without Kwaialein and the WTR

Technically, it would be feasible for the United States to stop
using Kwajalein and other WTR land-based down-range facilities and

still test missiles.

There arc at least six possibile responses

to the loss of

KwajaleirU including:

1.

The United States could build ICBM launch facilities at

2.

The United States could set up BOAs anywhere in the

Cape Canaveral and carry out all testing in the
Atlantic. It would lose the ability to test on a wide
range of azirnuths.

ocran without the need to lay deep ocean
transponders for SMILS once GPISMIIS becomes
available. This is a form of SMILS in which the
sonobuoys which register the reenby also register
their own positions by receiving and te'transmitting

At present GIIS SMIIS are
only for rnonitoring Soviet

Navstar GIIS signals.

apparently used

38

"Military Studies Closing of Eastern Test Range", AWST, 12
September 7977, pp.\Gl7.
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splashdowns, and allegedly have allowed the United
States to locate and retrieve Soviet RVs.39

3.

Highly accurate tracking of a missile over its entire
traiectoqy is possible using the Missile Tracking
Instrumentation System (MTIS) developed from
SATRACK. MTIS is already used by the Nary for
simultaneously tracking up b 40 RVs from Trident
ripple launches. The system relies on translators on
board each missile whidr receive and retransmit
signals from Navstar GI5 satellites. The retransmitted
signals must be picked up by a telemetry rec€iver for
post-flight determination of tsaiectory. Currently,
ground-based rneceivers are used, but nearby aircraft
are equally suitable. Acruracy obtainable is about 12
metres in position and 0.2 metres,/second in velocity.a0
The system has been proposed for lvD( tests and tested
with Minuteman.4l The Commander of WSMC has
been quoted as saying that SAMTEC hopes to move
towards a "GflS range" to get more flexibility and less
dependence on land-based tracking facilities.

4.

Telemetry could be received, though not in the vast
quantities it is recorded at Kwaialein, by the use of

advanced range instmnentation aircraft (ARIA),
which have telemetry reception antenna dishes in
bulbous nose radomes. The United States has seven
ARIA, mosfly used in the ETR to make up for the lack
of land-based telemetry antennae. Similar aircraft
operate out of Shemya AFB in the Aleutians to

Defnse Wuk, 17 January 7989, as cited by G. Zolpette,
"Kwaialein's New Role: Radars for SDI", IEEE Sputrum, vol.26,
tro.64, March 1989.

T. Thompson, "Performance of the Satrack/Global Positioning
System Trident-l missile tracking system", IEEE Positiory
location and Navigation Symposium, 1980. Thompson makes the
encouraging observation that "... it is anticipated that the
SATRACK system will performbefter than expected".
"GPS Translator Atop Minuteman Tracked across Pacific",
Anospace D aily, 1 December 1989.
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intercept telemetry from Soviet missile tests.42 At
present, the capacity of these aircraft is quite limited,
since each one can only collect telemeby from one RV.
However, if phased amay antennae were fitted, each
aircraft could monitor up to four RVs.4i!

5.

Additional telemetry and tracking could be obtained
by the use of range instrumentation ships. The United
Sates presently has one such ship in the ETR, and

formerly had the USNIS Hap Arnolil in the Pacific,
dividing its time between WTR and monitoring Soviet
tests.

All these possibilities would increase the per-test costs

enormously. The principal disadvantage for the Unitd States would
be its loss of all the special featurcs of Kwaialein already described. It
would be difficult, even impossible, to do all the re-entry
phenomenology studies. ABM/SDI research also would be seriously
handicapped.
F.Interaction Between Ballistic Missile Testing and Anns Control

A recent controvercy over flight testing of the Trident-2
illustrates the impact that ballistic missile testing can have on the
domestic politics of arms control. The controversy arose from the
counting procedures which have become formalized in the two SALT
and first START treaties, and which wil be used in START-type
agreements negotiated in the future.
It is difficult, if not impossible, for "national technical means of
verification" to determine the number of RVs under the shroud of each
ballistic missile of the other side. The following procedure has been
accepted to allow numerical limits on RVs to be set in arms control

treatie. Each missile type is credited with carrying the maximum
number of RVs which have been tateil,on that type, Trident-l and -2
were originally designed to carry eight RVs. But in 1987, the Navy
Richelsoru The US Intellignce C-ommunig, (2nd editiory
Ballinger, Cambridge Massachusetts, 1989), pp.l78-779.

I.

SSTSS, vol.2, p.85.
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tested Trident-2

with 10 warheads, and leaks to the press revealed
to test with 12. Secretary of Defense C-aspar

there were plans

Weinberger apparently pushed for the tests, despite misgivings anpng
the foint Chiefs of Staff and in the State Departrnent as to how the
Soviets would respond under the SALT counting rule. The foint Chiefs
wanted only eight RVs per missile, because this rule would allow the
United States to have 50 per cent nrore submarines under whatever

limits were negotiated.'t4

If the test had proceeded, then the Soviet Union could have
insisted on counting all Trident missilm as having 12 missiles. The
United States would have been penalized in any agreement, with 400900 "phantom" RVs counted in the agteement which did not achrally
exist for warfighting purposes. The controversial tiest was postponed,
and the issue was resolved in December 7987 at the Washington
superpower summit, where the United States announced that only the
8-RV version would be deployed.
Something similar happened 12 years earlier with Minuteman
tests in the Pacific. The USAF carried out two tests in 7975 of
Minuteman-3 missiles carrylng seven warheads instead of the usual
three. The tests, called "Pave Pepper", were carried out with
considerable Publicity.4s Part-way through the SALT-2 negotiations, it
looked like this test might have given an advantage to the United
States. Under a draft provision freezing each missile tlpe with the
madmum number of RVs ever tested, the United States would have
been able to add four RVs to each of its Minuteman-3s whenever it
wanted.'16 But Pave Pepper became a problem in the final stages of the
negotiations when, if the Soviet Union had chosen to push the issue of
"fractionation", all Minuteman-3 missiles would have been counted as
having seven RVs. The issue was finally resolved when the United
States undertook not to put more than three RVs on Minutemary pst

M. Gordon, "[JS Plans to Test Submarine Warhead with 12
Nat YorkTimes, T October \987, p.1; "The Trident II
Missile Test Program: Implications for Arms Control', Staff

Warheads",

Working Paper, US Congressional Budget Office, November 1987.
For example, "DoD Announcts Pave Pepper Schedule", Air Force
Mngazine, April 7975, p. 29.
S. Talbot, Endgame: Tlu lnsiile Story of SALT lI, (Flarper
Torchbooks, New York, 1980), pp.778-1D.
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three days before the six and a half years of negotiation for SALT-2
conduded with an agreetnent.4T

47 lhid., pp.27E279.
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CHAPTER 4

SDI ''BATTLESPACE''
Most publicity about Kwalrlein today concerns the Star Wars
projects being undertaken there. This activity, however, differs little
from that at Kwajalein since the sixties. This chapter looks at the
Strategic Defense Initiative (SDI), and the SDI projects being
undertaken at Kwaialein and their potential impact on the ABM treaty.
The SDI facilities on Kwajalein are described and compared with those
available elsewhere.

A. The Stratcgic Defense Initiative
SDI was launched dramatically and precipiately by President
Reagan in March 1983. Since then, it has threatened the gnm stability
of mutual detemence and cast an ominous shadow over arrns control
possibilities in general and the ABM treaty in particular.l As SDI
proponents in the Reagan era portrayed it, SDI was to involve all sorts

of er<otic surveillance and

weapons technologles

- in

particular,

"directed energy" beam weapons, nuclear-pumped space'based X-ray
lasers, and electromagnetic railguns.

After the first effloresc€nce of these "astrodome" fantasies
passed away, the SDI budget began to shrink. The more outlandish
proposals are now getting less press and funds. The Defense
Departnent has abandoned the dream of a total defense of the United
States, adopting a very limitd scheme which will at best defend
against 30 per cent of Soviet missiles - and let 3300 warheads reach
their targets! SDI is now divided into a "phase 1", of near-term
technologies whidr might be deployed by the turn of the century
(although this is being seen now as more a dream than a schedule),
and longer term technologies that need much rnore experimentation.

Curent SDI issues are well covered in B. MacDonald, "Lost in
Space: SDI Stmggles through its Sixth Year", (Arms ControlTodoy,

September 1989,
introduction.

pp. 2l-26), which was the basis for

this
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The phase 1 technologies are not very different from those the
United States has been quietly developing under the acronym of BMD
ever since the ABM treaf came into force. Meanwhile, the more exotic
concepts are getting little funding and making little progress.
The SDI Organization releases little hard information about its
plans, and changes them frequently. As far as can be determined, all
phase 1 projects are scheduled to be tested at Kwaialein except the socalled "Brilliant Pebbles" conc€pt2 (which is still in the very early stages
of design). The scheduled tests are not very different from the BMD
technology tests that have been going on at Kwajalein ever since the

Safeguard ABM program finished. The only significant changes at
Kwajalein have been an increase in funding and a quickening of pace.

In1976, for example, an advanced missile site radar was built
on Meck; in7979, an in+pace designating optical tracker was tested at
Kwaialein; in 1983, a low-altitude non-nuclear ABM (IoAD) was tested

from Illeginni; and in 7984, a new high-altihrde non-nuclear ABM
(HOE) was successfully tested. Indeed, so continuous was the
transition from BMD to SDI on Kwaialein that the HOE launch in 1984,
under preparation years before Reagan made his "Star Wars" speech,
was hailed as the first SDI "success". Viewed from Kwajalein, SDI is

"Brilliant Pebbles" is the name given to a concept in which tens of
thousands of small homing interceptors would be randomly and
permanently dispersed in orbit around the earttr, each ready to
autonomously detect, horne'in on, and destroy Soviet missiles.
The prospects for success are daunting: the cost must be kept
down to that of an ordinary air-to-air missile - about $US500,000 yet the pebble itself will need the computing power Out not the
memory) of a Cray supercomputer. Or, as derisive commentaries
have expressed it, Pebbles will need "a Cray-in-a-matchbox'.
What was purported to be a Pebble prototype has been test flown
inside a hangar at Edwards AFB, the SDIO reasoning being that if
it flies under a roof it does not violate the ABM treaty. See T.
Foley, "Spa* Interceptor Model Hovers During l,aboratory Tests
at Edwards' , AWST,2 fanuary 19f19, p.49. Brilliant Pebbles is the
main SDI beneficiary of the increased support for anti-missile
measures in the wake of the Scud-Patriot missile batUes during
the Gulf War.

SDl "Battlre;pa.ce"

iust more of what has been happening on the atoll ever
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since

Safeguard was removed.

The emphasis on phase 1 at Kwaialein has a strong political
element. From the outset, the SDI Organisation of the Defense
Departrnent has tried to channel SDI funds into the phase 1 projectsThe Congress and numy arms control experts see the near-term
proiects as rmlnerable to Soviet countermeasures and are pushing for
longer term approaches. Current tests at Kwajalein seem more
intended to persuade domestic opponents that SDI will work than to
develop realistic weapons for use against a Soviet first strike. In
particular, most of the test Programs only indude two to five launches
- far short of what is needed to design real weapons - under conditions
far more benign than those expected in wartime
SDI technologies are commonly classified according to the part
of the target missile trajectory at which the "kill" takes place. This may
be in the boost phase, when detection is easy and the missile is still full
of fuel and most vulnerable. It may be in the mid-course, before or
after MIRV separation has taken place. It rnay be early in the re-entry
phase well above the abnosphere; or it may be within the atmosphere,
when airdrag makes it easy to distinguish between warheads and
decoys (see Figure 4.1).

B. SDI tests

at Kwaialein3

Two major SDI tests have already involved Kwajalein. Four of
the planned phase 1 projects will be undertaken largely at Kwajalein,
and several lesser projects will involve Kwajalein (see Figure 4.2).
Delta 780 Tesf. In September 1986, KREMs was one of 250 US
radar and optical sites around the world taking part in what was

described as "the most complex command and control mission the
United States has ever conducted".a A Delta rocket launched from
The list of projects for Kwaialein is mostly derived from US A.nry,
Dt aft Enair onmental Impact Statanatt (DEIS), pp. 2-26 to 249 .
By SDIO director, Lt General James A. Abrahamsory as quoted in

C. Covault, "SDI Delta Space Experiment to Aid Kill-vehicle
Design", AWST,15 September

79f36,

pp. 1&19.
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Figure
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Types of SDI Weapon
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Figure

42:

Schedule of SDI Activities at Kwaialein
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Canaveral was put into orbit, where the two upper stages separated.
One stage simulated a thrusting missile, while the other carried
sensors which observed the rocket plume of the first. After orbiting the
earth the second stage was commanded to home in on the simulated
"missile". Impact occurred over Kwajalein at a dosing speed of 12,000
km an hour. KREMS and the Kwajalein-based HALO aircraft collected
vast quantities of data on the intercept.
Space-basd lntercqtm (SBI). The SDIO are planning to put
orbiting "garages" into orbit round the earttr, from which interceptor
missiles can be launched at Soviet missiles during their boost phase
and before they have released RVs. The concept is called Space.based
Interceptor (SBD. In the USAKA tests, there will be no "garage"
because this action would violate the ABM treaty. Instead,
experimental interceptor missiles will be launched from Meck at target
missile launched from Roi-Namur. Debris from'the intercept will fall
into the northem BOA.

Boost phase interceptors are generally seen as the least

workable of all SDI concepts. If they work then it can be argued that
they would be highly destabilizing. This conclusion follows from the
fact that they could be used to neutralize a retaliatory second strike
against a U.S. first strike.
Ground-based Surueillance anil Tracking Systan Gsfil. GSTS is
confusingly named. It will consist of a rocket whidr, when launched
into space, will track incoming missiles in their mid-course and relay
the data back to ERIS and other SDI weaporc. It will be launched from
the ground, hence the name. At USAKA, old Polaris or Poseidon
missiles will be used to launch GSTS payloads from Omelek. Two
missiles will be launched simultaneously, to provide "stereo" views.

As a component of a mid-course weapons capability, the
destabilizing potential of GSTS might be seen as intermediate between
that of SBI and ERIS.

Exo+tmosphdc Re-a*ry-aehicle lntrcqtor Subsystant (ERIS).
consist of a ground-launched missile carrying a non-nuclear
kill vehide (KV) which will basically destroy an incoming RV by
simply smashing into it. Obviously, the KV will require very fastacting and sublimely accurate homing mechanisms. For the tests at
Kwajalein Atoll, missiles consisting of the first and second stages of a
ERIS

will
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Minuteman-1 will be launched from a silo on Meck to intercept RVs
from Vandenberg. The intercepts will take place over USAKA-North,
well outside the atmosphere, and debris will come down over an area
much wider than the normal BOA (see Figure 4.3). ERIS is a follow-on
from HOE, and is a non-nuclear equivalent of the Spartan missile of
the old Safeguard system.
ERIS is one of the more workable SDI weapon concepts.

works, it

If it

may be deployed at the old Grand Forks, North Dakota,
Safeguard sites (which would not violate the ABM treaty).
Because of its high-altitude capability (1,200 km), ERIS must be

regarded as an areadefense weaPon, rather than a pointdefense
weapon. Areadefense ABMs are seen as more destabilizing weaPons
than pointdefense weapons, since they can be used (at least in thmry)
to protect large areas of the United States from the consequences of a
Soviet second strike, thus weakening deterrence by making the United
Sates more confident of surviving Soviet retaliation after a US first
strike.
ERIS

is also a candidate weaPon for the next-generation

US

ASAT system.5
High Endo-atmosphnic Defore Intncqtor (HEDI). HEDI will be
similar to ERIS, but will employ a smaller, faster accelerating missile.
Intercepts will take place within the upper reaches of the atmosphere,

will help to distinguish decoys from real RVs.7 Two
tests at USAKA are planned, using old Sprint missiles left over from
the 1970s.

where airdrag

Airborne Optical Adjunct 60AL AOA is a specially modified
Boeing 767 intended for experiments in long-wave infrared GWIR)
detection of missiles. It will fly to Kwaialein and observe incoming

RVs. AOA will carry an advanced infrared detector with 38100
dirrete elements, capable of detecting the heat of a human body at
in Shift
19ffi,p.23.
AWST,23May
of Phase 1 Priorities",
"Pentagon Preparing to Restart Anti-satellite Program in |anuary",
AWST,14 November 1988, p.33..
Airdrag will slow the lightweight decoys more than it will the
warhead RVs
P. Klass, "SDIO to Emphasize Space Surveillance Systems
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Figure 43: ERIS Danger Zone
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1800

krn The technology is intended to eventually be put

aboard

drone aircraft which would fly at 1F20 km altitude for days at a time.

Othq SDI'Tats. A number of other SDI tests will

be

undertaken at USAIQ{.8 These include:

*

*

*

*

Aerothermal re+nby experinrent (ARE), a program of
temperature and pressure measurements on RVs,
which will provide data for ERIS.
Exo-atmospheric discrimination experiment (EDX), a
series of l0launches into Kwaialein Lagoon. Sounding
rockets will be launched from Kauai to collect midcourse discrimination data.
Ground-based radar experimental (GBR-X), a large
phasd array radar to be built on Kwajalein Island for
tracking several RVs simultaneously from mid-course
to re€ntry. As an experimental radar, it is seen as a
prototype for future ABM radars. On Kwaialein, it will
be used to manage the duels between incoming RVs
and the various ABM systems being tested from the
atoll, starting with ERIS. GBR-X software is already
being tested on data from the KREMS MMW radar.

High Altitude t.eariet Observatory and Infra-red
Instrumentation System (HALO/IRIS), an aircraft
equipped to collect visible.wavelength and infrared
signature data about re-entries and launches over
Kwafalein.

*

*

Mid-course sensons erperiment MSX), involving a
satellite launched from Vandenberg which will
observe target missiles launched from lGuai. USAKA
will provide tracking data.

Optical aircraft measurerrrcnt program (OAMP), an
aircraft based in Hawaii that will fly to Kwajalein and
circle around to observe reentries. This aircraft is
normally employed observing Soviet tests, and the
trips to Kwaialein will provide calibration data to

DEIS,p.2-26.
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facilitate interPretation

of the data obtained from

Soviet tests.

*

Proiect Cardinal was a single test

North. All other information

in

about

1989 into BOA
seems to be

it

dassified.e

C. ABM Treaty Compliancelo

at

Kwaialein involve nunrerous near
violations and perhaps actual violations of the ABM heaty, an! some
of them have been dlsigned in rather convoluted ways to violate the
intent of the treaty while abiding by its letter. More particularly:
HOE. The ABM treaty bans testing ordinary missiles "in an
ABM mode". HOE was laundred on old Minuteman boosters, leading
the soviet union to charge the united states withbreaching the treary.
However, this ban was included in the tseaty to prevent either side
making a rapid 'breakouf' from the ABM treaty by converting ICBMs
into ABMs. Obviously, the United States had no intention of
converting its dwindling supply of retired Minuteman-l into ABMs.
Thus, the minor violation of the letter of the treaty was not a violation

The SDI Proiects

of the intent of the treaty.

Delta780. The ABM treaty bans all developing and testing, let
alone deployment, of any ABM system except fixed, land-based ones.
Space.based ABMs are banned. Delta was intended to simulate a
space.based interceptor. The experiment was designed to do a full
orbit of the earth so that, technically, the target was a satellite, even
while it was simulating a ballistic missile; therefore, actording to the

SDIO, the treaty was not violated. Yet SDIO director, Lieutenant
General fames Abrahamsory claimed that the test was a maior step
towards the development of a space'based ABM. If what he said was
true, then this test was a definite violation.

SBL To avoid violating the treaty, the experiments for SBI will
use ground launches rather than out-of-orbit launches. But the

9
10

It is mentioned in the DEIS, p.249.
This section is largely based on M. Bunn, "Star Wars Testing and
the ABM Treaty", Arms ControlToilqy, April 1988, pp. 11-19.
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experiments arc directd toward the developnrent of a space-based
system - as the name implies - and therefore rnay violate the ABM
treaty.
GSTS. This system will use old SLBM boosters, and is open to
the same obirtion as was rnade to HOE.

ERIS. This experiment uses old Minuteman boosters, and is
open to the same obFttion that was made to HOE.

AOA. This

apparently innocuous experiment actually
It is designed to
demoratrate the feasibility of tracking and discriminating missiles
constitutes the most serious viol,ation of the tr€aty.

from an airborne platform. Airborne ABM systerns are banned by the
treaty.If AOA were to be'capable of substituting for" -an ABM radar,
thenit violates the treaty.If it is only an'adiunct'to radar, then it does
not. The experiment has such an awkward name precisely to maintain
this ambiguity. A March 1987 study by John Pike for the Federation of
American fti-entists described AOA as the "most immediate challenge
to the ABM treaty".

A commentary on the Army's Kwaialein SDI DEIS by the
of the Lawyers Alliance for Nudear Arms

Massachusetts chapter

control complained that these possible treaty violations were not
discussed in the DEIS. The Army responded that possible ABM treaty

violations "wete not the ProPer subiect of an EIS". Mormver, they
argued thah "The effects of a nuclear war are remote and speculative
and are not within the scope of the Proposed Action."ll

D.

SDI Facilities atKwaialein

Numerous facilities

on Kwajalein are

undergoing

refurbishment and expansion for SDI.

In particular, the range control center on the atoll has been
upgraded to handle the increased launch activity, and the added
complications of intercepts with the resultant clouds of collision and
expl-osion debris. A Cray X-MP /14 suPercomPuter is being instdlled,
together with super-minicomputers, for this workload.

11 Final Enoironmental

lmryt

Statntent GEIil, p-3-26.
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SDI will use most existing facilities at USAKA, but will require
several new facilities, especially for launching rockets and missiles.
Most construction is now complete. New facilities were built on Meck
Island for the HOE experiment in the early 1980s, and these facilities

have now been extended. The currently planned SDI activity at
Kwajalein will peak in 7992, when about 400 extra US personnel are
expected on the atoll.l2 Extra accomrnodation is under constmction to
house these forces. Earlier, more ambitious SDI plans called for about
2,000 extra personnel on Kwajalein.

ERIS has required refurbishnrent of the HOE launch facilities
on Meck. GSTS requires new launch facilities on Omelek, SBI requires

Minuteman launch facilities on Meck and Polaris launch facilities on
Roi-Namur. According to the Defense Marketing Service, a large
percentage of future activities at Kwalalein will probably be funded
from the SDI military construction acrount or from specific proirt
budgets such as those of SBI, GSTS or ERIS.l3

E. Role of KREMS and TelemetryinBMD and SDI
The PRESS complex described in Chapter 2 was gradually
transferred from ARPA to KMR management between 1968 and7970,
about the same time as overall ABM research was transfened from
ARPA to the Army's Ballistic Missile Defense Research Office. Project
Defender lapsed and its role was taken over by what was eventually
called the Ballistic Missile Defense Systems Comrnand. The PRESS
radars,later re-named KREMS, performed most of the BMD research
done between 1976 and 1983, when interceptoni were not being
launched at Kwajalein. Whether the enormous data base on re-entry
phenomenology accumulated then has actually been used by SDI, or
whether it has been any use to SDI, is not evident from the technical
literature.
The Wideband experiments utilizing Altair and carried out by
DNA are also seen as an important lead-up to SDI, since they helped to

12 FEIS,p.2-'1,6.
13 "Strategic Defense Initiative ... Test and Evaluation - Kwajalein
Range Instrumentation and Support", DMS report,26 March 1988.

SDl "Battlspace"
characterize the sort of nuclear environment
would have to function in wartime.
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in which the SDI radars

KREMS is currently undergoing upgrades in readiness for
SDI.14 The Tradex radar is being upgraded for the eighteenth time
since it was installed in the early 1960s, this time to allow it to track as
many as 64 SDI targets simultaneously, even if they are obscured by a
cloud of intercePt debris.ls
Monitoring ABM intercepts poses maximum demands on both
radars and telemetry receivers. The data is more important in the case

of failed intercepts, where it is important to work out what went
wrong. During a reentr5/, which takes no nrore than 30 seconds,

billion bits of radar data alone may be collected, with
Altair, Tridex, MIvIW and Alcorrecording at ffi,30,40 and 3 megabits
per second respectively. The telemetry installation at Ennylabegan
hay be collecting at 800 kilobits a second, with up to 14 downlinks
someihing like

4

from as many RVs and interceptors.l5

F. Comparison between Kwaialein and White Sands
The one other test range suPPorting SDI tests is White Sands

Missile Range, New Mexico. USAKA and the White Sands Missile
Range are specified in the 1972 ABM treaty as the only tlvo places
where the united states is allowed to carry out testing of ABM radars
and weapons. The White Sands insignia proclaims the range to be the
"Birthplaie of America's missile and space activity". It is, of course,
Native American land by treaty with the US Congress.

As a target zone, White Sands is, in many lvays, a midcontinent equivalint to usAKA. It has a main test area of about 160 by
6\5 km, dirnensions considerably greater than those of the Kwajalein
mid-atoll corridor (59 by 18 kd (seeFigure4.4).Thisareahasbeen
t4
15

16

lbid.,26 March 1988, p.5.

K. Roth, M. Austin, D. Frediani, G.. Knittel and A. Mrstik, "The
Kiernan Re-entry Measurements System on Kwajalein Atoll", Tfte
Lincoln laborutory,Summer 7989, p.259.
G. Zorpefte, "Kwajalein's New Role: Radars for SDI", IEEE
Spectrum, vol. 26, no. 64, March 1969.
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Figure 4.4: Comparison of Ascenslon Island, Kwaf alein Atoll, and

White Sands Missile Range
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surveyed to a very high degree of accuracy and is heavily
instrumented, especially with high-speed, high-accrrracy optical
equipment, higily suited to the thin, clear, high-altitude desert air.
However, the range for shooting missiles into White Sands is much
shorter than for USAKA. Missiles can be launched from Green River,
Utah, about 750 km away, or from Home AFB,Idaho, about 1,200 km
away77 (Figure 4.5).

White Sands is used primarily for testing tactical surface-tosurface, air-to-air, and cruise missile systems. The developmental tests
of Pershing-2 IRBMs took place here. Army Flawk surface.to-air, Navy
Standard surface'to-air, and Air Force sbategic nudear short-range
aftack missiles (SRAMs) are tested at White Sands. Some ABRES tests
were also done at White Sands.
White Sands deals with the more exotic SDI concepts, such as
directed energy weapons, which are far from ready for intercept
testing. In May 1989, White Sands hosted the first test of a neubal
particle beam generator, one of the favourite weapon concepts of the
"High Frontiers" publicists. Called Bear'("Beam aboard rockef'), the
prototype beam weapon was boosted to about 200 km dtitude.lS
l,aser beam weapon research is also undertaken at White
a high-energy laser test facility.tr Ground-based freelasers
electron
with space-based pointing mirors for boost phase
intercept are amongst the concepts under test.20
Sands, using

White Sands also tends to handle the shorter range and lower
altitude SDI concepts. Much of the preliminary developmental testing
of systems is done at White Sands prior to more strenuous and realistic
testing at Kwaialein. Most of the LoADS tests, for example, were done
17

Major Range andTest Facility Base: Summary of Capbilifles, Underl
Secretary of Defense for Research and Engineering, fune 1983, p.1-

4;
18

79

20

US Army White Sands Missile Range, New Mexico: Technical
Capabilitire Summary,White Sands Missile Range, May 1983.
T. Foley, "US Prepares for First Test of Neutral Beam in Space",

AWST,15 May 1989, pp.5G58.
"Defense Dept. Asks $9 Million to Expand laser Test Facility",
AWST, 9 April'1,984, p.79.
B. Greeley, "SDIO stresses gains in ICBM intercept", AWST,19

May 7986,pp.2a-25.
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at White Sands, and only the final "r€alistic" tests were done at
Kwaialein. This continues the pattern established during the ABM
prcgrami of the 1960s. The low-altitude interceptor Sprint was
developed at White Sands and tested against Athena rockets from
Green River. Only later was it tested more rigorously at Kwaialein.

White Sands' one big advantage over Kwajalein is that it is a
much more convenient place to test. It is centrally located within the
United States and dose to numerous other high4ech military research
facilities.
It also has big disadvantages. These include:

1.

No regular

2.

Lack

succession
targets of opportunity.

of incoming test ICBMS

as

of facilities for RV phenomenology and
discrimination studies. White Sands has nothing
comparable to the KREMS radars.

3.

Size and safety limitations. Although much bigger
than Kwaialein and surrounded by rural areas with
low population density, White Sands is seen by the
military as providing a very different test environment
from that available in the Pacific, where there are even
lower population densities of non-US citizens. It is
doubtful whether today's communities under the

Home AFB-Green River-White Sands flightpaths
would tolerate the numbers of rockets flyt.g overhead
that were routineback in the sixties during ABM tests.
Moreover, there are no expanses of "empt5r" ocean
around White Sands to accommodate the debris from
SDI intercepts.

Iohn Pike space expert of the Federation

of

American

Scientists, estimates that moving the Kwaialein SDI tesb is technically

feasible but would cost up to five times as much as at Kwajalein.
Moreover, if the SDI tests were done anywhere other than at Kwajalein
or White Sands, then the United States would have to modify or
abrogate the ABM treaty. Even if the United SAtes was prepared to
undertake this drastic step, the only other possibility for intercept tests
with any realism would be on another island (such as fohnston Atoll)
or, alternatively, on the Eastern Test Range. In neither case is there a
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potential instrumented terminal area offering the advantages of
Kwaialein.
There seems little doubt that as SDI continues, and the tests
become brgger, more dangerous and more realistic, the importance of

Kwaialein for SDI will increase. New conc€pts such as "Brilliant
Pebbles" (if they ever advance to the test stage) will hdve to be tested at
Kwajalein. White Sands is suitable for tests to show that interceptors
can fly. But Kwajalein is required for tests to show they can kill
ballistic missiles.
According to the Defense Marketing Service:

Kwajalein Missile Range is vital to the succiess of the
SDI demonstration/validation prograrns for the Space
Based interceptor (SBI), the Ground Surveillance and
Tracking System (GSTS) and Exo:atnospheric Re'
entry Vehicle Interception System (ERIS). KMR
provides unique capabilities for the collection of exoatrnospheric signature data, recording missile reentry
phenomena, providing terminal trairctory and impact
data, recovering reentry vehicles and transmitting
near-real time data on tests.2l

The chief engineer for the Strategic Defense Command's Testing
Operations office put it more bluntly: "Kwaialein is the Army's
prirnary SDI test site."22
Or, as the Army's DEIS on the SDI prograrns at Kwalrlein
concluded:

There are safety considerations and range size

limitations at the White Sands Missile range (the other
range recognised in the [ABMI treaty); therefore,
USAKA provides an opportuni$r for more realism and
flenbility in the ABM [that is, SDI] prograrru This
makes USAKA an important asset in the support of
ABM testing. Without this capabilig, the United States

2r

T2

DMS, "Shategic Defence Initiative ...",26 March 1989.
As quoted in the Kwalaleinbase newspaper, Hourglass,l2 August

. 1988,p.3.
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would be hampered in its ability to test and evaluate
ABM technologies ... USAKA is the only reasonable
site for field testing of the Stratqlic Defense System.23

G. Pacific "SDI Batflespace'
In mid-1984, the Army Ballistic Missile Defense Organisation
initiated a "Kwaialein Advanced Range Study" (KARS) to determine if
"reconfiguration and contract efficiencies might produce cost savings
sufficient to support future requircmerrts such as SD[". In February
1985, the KARS committee reported on a concept for Kwajalein
support of SDI, which involved:

... a flexible instrumentation array utilizing Wake,
fohnstory Midway, and the Hawaiian Islands in a
network to obtain independent measurements
throughout the "SDI battlespace". It recognised that
this "virhrally land-free area" would make an ideal
place for SDI tests. The study concluded by preparing
an ASDI work package to support range development
efforts.24

On 22 March 19&5, Lieutenant General Gen. fames Abrahamson,
Director of the SDIO concluded that funding for the SDI battlespace
was essential. SDI has suffered rnany rebufft and setbacks since then.
But it still needs its "battlespace" in the Pacific to simulate operational
conditions in a nuclear war.

zs

DEIS, pp. 1-9,2-55.

24 Annual Historical

Reoieut,1985, pp. n-161-6/,
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Plate 5: Test Launch of Minuteman

(USAF Photo)

III from Vandenberg

AFB

CHAPTER 5

BANNING MISSILE TESTS
It is evident that the US military race harder to prepare for
war
at Kwaialein than at any other sPot on the earth. Only the
nuclear
Soviets match or exceed the US effort. This chapter reviews briefly the
impact of missile testing on the people who live at Kwajalein. It also
examines the emergence of opposition to missile testing in the region,
and the first attempt to create a ballistic missile test-free zone (BMTFZ)
in the South Pacific. The last section considers the prospects for a
Pacific-wide BMFTZ and reviews the Pros and cons of partial and
comprehensive forms of ballistic missile test bans.
A. Atomic Apartheid
For many years, the United States has clung to Kwajalein and
ignored the needs, rights and aspirations of Marshallese people.
During the UN "strategic" trusteeship, the United States had virtual

sovereignty and total ile facto control over the Marshall Islands. The US
military forcibly relocated whole island populations at will, banned

them from carrying on traditional fishing, hunting and horticultural

activities at particular places, and imposed "atomic apartheid" on the
atoll.
Seized from the fapanese in 19M, Kwaialein - with its ideal
central Pacific location and huge lagoon - was designated as part of the
Pacific Missile Range in 1960. The people of Kwaialein signed a lease
giving up their atoll to the US military for 99 years.In exchange, they
received $US750,000, or less than $US23 per hectare. When the central
two-thirds of the atoll's lagoon - the'mid-atoll corridor" - was set aside

for incoming missiles, the residenb of the main island of Kwajalein
and other srnaller islands were uProoted, provided lvith $US25 a
month as "compensation", and relocated to the tiny island of Ebeye.

The population of Ebeye swelled from 500 in 1951 to 4J00 by
the mid+ixties.By 19&, the population had mofe than doubled again,
as people from all over the Marshalls flocked to the island to fill KMR's
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demand

for logistic and service personnel. Today, Ebeye has a

population density higher than that of Washingtory DC.

While life for the 3,000 American military and civilian
personnel on Kwaialein's 364 hectares resembles that of a comfortable

Southern C-alifornia suburb - $'ith tennis, basketball, and handball
courts, swimming pools, bowling alleys and a golf course - living
conditions on Ebeye were so bad by the end of the seventies that the
island was nicknamed the "slum of the Pacific".l Tlre island's s€wage
system broke down inl979 so that when people flushed toilets, human
waste reportedly gushed into their sinks. There was only one illequipped hospital on Ebeye, with three doctors and no dentists.
Educational facilities consisted of one dilapidated public elementary
school for 1,200 children. With no high sdrool, fewer than half of
Ebeye's students who completed elementary schooling went on to
some form of secondary education.2
Economic hardships have been matched by social indignities.
To visit Kwajalein - their own island - the people of Ebeye had to have

which were issued in limited numbers. Passes were required
not only for those running errands but also for the hundreds of
Marshallese working on Kwalalein as house-servants, gardeners and
passes,

mechanics. They had to be off the island by nightfall or risk arest. To
transact business at the Kwajalein branch of the Bank of Hawaii, they
first had to wait in a hot bus (since no nxlre than 10 Marshallese were
allowed to enter the bank at a time) and then be erorted and watched
by Army security personnel.
These conditions were targets of criticism and a source

of US
international embarrassment. Knowing this, the people of Kwajalein
have won marginal improvements through direct action. In defiance of
At^y regulations, landowners occupied some mid-corridor islands in
1969. As a result, the Pentagon changed the conditions of the original

G. IohnsorU Collision Course at Ltutajalein: Marshall Islanilqs in the
Shadow of the Bmft, (Pacific Concerns Resource Center, Honolulu,

1984),p.23.

Atoll Corporation, "Complaint for Dedaratory and
Injunctive Relief' (mimeo), US District Court, District of
Columbia,S December 1984.
.i
See Kwaialein
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lease:

from

$US750,000

for 99 years, the military agreed to

12'1.

pay

$US420,000 per annum over five years to 1170 people.

A larger protest took place in July 1979, when 500 landowners
staged a "sail-inn to several restricted islands. This action forced the
United States to agree to provide $US9 million annually as rent for

KM&

$USS

million would go directly to the landowners while $US4
to the Marshall Islands central

million would be channelled

government for capital improvemenb and other proiects.

The biggest protest, "Operation Homecoming," took place
from |une to November l%12. About 1,000 people occupied parts of
Kwajalein and sorne mid<orridor islands in response to terms set forth
in the Compact of Free Associatiory newly signed by the Marshall
Islands government and the United States. The draft Compact would
have given the US military the right to use Kwaialein for missile
testing for 50 years. It also would have reduced the annual rent from
$US9 million to $US1.9 million.
Despite harsh reprisals, the Islanders persisted and succeeded

in renegotiating parts of the Compact, including: 1) reduction of the
madmum term of the KMR lease from 50 to 30 years; 2) an agreement
to grve the Kwajalein landowne$ a greater portion of the $US1.9
million annual reng and 3) establishment of a $US10 million fund to
improve living conditions on Ebeye over a three'year period.

These concessions, however, have not corrected the
fundamental injustice faced by the landowners. Tlreir deep
dissatisfaction surfaced dramatically in September 1983, when 70 per
cent of the people of Kwalalein voted against the Compact of Free
Association between the Marshalls and the United States. According

to Ataii

Balos, Chairperson of the Board of Directors of the
landowners' Kwaialein Atoll Corporatiory the voE was a protest
against "the imposition of thirty more years of the same treatnent on
the Kwaialein people".3
Today, the Marshall Islands have partial independence from
the United States within the relationship known as the "Compact of

Free Association". The Compact has

a contradictory and legally

Testimony to US House of Representatives, Subcommittee on
Public Lands and National Parks;9 August 1984.
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dubious political status, in which the nation is held to be "sovereign" in
its domestic and foreign policy-making while entrusting its defense to
the United States. It has two faces: for the United States, it ends the
embarrassment of being saddled with the last tmsteeship, while
maintaining effective control of the islands. Most importantly, the
United States retains the right of "strategic denial" - the ability to keep
out any other foreign power from Micronesian land and waters. For
Micronesians, the Compact is a cosmetic arrangement which commits
them to continuing economic and political dependence on tlre United
States. They are no longer able to appeal to the United Nations to
mediate between themselves and the United States. tt is but a new
form of strategic colonialism.

.

Thus, Kwajalein is locked into the current terms for thirty

years. Theoretically, the Marshallese could then evict the USAKA. In

reality, they would face massive and punitive Pressure from
Washington if they tried to shut down USAKA. APart from sticks,

Washington also wields carrots. Through wages, taxes, rentals, and
compensation payments, USAKA iniecb about $US23 million annually
into the Marshallese economy - about one third of the Marshalls'
public budget. The Republic of the Marshall Islands is a poor nation
that cannot afford to reject USAKA's largesse. In the late 1970s and
early 1980s, the Kwaialein landowners took direct action against
USAKA. These protests forced the United States to respect some of
their rights and to pay better compensation.4

B. Push for a South Pacific Missile Test-Free Zone
The first attempt to construct a ballistic missile test-free zone
occurred in the South Pacific. This effort grew out of earlier popular
opposition to missile testing in the Pacific that was first expressed at
the Conference for a Nuclear-Free Pacific in Suva inl975. This meeting

launched a campaign for a nuclear-free and independent Pacific
known as NFIP. A draft "People's Treaty for a Nuclear-Free Pacific"
included a clause banning missile testing. At the fourth NFIP

See G. )ohnson, "Ebeye: From Pacific Slum
P acific, I anuary/Februa ry 799O, pp. 3G39.

to Isle
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conftrence in Vanuatu in 1983, a People's NFIP Charter rcnewed the
demand for a missile testing ban.
There were also moves to include a ban on missile testing in
the 1986 South Pacific Nuclear-Free Zone Treaty (SPNFZ, sometimes
called "Spin-fizz"). These moves were initiated in mid-1985 by the
Melanesian Spearhead group; that is, by Vanuatu, the Solonron Islands
and Papua New Guinea; and by Nauru, one of the Marshalls' closest
island neighbours. According to David Sadleir, an Ausbalian diplomat
who chaired the nuclear-fiee zone working group that prepared the
treaty: "Various approaches were considered, including inviting
nuclear weapon states not to conduct missile tests into the zone area".S
According to Sadleir, these moves did not succeed:

It was recognised that [South Pacificl Forum members
did not have the legal power to ban missile tests in the
region since these were usually conducted over and

into international waters. There also would be
problems of verification. Ttre inclusion of delivery
in the definition of nuclear explosive devices
[in Artide l(c)l would have presented serious
difficulties since delivery systems capable of being
used for nudear lveapons are also capable of being
used with conventional warheads, and some sudr
systems are used by at least some Forum members in
systems

their conventional defense forces. The Working Group
also discussed the likely reactions of the nuclear
weapons states if the treaty were to cover missile tests.
It was noted that such a provision could jeopardise
acceptance of the Protocrols to the treaty by the nuclear
weapon states which were likely to regard it as an

aftempt to restrict their rights in international law.
Vanuatu, Solomon Islands, Nauru and PNG [Papua
New Guineal asked that their concern about missile
testing in the South Pacific be recorded.6

Report by the chairman of the working group on a South Pacific
nuclear-free zone to the South Pacific Forum, Rarotonga, 4{

August 1985.
twd.
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In fact, Australia was working actively to promote US interests

within this working group and in the South Pacific Forum to negate
efforts by other South Pacific states for a much more comprehensive
nuclear-free zone than was created in SPNFZ. As Ambassador Paul
Warnke, former director of the US Arms Control and Dsarmament
Agency, told a US House Foreign Affairs Committee in 1987:
"Australia has seen to it that the treaty is carefully crafted to protect
our genuine security interests".T
The Australian chairman drafted the rationale cited earlier for
rejecting a stronger stance on missile tesb. Yet the reasons given were
spurious, shoddy, and false on at least five grounds. It is instmctive to
examine these arguments closely (in the order in which they were
listed by Sadleir), as they provide much insight into the arms control
issues that are raised by a ballistic missile test-fiee zone.
First, in contrast to the argument that the South Pacific Forum
members lack legal powers, they can in fact claim whatever legal
powers they wish under international law. The whole idea of such a
treaty is to make a bargain with other nations whereby they forgo
certain "rights" on the high seas in return for other advantages. No-one
finds it problematic to ban piracy in international waters. Indeed, the
final treaty attempts to ban nuclear warhead testing on the high seas.
Presumably, Aushalia allowed this constraint because the United
States had no desire to conduct such tesb, unlike missile tets.

Second, missile tests are not, as Sadleir stated, "usually
conducted over and into international waters". Most US tests in the
Pacific are into the territorial waters of what is now the Republic of the
Marshall Islands, and most Soviet tests descend within the Soviet
Union. Presumably, Australia was not seeking to protect the ability of
the Chinese or the Soviets to test into the South Pacific. At best, this
stance reflected woolly and ill-informed thinking. At worst, it revealed
a desire to accommodate US testing that was particularly randalous
in light of the MX imbroglio that had erupted seven months earlier
(see below).

7

US Congress, House Committee on Foreign Affairs, The South
PacificNuclar-Free Tnne; Henings anil Markup,l5 fuly 7987,p.22.
See also Wellington PacilicReport, No. 2&24, pp. 1-3.
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Third, what Sadleir called "problems with verification" on a
missile test ban are negligible. The United StaEs has never expressed
any doubs about ib own ability to detect dl Soviet missile tests into
the Pacific. Clandestine US missile tests into the Southeast Pacific
might present problems of verification for the Soviet UniorU but it is
doubtful that this consideration was uppernnst in the Australian's
mind. Moreover, both superpowers are also committed to
promulgating warning notices to nrariners and airmen before
launching missile tesb. This procedure eases the verification problem
for a regional ballistic missile test ban, as it permits the tracking. of
"routine" tests that would highlight anomalous launches and
splashdown zones.

Fourth, "inclusion of delivery sysEms in the definition of
nuclear explosive devices" was not necessary. ln fact, it would
probably have been counter-productive. What was needed was a
separate artide in the keaty banning long-range missile tests as
distinct from nudear tests. As Sadleir said "delivery systems capable
of being used for nuclear weapons are also capable of being used with
conventional warheads". (He could have added chemical and
biological warheads.) But is this concern realistic enough to block a
ballistic missile test ban? Is it really likely that the Soviets might
sometime want to put a wad of plastic explosive on an 5918? Or that
the Americans might want to put a can of napalm on a Minuteman? If
they did would it change the balance of teror signfficantly? If used
against the other, would firing a conventionallyarnrcd ballistic missile
not risk igmting general nudear war? If used against a non-nuclear
adversary such as North Korea, would a $US50 million missile not be
an expensive way to deliver a few hundred kilos of high explosive
(compared with cruise missiles)? And insofar as non-nudear means of
mass destmction can be loaded onto ballistic missiles, does not the
urgency of halting vertical and horizon6l8 proliferation of ballistic
missiles far outweigh any "forgone" conventional opportunities that
the superpower missile force might offer?9 In short, the whole
escalating acquisition by superpowers; horizontal =
acquisition by lesser powers.
For a silly but informative discussion of the speculative thinking

Vqtical

=

about substihrting ctnventional for nuclear warheads on US
intercontinental ballistic missiles, see G. Quester, "Substituting
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argument is so specious that
Australia took it seriously.

it is hard to believe that anyone but

Of course, the dual capable missiles referred to as being of
interest to Forum members are tacticnl missiles. But the Forum nations
were hoping to ban the testing in the Pacific of. strategic missiles. Since
no Forum member has strategic missiles armed with conventional
warheads, the issue of tactical missile testing is inelevant to and a
diversion from the problems raised by a missile test ban zone.
Finally, a ban is not only aimed at resbicting the righb of great

in international law. Tiny nations lilce Nauru, with a
population of about 9,000 souls, have few illusions about their ability
to restrict US, Soviet or anyone else's daims. Rather, they proposed to
"invite nuclear weapon states not to conduct missile tests", thereby
placingpolitical pressure on the great powens and their allies. Symbolic
statemenb can be very potent, as the Belauan and New Zealand
examples have shown
powers

It is obvious that Australia blocked the South Pacific Islanders'
attempt to pursue their entirrely legitimate and desirable goal of
stopping ballistic missile tests in their region. By using false and
misleading arguments, Australia sabotaged what otherwise might
have been the world's first missile test-free z)ne to be declared since
the Antarctic Treaty was signd. Ausbalia's stance is partioilarly
reprehensible considering the outcry against the plans to test lvD( into
the South Tasman Sea near Tasmania in February 1985, five months
before the Sadleir report was filed and at the very time that Forum
nations were negotiating over the terms of the 5p11p2.10 Australian
Prime Minister Bob Flawke was forced by his orvn parly to withdraw
permission for the tests.

When the MX tests became public, US ptans to trest Trident
missiles near New Zealand's Chatham Islands were also revealed. The
then New Z.ealand Prime Minister, David Lange, declared that .if the
United States sought New Zealand's agreement to firing such missiles
Conventional for Nuclear Weapons: Some Problems and Some
Possibilities", in his The Future of Nuclur Detatance, (Iexington

l0

Books, Massachusetts, 1986), p.277.
"Peace Groups Plot Splash Site" , Wellington Eoming Past, \8 March
1985.
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into the Chathams area it would not be grven".ll Unfortunately, this
stance was not converted into active support for the Islanders' antitesting position against that of Australia.

C. Reviving

a Pacffic

Missile Test Ban

In spite of these machinations, a ban on missile testing remains
worthy of active consideration by peace movements and governments
throughout the Pacific, for reasons adduced in the next section.
Kwaialein is no less important now than it was in 7975 when the
People s Treaty was drafted, or in 1985 when Vanuatu and other
nations tried to ban missile tests via the SPNFZ trea$.
Moreover, the issue of strategic colonialism is just as relevant
today as in the past. No island community willingly acc€pts becoming
a missile bullseye. Can anyone imagine the inhabitants of Malta or
Iceland accepting their islands being turned into "safe" Instmmented
Terminal Areas?
The inc'reased use of "Broad Ocean Areas" for missile impacts
is an added reason for opposing missile testing in the Pacific. Rather
than the United States having a "right" under international law to test
in the high seas, a good case has been rnade that US missile testing on
the high seas constitutes illegal interference in other nations' freedom
of navigation on the high seas.l2

Two other nations beside the United States test strategic
missiles in the Pacific. Very ocrasionally, China tets irito intemational
waters near the Solomons and reportedly into the Yellow Sea. (China
has also tested missiles into the Indian Ocean.) The Soviet Union used
to carry out three to four tets or test series a year into the North
Pacific. Once (in 19751, the Soviets launched a missile to 5" south of the

11

t2

"Chatham Missiles Hit Lange-s '1.{o'", Wellington Eoaning Post,72
November 19&4.
I.Van ryke, "The Legitimacy of Exclusionary and Warning Zones
on the High Seas" (mimeo), paper prepared for Greenpeace,25
August 1989.
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equator in the vicinity of Fiji.l3 Over the last three years, however, the
Soviet rate of testing in the Pacific has dropped alrnost to zero.l4

The time is propitious, therefore, to revive the issue of a total
ban on missile testing by all nations in the Pacific. Such a ban could
perhaps be implemented by rnodification of the SPNFZ treaty,
although this would be difficult, given Australian dominance in the
South Pacific Forum. Island states such as Vanuahr, Solomons, Nauru
and PNG might resume their enlightened efforts to draft and
implement a new treaf that encompassed North and South Pacific test
zones. Financial and other tangible support would have to be offered
to the Marshall Islands to recompense them for the losses that they
would incur from the removal of USAKA.
Peace movements and other non-goverrunental organisations

have an important role too. Awareness of the issues could be fostered
worldwide by some high-profile direct action against the missile tests
similar to the Greenpeace blockade of Trident missile launches from

submarines

off Cape Canaveral in the Atlantic. It is important that

Soviet and Chinese missile tests also be targeted.

D.

Pros and Cons of a Ballistic Missile Flight Test Ban (BMFTB)

The arms control community has long been aware of the
contribution of missile tests to the arms race. The following sections
describe their numerous proposals, but generally minimal political
efforts, to bring the missileers to heel since the missile progranui bega..

13

O. Wilkes, "Missile Testing in the Pacific: The 'Soviet Threaf, Part
, N a D Tahnil Monthly Reoiao,lune 1985.
Britain tests ib SLBMs on the Eastern Test Range. France tests its
IRBMs and SLBMs into the North Atlantic, with a down-range
tracking station on Santa Maria Island in the Azores. A French
3"

delegation of military officers and government officials visited
Kwaialein in 1985, possibly to explore shifting French missile tests
there.
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Early Proposals

-I1May 195& the US President,s Science Advisory Committee
advised that a total BMFTB could, if it were implemented within six
months, prevgnt the Soviet Union from developing ICBMs.ls By the
sarne tokery this action would have prevented the united states hom

developing
opportunity.

its own

ICBMs. Unfortunately, noone grasped the

ln 7964, the idea of a test ban was resurected briefly in official
circles when President Lyndon Johnson proposed that the two
superpow-ers explore a verifiable freeze on strategic nuclear weaporui
as the follow-up to the Kennedy-Khrushchev LimiH Nuclear-Test
Ban Treaty of 1963. The 1964 freeze proposal suggested that both
supeqpowe$ be prohibited from flight-testing new or modified
strategic missiles, including land-based surface'to-surface missiles
with ranges greater than 1,fi)0 km; all submarine-launched ballistic
missiles with ranges greater than 100 km; and all strategic anti-missile
s)rstems. operational testsl5 of specific missiles in the constrained
categories would have been permitted, but only if these missiles were
already-in- production at the time of the fieeze, and then only at
declarcd facilities, after advance notic€, and in the presence of
observers. space vehicle operations would have been unconshained
but observed.lT

A

series of studies were commissioned by the Sate
$partnent, the foint Chiefs of Staff, and the newly created Arms
Conhol and Disarmament Agency on possible tlpes of strategic arms
control envisaged in the fuergn proposal. These studies included the

lohn Foster Drlles, to fames Killian, Special Assistant to the
President for Science and Technology, Z May 1958, (Dwight D.
t6

t7

Eisenhower Ubrary).
At the time, they were called "confidence and training" tests.

Bendix Corporation, "Detection of Significant Modifications in
Soviet Missile Design Thrcugh Observation During Testing",
sununary final report to Office of Assistant Secretary of OefenJe
lnternational Security Affairs, US Departnrent of Defense, by
Office of National Sec"tity Studies, Aerospace Systems Dviiion,
Ann Arbor, Michigan, 27 October 7967.
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requirement that both sides would have to hold exhibition firings of all
constrained missile types and that access into limited re€ntry areas be
permitted or that rrentries be only into international waters. These
ipproaches were held to make a freeze more easily verifiable.lS One
study confidently held that these provisions (not included in the
original 1964 proposal) would et$ure that the Soviets could not cheat.
The study conduded that lesser access would still leave the United
States able to detect suspicious missile events, but that it might not be
able to identify in detail the kinds of missile rrpdifications being
clandestinely tested.lg These and other proposals were shelved due to
opposition from the burgeoning US space establishment, which did

not want arms controls interfering with its program. NASA was
particularly concerned that space tedrnology for booster rockets and
multiple satellite launches would be inhibited.2o The latter issue was
intimately linked to developrnent of MIRVed missiles, then on the
drawing boards.

At this time, US Defense Secretary Robert Mclrlamara was
tryrng to stop the Air Force from deploying thousands of land-based

missiles. To this end, he permitted them to develop missiles carrying

multiple warheads.2l Some officials in the first Nixon Administration
wanted to limit development and testing of this new hydra-headed
technology, but Henry Kissinger brushed them aside in 1969 while
negotiating the first strategk arms limitations treaty with the Soviet
Union.22
T. Wolfe, Thc SALT Etperience, (Ballinger, Cambridge, 1979), p.7;

Bendix Colporatiory "Detection of Signfficant Modifications ...",
p.2.
19

27

22

Bendix Corporation, "Detection of Significant Modifications ...",
p.2.
F. Hussairy The lmpact of Wupons Ter,t Rsttictions, Adelphi Paper
155, (International Institute for Strategic Studies, Londory 1981),
P.33.
F. Kaplan, The Wizarils of Antugeddor, (Simon and Schuster,

New

York,1983), p.364.
S. Hersh, The kice of Power, (Simon and Schuster, New York,
1983), pp.151-152; and I. Kahan, Seatrity in the Nuclur Age

Dneloping U,S. Strategic Arms Policy, (Brookings Institution,

Washington, DC, 7975), pp.9 -141.
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later, rnany American stratqgic analpts regrettd Kissingey's
push for technological superiority to support his 'hard ball" arms
control bargaining, for it boomeranged against the United States by
enabling the Soviets to put multiple warheads on their land-based
missiles, thereby vastly increasing the Soviet nuclear threat to the US
missile force.23 MIRV was first tested in 1969 and then rapidly adopted
by both superpowers. The net result was that while the lg72 SAl*f I
Treaty limited the number of missiles either superpower could deploy,
it sanctioned a huge increase in the number of warhuils fielded by both
sides.

Once the world had been made that much more dangerous by
lvIIRVed missiles, the superpowers could no longer ignore missile tesb
in arms control agreernents. Until this point, they had advised each
otherof missile tests on anadhoc and incomplete basis. While avoiding
restraints on tests W se, they agreed in their 1971 "Accident Measures"
agreement that each would notify the other in advance of any landbased missile launch which would extend beyond its national territory
in the direction of the other party. An errant missile test that could be

misinterpreted
notification.

by the other side was to be the subiect of

instant

In 1973, the U$Soviet Incidents at Sea agrreement required
further that both sides issue warnings to aviation (NOTAMs) and to
shipping GTDROPACs) formissile launches that would splash down
in international waters. The areas projected to be hit by the launch
vehide and associated debris must be specified, but not the launch
point, the type of vehicle, or the purpose of the launch.
Under SALT II (see below), each party was obligated to notify
the other of multiple ICBM launches or of single ICBM launches
extending beyond its national territory. Unlike the warnings required
in the Incidents at Sea agreernent, SALT II notifications required
detailed information such as launch locations and specification of test
range to be used.24 (This designation also prevented the construction
of launch silos elsewhere under the claim that thev are for missile tests
23
24

G. Smittt Double Tallc The Story of SALT I, (University Press of
America, lanham, Maryland, 1985), p.178.
W. Rowell, Arms ConholVdfcntion, (Ballinger, C-ambridge, 1986),
p.56.
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rather than operational missiles.) Both sides have provided this
information since July 1979, although the Soviets have been more tardy
than the Unid Sates. None of these agreenrenb covercd ICBM
launches that descendd o earth within tlre territory of the launching
nation. Nor must the two superpowers notify each other directly or
specifically when they fire SLBMs. Ttt€" only issue standard
NOTAMs/FIYDROPACs, whidr arurounce standard air space/oceanic
"closur€ areas" if what goes up corrns down in inFrnational waters.
The reason for the closures need not be specified.2s

Pattial Ballistic Missile Fligftt

Test Ban in SALT

II

President Jimmy C-arter was reporEdly very impressed by the
advantages that might have flowed from a partial BMFTB
incorporated into SALT II, then under negotiation with the Soviet
Union. In this case, however, it was the Sooiet leaderc, piqued at
Carter/s reorientation away from President Gerald Ford's Madivostok
proposals, who obpcted to the neasure. Under Carter, the United
States introduced two proposed controls into the negotiations with the
Soviet Union. First, it proposed to limit the number of reentry vehicles
that could be carried on each missile. Secon4 it called for a sweeping
ban on new missiles and on modification of existing ones. Although
SALT II was never forrnally ratified by the United States, agreement
was struck with Moscow in the negotiations to limit the Unid States
and the Soviet Union to no mor€ than 25 flight tests (the first 12 of
which define the systerry the rest defining the system as one of a new

missile type) of only one new type of land-based ballistic missile.
SLBMs were not constrained, however. Restrictions on testing

of existing ICBMs were also established, induding no testing with
more rrcntry vehicles than installed prior to May 1979, and no

25 C.

Weinberger, "Direct Communications Links and Other

Measures to Enhance Stability', in B. Blechman, kmo$ingNuclur
War: ARffilistic Apprudr, (Indiana University Press, Bloomington,

Indiana, 1985), p.178.
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of nmre than 10 per cent in throw-weight, launch-weight 25
length or width of new missiles. No new system with a throw-weight
greater than that of the Soviet S$18 missile could be tested.27 Mobile
launchers could be deployed but not tesEd under a protocol of SALT
changes

II.28

Physicist Sidney Drell was a key advisor to President C-arter
on missile test restraints. He later co-authored with Theodore Ralston a
study of restrictions on missile tests, the concepts of which were
probably similar to those that he earlier presented to Carter.29 Drell
and Ralston state that a number of benign effects would flow from
reshaints on ballistic missile tests. These would include retarding the
development of a long list of anti-ballistic missile technologies and
destabilizing missile technologies such as multiple and manoeuvrable
re-entry vehicles; anti-satellite systems; depressed traiectory systems;
and new dasses of missiles. They suggested that the testing phase of a

weapon's development provides the best opportunity to verify
restrictions. Success in these areas would also provide the confidence
that facilitates other arms control initiatives.

Drell and Ralston did not favour a comprehensive BMFTB.
Rather, they argued for a limited BIvIFTB as the best way to preserve
mutual nuclear deterrence. They saw restraints on missile testing as
improving stability, maintaining deterrence at lesser levels of overall
destructive lx)wer, and saving money. Thus, they called for
confidence'building test restraints, such as: declared tirnes at which
tests may be conducted; declared test ranges and facilitim; prior
notification of test activity; prohibitions on concealnrent, deception,
interference, and denial of data (such as encryption of RV telemetry).

26

Tftrow-weighl = "pnyload" of a missile; that is, the total weight of
RVs, post-boost vehicle, etc. Launch-weighf = gross weight of
missile before launch.
T. Wolfe, Thc SALT Erpaience,pp2SS{Fr; S. Drell and T. Ralstory
"Restrictions on Weapon Tests as Confidence.Building Measures",
in B. Blechman, Prananting Nuclur War: A Rulistic Approach,
(Indiana University Press, Bloomington, Indiana, 1985), p.20.
US National Academy of Sciences, Nuclw Arms Control:
fuckgrounil and lssua, (National Academy Press, Washington DC,
1985), p.34.
S.

Dr€ll and T. Ralston, "Restrictions on Weapon Tests", pp.8C98.
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these steps required agreement with the Sovieb on acceptable
verification standardJas to the t1rye, quantity and quality of data to be
provided; and pint observation of tests. Perhaps the gnly provision
tnat ttrey did not list that might be added in the post-INF era would be

All df

on-site inspection.3o

As described earlier, many of these ideas were induded in
[I,
as well as the provision that the suPerPowers would give
SALT
each other 24 hours' notice of the time, place of launch, and missile

impact area at sea. The goal of this kind of total BMTFB is, as Drell and
Raiston put it, "to return to confidence in second-strike weapons, [and
to providel a firmer basis for ensuring peaceful intent than hard-target,
firit-strike weapons".3l It should be noted, however, that restraints
such as an annual quota of tests or a limit on RV numbers complicate
negotiations and make monitoring more costly and difficult than
would the procedures needed for a total BMFTB. The more states join
such a regihq the greater the demands for verification, and the more
importanlit becomes that the procedures are simply defined and easy
to implement.

198& the Reagan Administration struck a new
agreement with the Soviets on notifying each other of missile launches.
The superpowers committed themselves to give at least 24 hours'
notice of the planned date,launch area, and imPact zone for strategic
missile launches, and whether the test is to be fired from land or

In May

submarines.32
Eor and Against a Comprehensiue Missile Test Ban

Agaittst. The most detailed (and widely quoted) examination
impact
of a comyehansdoe missile test ban (ChdTB) is probably
of the
Firooq
Hussain, published by the conservative International
that of
Studies in 1981.33 He was not convinced that a
of
Snategic
Institute
CMTB would limit technical progress in missile technology' He
predicted that even a comprehensive test ban would not stoP ICBMs

30
3r
s2
33

lbid.,p.91,.

lbid.,p.96.
Arms Control Toilay,july-August 1988.
F. Hussain, Thc lmpact of Wupons Ter,t Ratrictiorc, pp. 19-57.
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acquiring 3O-metre accuracy within five years. Since we now know
that ICBMS have not acquired 3(Fmetre accuracy in nine years in the
total absence of any kind of test bary Hussain's reservations on this
and other aspects of a ban are not very credible.
Hussain believed, for example, that new guidance units and
new electronic circuitry alone could make existing missiles far more
accurate than they currently were, without any need for flight testing.
He noted that the number of developmental tests needed to develop a
new missile was declining with tinre, presumably because alternative
non-flight rnethods of testing were being developed. Therefore, he
conduded, a ban on flight testing would also become less effective
with time. However, he neglected to rnention that the volume of data
collected per test has increased much faster than the rate of testing is
declining. Moreover, the mapr gains in accuracy and reliability of
missile systems are now obtained from testing increasingly
sophisticated RVs re-entering the atrnosphere at ever steeper angles,
and not from boost-phase and mid-course technologies that Hussain
regards as uncontrollable.

It has frequently been suggested that partial bans, allowing
operational tests but not developmental tests, might be more
achievable and more palatable to the superpowerc, since it would
allow each side to maintain confidenc€ in its own missiles while being
detered from launching war by the visible evidence that the other
side's missiles were working too. Hussairy however, argues that
partial bans would be even less of a hindrance to arms racing than a
total ban. To buttress this claim, he notes how the Trident was largely
developed using SFTs made with retired ICBM boosters, and draws
the reasonable conclusion that a banned new missile could be
developed by piggy-backing its various components on permifted
flights of a deployed missile. Worse still, he says, Soviet space boosters
are so similar to military boosters that the Soviet Union could use
space shots to evaluate missile innovations.

Hussain also notes that much of US RV research has been done

with SFTs, using relatively short-range missiles which simulated ICBM
conditions by carrying RVs beyond the upper reaches of the
atsnosphere, turning, and then boosting the RVs back into the
atsnosphere at ICBM velocities.
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While all these consideratiorui are valid qcncerns in the crcntext
of a partial test ban treaty, there is no reason to not circumscribe these
kinds of surrogate flights under a total test ban. The only issue then is
how to restrain, monitor and verify RV component testing in space
vehicles, especially re-entries with high beta values (see Chapter 3 and
below).

For. The most cogent recent analysis of a comprehensive test
flight ban is that of Robert Sherman, published by the Arrns Control
Association in 1987.3a Sherman writes that it is still not too late for a
comprehensive BMFTB to be worthwhile. Deterrence, he suggets,
prevails because each side's deterrent forces can still ride out a first
strike by the other. But this condition may not prevail much longer, he
argues, especially if Soviet missiles become rnore accurate.
Sherrnan wants to exempt development of Midgehnan from
any ban because he believes that this missile would increase the
detenent value of US forces and reduce the first strike capability
provided by more MX missiles. He views preventing the testing of
depressed-traiectory SLBMs as particularly important. This capability
could give the Soviet Union a first-strike edge over the United States
by putting US bomber air fields and command Posts at risk of
destruction before the United States could mobilize its own retaliatory
forces.
Sherrnan argues that no military planner will place reliance on
missiles which have not been tested. His assertion follows from the
fact that a missile-s lethality is a combination of its warhead size, the
reliability of the overall delivery system, and the accuracy with which
it lobs the warhead onto a target. (An accurate system that cannot get
off the ground has zero lethality.)
There are numerous examples of missiles that performed well
in computer tests and ground tests, and then failed in flight tesb. Since
Sherrnan wrote, there have been two further examples to add to his list
- the Trident-2, which performed brilliantly from the laundr pad, but
tumed out to be almost unlaunchable from a subnuged subrnarine,

and the ignominious rnaiden flight of the Midgefinan. By reducing

Y

R. Sherrnan, "DeterrencE through a Ballistic Missile Right Test
Ban", Artns Contr oI T oilny, December 1987, pp. *13.
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missile reliability, Strerman argues that a comprehensive ban would
sbp ballistic missile developnrent dead in its tracks.
Sherrnan also argues that a comprehensive flight-test ban
would also gradually erode the perceived reliability of those forces
that are most suited to a darnage'limiting first strike. Under a flight
test bary missile reliability would decline, but deterrence would hold
because, as he pub it:

Detenence requires that our weapons have the
maximum product of reliability times survivability.
The rnore reliable the adversar;/s weapons, the less
survivable our own weapons. Generally, high
reliability rcduces deterrence because it lowers the
deterer/s survivability more than it raises his
rcliability... Detenence and stability are highest when
strategic missiles on each side are "semi-rusted"-that
is, when only about 3G70 percent can be expected to
work ProPerlY.3s
Sherman does not anticipate any mapr problems in verifying a
comprehensive BMFTB. Ballistic missile tesb are high-profile events.
One flight might be missed by verification sensors, but a series of
flights would be detected. The re+ntry phase would be the easiest and
arguably the most important to control. High-speed missile reentries
are quite different from, and easily distinguished from, the slow re.

entries used in space exploration. He regards the most serious
verification problem associated with a ocmprehensive BMFTB as
controlling the upgrading of guidance systems to make missiles more
accurate and more reliable. Sherman appeani to be unawat€, however,
that the "action" in testing these parameters no longer rests in the space
phase of the traiectory. Moreover, these advances in technology cannot

be tested with any confidence in low beta space reentries, for these
types of reentry do not reproduce the shesses suffered in high beta reentries relevant to state-of-the-art missile tests.36

35
36

lbid.,p.9.
Reentry vehicle beta coefficients are explained in the next section.
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E. Combining Zonal, Partial, and Comprehensive BMFTBo
The previous sections considered three tyPes of BMFTBS,
nMft-free zones, partial BMFTBs, and global, comprehensive
or BfutBs. The superpowers have already negotiated partial
restraints on missile teits within a global framework. Of course, these
approaches can be combined so that some areas become missile testfrei, or partially free from "oPen slatherr testing in a given.rrea as a
namely,

transition to a global and comprehensive BMFTB treaty.

By ibelf, a BMFT-free zone in the Pacific could slow the
nuclear anns race. But it would not stoP improvements in ballistic

missiles that arguably destabilize deterrence and enhance counterforce
first+trike capibilides. The United States would still be able to test in
the Atlantic, ind the soviet union would still be able to test within its
own enorrnous territory. A Pacific missile test ban could give an unfair

advantage

to the Soviet Uniory since it would retain whatever

instmminted terminal ar€as it has on IGmchatka Peninsula or
elsewhere, while the United States would have only the quite
inadequate Land area of Ascension available as an instrumented
terminal area - and even that could be denied to them by a future

British government less enthusiastic about.nudear arms racing than
the present Conservative government. Any c1",P1t9" to create a
missile test-free zone in the Pacific, thelefore, should be designed to
lead on to a comprehensive global missile test ban.

Like the nuclear non-proliftration treaty or NPT, a
comprehensive BMFTB treaty will have to control verfrcal anil

horizontal proliferation of long-range ballistic missiles. since this
report has not dealt with other great-Power ballistic missile testing,
and not at all with horizontal proliferation of ballistic missiles (by
srnall states), we will not outline possible crcmprehensive BMFTBs here
in any detail.37 Probably the most potent way to stop horizontal
ssional Research Service, Missile
Emaging Missile Fotca, 88"&2F,
"t 1989; R Shuey, Missile holiferation:
Wasi'rington, DC, 9 February
A Dbcussion of U.S' Obiutfua anil Policy Optiotts, 9.+_l20F,
Washington DC,zl February 1990; A. Mack, Mlssile Ptolifnation in

Proliftation: Surcey

the AsialPacific

Regloz,Working Paper 92, (Peace Resealch Centre,
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missife proliferation would be to offer a superpower missile
proliferation ban plus acc€ss non-military space technology (induding
booster rockets) in return for missile non-proliferation commitments.
But the likely contouns of a ban on superpower missile tests (arguably
the most u{gent axis of proliferation in any case) can be deduced from
our examination of US activities at Kwaialein.
High-BetaRVBan

Of all the ballistic missile technologies being flight-tested,
in RV technology have the biggest poiential to
destabilize detenence as it currently exise.3s certainly boosters, the
improvcments

boost phase, and post-boost vehicles can also be "improved" by further

tests.

But from the time that lvIrRV was first developed,

research

associated with RVs has been the cutting edge that has most degraded
crisis stability and accelerated the routine arms race.39 Moreover,

improvements in RV technology also provoke the other side to
abandon the existing restraints on anti-ballistic missile systems.
Above all, then, RV testing must be slowed and stopped. If
negotiators discover that they have to distinguish between warhead
RVs and obiects from other space craft re-entering the atmosphere
(such as film capsules from spy satellites), then the ban could specify
that that no reentry can use a high-beta RV.

Canberr4 May 1990); A. Karp, "The Frantic Third World Quest
for Ballistic Missiles", Bulletin of the Atomic Scicntbts, fune 1988,
pp.74-20; J. Nolan, "Ballistic Missiles in the Third World - The
Limits of Non-proliferation", Arms ConholToday, November 1989,
pp. 9-74; and f. Nolan, Trappingr of Powt: Ballistic Missils in the
Third World, (Brookings Institution, Washington DC, 1991).
This statement is not to down-play the importance of other
destabilizing activities such as SDI, anti-subrnarine warfare, or
launch-on-warning technologies.
See M. Bunn, "Maneuvering Reentry Vehicles: Missions,
Implications, and Prospects for Arms Control', paper presented to
AJMS annual meeting, panel "From MaRVs to Microwaves", 15
February 1988.
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The term beta is shorthand for ballistic coefficient. Expressed
simply, the beta me.Niures the weight of an RV compared with its
sbeamlining. The heavier and more streanrlined an RV, the steeper the
angle at which it comes down through the atsnosphere and the greater
its velocity when it hits the ground or the ocEan. Mudr of the RV
research undertaken today is aimed at raising the beta of RVs, and

adapting their contents to fit into high-beta endosures that can
withstand the enormous deceleration and tenrperatures associated
with reentry.40 Ttre military prefer RVs with high betas because these
RVs are less vulnerable to various ABM nrcasures, and because they
are less affected by wind during re+ntry (and hence .ue more
accurate).41

Luckily, high-beta RVs are easily recognisable from their
by imagrng radars, and by their behaviour as
they plunge down through the atrnosphere. These RVs are therefore
easily monitored with existing surveillance capabilities, and verifying
a ban on high-beta RV testing would not be difficult.
shape, as deterrnined

F. Conclusions

Drect action and mobilised public opinion work. In August
1982, the Marshallese reportedly stopped a missile test by occupying
Roi-Namur.42 In 1985, two lvD( tests into the South Tasman Sea were
stopped. In 1989, Greenpeace forced postponement of the first Trident2 underwater launch.

Would stopping missile teting at Kwaialein achieve anything?
If we accept the official rationale that Kwaialein is "vital" to developing
more accurate, reliable, and more capable missiles, then shutting down

40
47

42

M. Bunry "Technology of Ballistic Missile reentry Vehicles", in K
Tsipis and P. faneway (&s), Rmieut of U.S. Milittry Rsurch anil
Dneloprnnt, (Pergamon-Brasseys, Washington DC, 1984).
Of course, as Des Ball points out, the military also like low beta
RVs because the high beta RVs canbe destroyed by the impact of
hail and even rain during reentry. The Minuternen 2 and 3
missiles can be reprogrammed now to high or low beta RV
according to weather conditions above targeb.
S. Firth, Nuclur Plrygrounil, (Allen & Unwin, Sydney, 7987),p.67.
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Kwalalein will slow down US arms racing. Without Kwajaleiry the
United Sates would find it more worthwhile to negotiate seriously
with the Soviet Union for reduction in arsenals and an end to the
technotogical arms race. Peace movements would be in a much
stronger pooition to push the Soviet Union to stoP its missile testing.
The Pacific could be declared a missile test-free zone. Indigenous
people on the Kamchatka Peninsula might be encouraged to declare
their own homelands a ballistic missile test-free zone. Peoples in the
South Atlantic could be motivated also to establish missile test-free
and nuclear-free zones. In the long run, there are no insuperable
obstacles to implementing a missile test ban. Eventually, the
convergent interests of all states will probably impel them to establish
such controls. The Pacific would also become a safer, more peaceful
place in which to live.
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CHAPTER 6
EPILOGUE
This drapter provides additional information on two aspects of
missile testing in the Pacific. These are:

(a)

details

of the role of Pacific Missile

Test Center

(PMTC) in supporting Trident missile tests; and

(b)

the new STARS SDl-related missile launch test facility

in Kaui.

A. PMTC

and TridentTests

The PMTC at Point Mugu in C-alifornia began to upgrade its
facilities to support Trident missile tests in 192. PMTC built its
Missile Tracing Facility, a computer, data processing, and telemetry
center that provides real-tirre data processing for range safety, landbased telemetry and destruct systems used in Trident missile tests.
PMTC engineers also designed the Pacific Trident Missile Test
Instrumentation System consisting of systems installed at Point Mugu,
San Nicolas Island, nrany remote sites, a launch Support Ship, the
Terminal Area Support Ship, and in the launch and impact areas. The
system became operational in 1980.1 The architecture of the Trident
Pacific Operational System is shown in Figure 6.1.

The PMTC has supported many Navy missile development
prograrns, including Tomahawk, Harpoor; Sidewinder, and Standard
testing.2 The first follow-on Trident test supported by PMTC took
place in September 1983, and tests totalled fittyby the fall of 1989.3

Pacific Missile Test Center, Days of Clallenge, Years of Clange A
Technical HbtuV of the Pacific Missile Tes,t Canta, (US Government
Printing Office Washington DC, 1989), p.80.
Pacific Missile Test Center, Annual Rqort, Fisrcal Yur 1982, (Point
Mugu,1982) p.8-10.
"Fleet Operational Support C-ategory", in Pacific Missile Test
Center, Command History, GMTC, Point Mugu, 1 March 1990).
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Figure 5.1: Trident Pacific Operationd System
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LASS = Iaunch and Support Ship
TMTF = Trident Missile Tracking Facility
GflS = Global Positioning System
Source: Pacific Missile Test Center, Days of ClullotgoYwrs

$ Ctange A

Technical History of thc Pqcifrc Mbsile Ter.t Center, (US
Government Printing Office, Washington DC, 1989), p.230.
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PMTC's major asset is its sea test range, which extends about

from PMTC and covers about 68,600 km2 of ocean (see
Figure 6.2). PMTC also operates the specialized P-3 aircraft that collect
telemetered, optical, and locational data on missile launch and re-entry
250 km offshore

locations.

According to PMTC, the Sea Test Range offers the following
capabilities to military users:

A ... highly

instrumented sea test range off the
California coast for multiple air- or surface.launched
missile live firings against multiple air or surface
targets. Test aircraft and flight test planning and
support are provided. The Extended Area Test
System (EATS) provides a capability to extend the
range capabilities of tracking (60 or more participants),
telemetry (10), missdistance (10), target control, and
communications (14) 250 nautical miles or more
seaward of San Nicolas Island from Baja, C-alifornia, to
Point Conceptiory augmenting land-based capabilities.
EATS also provides telemetry and impact scoring in
the broad ocean area (BOA).4

B. STARS and Kaui
Chapter 4 noted briefly that SDI entailed rocket tests launched

from Kaui in Flawaii. The program, known as the Strategic Target
System (STARS), proposes to use retired Polaris A3 booster systems to
supplement tests using Minuteman I missiles fired at Kwaialein from
Vandenberg and in short supply.s As the A3 has only an intermediate
range, it must be fir€d from somewhere west of Vandenberg if it is to

reach Kwajalein. The Navy's Kaui Test Facility Kff) offered
instrumentation and launch facilities, while the trajectory from KTF to

4
5

lbiit.

US Congress, House Committee on Appropriations, Subcommittee on Military Construction Appropriations, Military
Corctructbn Appoyiations for 1.987, Part 2, (US Government
Printing Office, 198n, p.10a5.
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Figure 5.2: PMTC Offshore TestRange

Source Pacific Missile Test Center, Anntml Rqort, Fisul
Point Mugu, p.7.

Yar

7982,
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Kwaialein was similar to the standard experimental flight profile of the
Minuteman rockets and most desired by the SDI experimenters.5
The STARS system would loft payloads from the KTF on a
280" launch azimuth into near space in a sub-orbital traiectory that
would terminate in a Broad ocean Area north of Kwaialein, or into the

Kwajalein splashdown zone 3,78km "downrange" frorr-r KTF. The
payloads would be sensors or targets that would simulate re-entry
SArting in May 1991, the SDI program anticipated up to four
"elU.tes.
launches Per year for a decade.T
STARS
STARS would work by firing the first two A3 stages of the
threestage rocket upwards and the third orbus-l solid Rocket Motor
Guidance and control stage during the descent, thereby simulating an
ICMB re€ntry (see Figure 6.3). Most launches would carry 'target
delivery systems" but some would be probes to measure other bodies
in space or to measure background conditions relevant to strategic
defenses.S

According to the Army, there are no alternative ways to
simulate, analyze, or test strategic defense systeAs thlt can
the effects of natural environmental conditions"
"adequately
"eplicate
and I(IF-Kwalalein SDI range is unique.e
In May 1991, the SAte of Hawaii and the Sierra Club
challenged the legality of the STARS launch because the missile's
exhausiplume releasei hydrogen chloride andfreon gases that destroy
the eartni,s fragile and degrading ozone layer.l0 The Army had argued
that these gas-es result onty in iemporary and local ozone depletiory
and that 5f^qRS would iontribute a tiny proportion of the total
releases that are destroying the ozone.ll However, a US District court

5

US Army Strategic Defense Comrnand, Strategic Target Systmt
(STARS); Enoironmoilal Assasmant, ]uly 199Q p.4.

7

Ibiil.,p.*7.

E

lbid.,p.3.
Ibid.,p.25.
M. O/Callaghan, "'Star Wars' Missile Tests Banned by ludge",Tle
Age (Melbourne), 16 MaY 1991,P.7US ermy Strategic Defense Command, Strategic Target Systotr

9

10

11

(STARS) Enoironmental,Assasment' pp.7V71'.
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Figure 63: Strategic Target System
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luly 1990, p.7 .
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Judge ordered the Army to halt all STARS tests until
study of the issue.l2

it

1,49

conducts a

The STARS progftrm rnay be the first trial of whether strategic
missile tests pass global environmental tests. The Federation of
American Scientists has recently signalled that this issue will be given
greater political aftention in Washington DC. The Aerospace
Corporation has begun a series of laboratory tests and monitoring
progtams of rocket launches to measure damage to the ozone layer.l3
fire issue has also been raised in the working groups under the

Montreal Protocol to prevent ozone depletion.

See D. Ezr4 US District Court |udge "Order ... Granting
Summary|.udgement for the State, and Ordering an Injunction of
the STARS Project Pending Supplernentation of the Army's
Environmental Assessment', Honolulu, 9 May 1997.
Missiles rnay account for about 1 per c€nt of current ozone
depleting gases, a fraction that will incrcase sharply as the
Montreal Convention controlling CFC releases is implemented.
See S. Aftergood, "Environmental Impacts of Solid Rocket

Propellanb" (mirrreo), Federation of American

Scientists,

Washington Dc.,7991, p.9; W. Broad, "Some Say the Rockets' Red
Glare Is Eating Away At the Ozone Layer", Nal York Tima, 74
May l99l; G. Hatch, "Study on Ozone Aims At Rockets", Ios
Angela Tima, 25 luly 1997.
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APPENDIX

1.

GUrDE TO THE
TSLANDS oF KWAIALETN
___sPAgE_4\_c_E
The main t:Tt.of

At6n

report has addressed the impact of

^thison the anns
missile.tests at Kwajalein Atoll
race. this appenJix tooks
at the impact of the arms race on Kwajalein Atoll. rn"'0Jt.a
states

has probably fired more ballistic missiles at Kwajaleir,
tt uiu.y
other place on earth.
ys r-nilita-ry ane unsure how accuratery"t they
T"
can target soviet missile silos, but they are quite confident about
their
ability to hit Kwajalein. "If-rve fought i wa" iitn rwa;alein we would

win hands down" as a

Congressional

Defense- Departnent witness once
'

Committee.t

tord

a

The maj.r isrands of Kwajalein Ato[ are here described
in
^
clockwise
order, starting with Kwalalein Isrand, at the southernmost
point (see Flgure A1.1). The 11 isrands used by usAKA are marked

with asterisks. The various bits of equiprnent are all described in
chlpter 1 of the main report, and the stui w*s activitiesare
i" 9-hplg 4. There are probably more acronyrns than coconuiparms
"*pluirr"a
on Kwajalein: these are explained in Appendii4.
*Kwaj alein Island: He,
Operations Control Center,,Downtown,.
.

Kwajalein Island is where the 3,000 Americans involved
with

yiA54-mostly live and work, and it is where most of tne f,OOO
Y:.::l,1,It--"T*9y""r of USAKA commute to work each day.

Kwajarein has 679 falury houging units and g6g singre housing
units,
plus accommodation for transienis, with more housiig
ueint uiitt. ro,
those 3,000 Americans, there are most of the comfois
or f,onre - us
supermarkets, US Post Office, US TV, and, most importanf
a golf
course. All this is on one.third of the island. Another
onlthird is taken
up,by the airfield. It is slightly over 2 km rong, with a
eo
wide. The.remaining thirdof ihe isrand is crammed with fueftanks,
water tanks, offices, laboratories, workshops, warehouses, radars,

.-*"y

*

!-f..Congress, Senate Armed Services Committee, Hurings on
-'
Military Procurement, Fiscalyear 7g7g,part le p.6SZg. o-
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Figure A1.1: Islands of Kwaialein Atoll
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communications and all the other usual paraphernalia of a military

facility.
There are only 21 km of road on Kwajalein Island, and no
private cars. There are as many bicycles as there are pmple, and many

military vehicles.
Numerous facilities on Kwajalein Island are being built or
upgraded for Star Wars; in particular, at the western tip, the $300
million erperimental ground-based radar (GBR-X).
Logistical support facilities on Kwaialein Island include the following
items:

*

airfield (with hot spots for unloading explosive
cargoes)

*
*
*

port and cargo handling facilities
explosive storage magazines ("igloos")

actommodatiory commercial premises, etc. for 3,000
personnel and dependants

*
*
*
*
+

warehouses, freezers, cool stores, etc.
electrical generation plant

desalination Plant
fuel storage
water storage

Technical support facilities include:

*
*
*
*
*

range operations control center

ftequency control and analysis van
calibration laboratory
reference standards
master timing center
master countdown control

*

photographic laboratories
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*
*
*

rangesafetysystem
air traffic control radar

Sound station for G[tS/Navstar satellite navigation
sYstem

Communication systems include:

*

AI{/rc-78

defense satellite communications system

(DSC$ terminal

*
*

high frequency transmitters and anEnna

command control anterura

for

sending destruct

messages to off<ourse RVs

Aircraft based on Kwajalein Island indude:

*
*

high-altitude t€ariet observatory (HALO), for optical
observation of missile re+ntries
UFI-IH helicopters

Vessels based at Kwainlein Island include:

*

diving and rccovery systems mounted on LCU
uNeptune" (a landing barge)

*

2-person yellow submarine for hunting down RVs on
the lagoonbottom

*

commuter ferries

Sensor systems on Kwaialein Island include:

*
*
*

3 missile tracking radars

lRADOTandl superRADOT
zballistic cameras

Meteorological systems include:

*
*
*
*

weather radar

UHF sounding systemg
defense meteorological satellite @MSP) terminal

geostationarymetmrologicalsatelliteterminal

Launch system

*
rEnnylabegaru

incrudes:
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Small rocket launcher for weather rockets
etc.

Telemetry-land

Six antennae

fo:*."11"S

data from RVs are located here,

far
away from Kwapreiri Isrand to be free of electronic
:":-"gh
interferenc€.
fhe biggest antenna, 9 metres in diarneter, is enclosed in a
l7-rretre radome.
A ground it"tiott r€ceives, records, separates,

displays, distributes at J_processes data from
re-entering vehicles. In a
complicated mission such as an sDI intercepL
the Ennyt?belan station
at 800 kilobits per second, and soon"it may be
:gH lT_i]lqj"ta
caPa-Dre
ot receiving at 2 megabits per second. Its 2g receivers can
handle 14 downlinks trom as many RVs, interceptors,
and assorted
other space objects.

High frequency receiving antennas for the Kwaiarein
control
center are located on Enny.labegan. In generll,
Ennylabegin is set asiae
as an electronically "quietu islaid for liitening
to ttirrgr. "
Gea

Non-USAKA island, depopulated under 1,964 mid_atoll

agreement. Former population: 5.
GeaPass

Immediately to the north of Gea, this is the deepwater
channel
used by shipping en route to Kwajalein Island.

Tomrji
Non-USAKA island, depopulated under 1964 mid_atoll

agreement. Former population: 39.
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*Legaru Optics and SPlashes

Icgan is one of the most centrally located islands in the midatoll corriJor, hence is used for opticai devices, and for a splashdetection radar, mounted in a radome atop a 3&metre tower'
Optical devices include:

+
*
*

2suPerRADOTS

zballistic camera stations
1 spectral

ballistic canpra

Radars indude:

*

sPlash detection radar

Ennugenliggelab, Burle, Oneurak

Non-USAKAislands,depopulatedunder|964mid-atoll

agreement. Former populations : 9, 61, 38 respectively'

*Ille ginni: Greater Crater-land

Thisislandisalsorathercentrallylocated,hencehasoptical

is
equipment and, sadly, serves as the landimpact site whenever there

to bring RVi'down on land rathei than letting-them splash
"^".ia
down into theiagoon or into a BOA' Currently, some.Uillteman-a
(which in war
RVs hit Illeginni,-seemingly to test their fusing systels
heiglt
serve to actially detonatJthe nuclear blast at i pre-determin{
uuo"" the ground). some MXRVs will come down on Illeginni for the
same reason.

tit of a

]ust where the RVs come down on Illeginni is a
mystery.Illeginniisquiteasmalliglald,lessthanakilometrelongand
covered
200 metres wide. US Army rnaP* show it to be pretty well

AAA E"gt"eeti"g and Drafting Inct 31d Sea Grant Program'
Universit! of Hailaii at Manoa, ktaialein Atoll, C-oastal Raource
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with buildings, antennae and a helicopter pad. Most of the land not
built on is shown as sea-bird rookeries. Black-naped terns roost, but
don't breed.3 If the RVs really come down on the island - and
according to the Draft Environmental Impact Statement4 they come
down on the north (lagoon) side - then it says something for USAF
confidence in the accuracy of Minuteman that such a small island can
serve as a target. Minuteman-3 accuracy is usually given as about 20G
300 mebes CEP. That the RVs are brought down on the lagoon-side
coral reef, which is about 300 metres wide, is more likely. If so, that
would explain why the environmental impact statement says nothing
about the lagoon-edge reef of Illeginni - to suppress information about
the damage done to the reef. The EIS describes the seaward and
lagoonward reefs of every other island, and it describes the seaward
reef of llleginni.s
Illeginni is a veteran of Star Wars-l, the ABM program of the
sixties. A Sprint ABM launcher was built here to test the remote
control concept being exercised by the mission-control bunker on
Meck (see below). The mound built to contain the silos is still here.
Back in those days it was one of the most beautiful islands in the entire
atoll:
Those who w6rked there remernber the island itself as

a special place. It was quiet and exotic, and unlike
Meck, it boasted of coconut, breadfmit, and ironwood

hopical foliage, and an especially
beautiful view of the lagoon ... Visitors and residents
there considered the island a refreshing break from
what they often described as the hurry and bustle of
' "downtown" Kwa jalein.6
tnBes, a good deal of

Atlas, (US

Atmy Co.ps of Engineering, Pacific Ocean Dvision,

1989).

at US Amry l(uajalein AtoII: Draft Enoironmental
(DEIil, US Army Strategic Defense Command,
Iune 1989, Tab 3.5-1, p.3{3.
Proposed Actiotts

Ircpact Statntmt
4
5

6

lbid.,p.2-72.
lbiil.,pp.3-71, $81.
ABM Raearch anil Doelwtnt at BelI l-aboratoia, (Kwaialein Field
Statiory Bell Laboratories, October 7975), p.92.
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Optical devices include:

*
*

fixed canrera tower
dosed circuit TV, tower-mounted

Radars indude:

+

one passive receiver antenna for the multistatic
measurement system, the transmitter for whidt is
located on Roi-Namur

Telenctry includes:

*

one receiving antenna, and re'radiation system

Woieirolq Nell, Erutumet Em, Gegihu

Non-USAKA islands, depopulated under 1964 mid-atoll
agreement. Former populations

z

23, 75, 39, 33, 28 respectively.

Meiato
Where the people of Rongelap Island live

in

now. They were
at Bikini, and

1954 by the Bravo thermonudear test
evacuated from there by the Rainbow Wmrbr.

irradiated

Ebadon

Third largest island on the Atoll, recently re'settled by
Marshallese.

*Roi-Namun "America's Radat''
The second biggest island on the atoll, after Kwajalein, it is by
far the most important island on the whole atoll for missile and ABM
testing. Roi-Namur was the site for a majnr part of the World War II
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Japanese militarypresence, including a submarine baseand an airfield.
It was selected in 1959 as a site for propt PRESS, far enough away
from Kwaialein Island that the powerful radars would not cause radio-

'

frcquency interference to the Nike missile launched from Kwajalein
Island.
Today, Roi-Namuris especially important as the KREMS radar
site. Five of the nnst sophisticated and powerful radars in the entire
world arc located on Roi-Namur. The big SGmehe ALTAIR radar is
fondly referred to by its 102 operators as "America's radar".7 Also on
the island is an airfield, and accommodation for American staff and
dependants
When Star Wars gets underway on Kwalalein, Roi-Namur will
have the role of launching refurbished Polaris target missiles to be shot
down by the mock SBI interceptors launched from Meck.

Apart from the KREMS radars, there are many other systems
on the island.

Optical devices include:

:lm"*

*
*

1

fixed camera tower

1 spectral

ballistic canrera

'***j*'"fi:::,racker
(both in astronomy-type domes)
Telernetry include:
2 telemetryantennae

7

G. Zolpette, "Kwaialein's New Role: Radars for SDI",
Sputrum, March 7989, p.

6.

IEEE
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Weather includes:

+
*

1 UFIF

2

sounding station

wind-finding radars, used to track weatherballoons

l,aunch facility indudes:

*

2 small

rocket launchers

-

used for "Have

launches (whatever they may be)

*
*

Jeep"

1 site for meteorological rocket launches
3 ordnance storagebunkers

*Ennugarret Microwaved Land Crabs?
This is the only one of the 11 USAKA islands which thus far
has no facilities. It is also uninhabited, becaus€ of the microwave
radiation hazard from all those big radars on nearby Roi-Namur. On
Roi-Namur itself, all human activity is carried on beneath the radar
beams. Ennugarret, treing a little further away, is swept by the beams.
The only animal life on the island, according to the resource survey
carried out by the US Armp is land crabs.S

Ennubirr: Mini-Soweto?

Dormitory island for Marshallese workeni on Roi-Namur.
Population: 500. It is to be hoped that it is far enough away from RoiNamur that the people are not being microwaved by the radars. A

map of "Altair ruHD radio frequency hazard" (Figure A1.2) shows
Ennubirr as being just within the danger zone defined by the 1
milliwatt per square centimetre contour,g which is the "Personal
exposure limif' (PEL) set by the US Defense Departnent.lO However,
the hazard does not exist lower than 14 feet above ground level, so one
would have to climb a coconut palm or stand on a house roof to get
this dose, so maybe there is no cause for alarm.
8

AAA Engineeing, IQtaj alein Atoll,

9

DEIS, figure 3.15-3.

10

DEIS,p. $190.

C-orotal

Rmur ce Atlas, p. 53.

AVpadix1."l,67
Figure A1.2: ALTAIR Radio Frequency Radiation Hazard
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*Gagan Telemetry and Optics
Optical includes:

*
*
*

l

superRADOT

l

ballistic crmera

1 speclral

ballistic c:unera

Telemetry includes:

*

2antennae

Weather includes:

*

balloon inflation

*Gellinam: Scores HITS
Radar includes:

*

passive receiver antenna for the Multistatic
measurement system, the transmifter for which is
located onRoi-Namur

Impact locators indude:

*
*

1 splash detection

shore terminal
system

fifiS)

radar tower

for

hydro.acoustic impact timing

*Omelek: Rocket-land
Even before the cunent Star Wars build-up, there were about
per year being launched from Omelek.ll
rockeb
60

A twin launcher for old Polaris or Poseidon missiles will be
constructed on Omelek for the GSTS Star Wars experiment. The

11

US Congress, House Appropriations Committe, Hurings on
Military ConstructioryFiscal Y w 7984, pr1- 1, p.803.
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missiles will be laundted in pairs to get "stereo views" of target
missiles from Vandenberg. The planned construction of the launch
facility could require destmction of one of the better bits of forest left
on the entire atoll.
Opticat indudes:

*

closed<ircuitTV

Launch facilities include:

*

srnall rocket laundr facility - used for launching
sounding rockets immediately before every missile
test

|+

*

2

meteorological rocket launchers

ordnance storage bunker

*Eniwetalc Optics
This island should not be confused with the atoll of the same
name elsewhere in the Marshalls where US nuclear tests were carried

out in the 1950s.
Optical indudes:
1

*
'r
*

RADOT

l superRADOT
l ballistic camera
1 spectral

ballistic carnera

*Meck: Star Wars Arena
Meck has traditionally been ABMland;

it

has survived two

Star Wars already, and is well into the third.

During Star Wars-l in the sixties, silos were built here for
Nike'X Sprint and Spartan launches. Experimental versions of phased
array ABM radars were also operated here. A mission control room
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with all sorts of mission displays and communication

consoles

conbolled real space battles overhead between RVs and interceptors.

In the late

1970s, Star Wars-2 was fought over Meck, but

without actual intercepts taking place. A stateof-theart phased array
radar, mounted flush in a gr€at concrete monolith, hardened against
direct nuclear attacfl2 was built to show that ABM radars could work
even in a nuclear environment. Star Wars-2 represented "the most

near-term ballistic missile defense capability the US ha[d] for
defending missile fields', and, perhaps even more important for the
US Army, it was "also the easiest Program to gain Defense Department
and congressional approval".l3

New missile launch facilities were built in the early 1980s for
Wars-3
to support HOE launches, the second one of which, in
Star
1984, was regarded as the first "successful" missile intercept of the
curent Star Wan. Now a silo is under construction on Meck to hold
and launch refurbished Minuteman missiles in tests of the non-nuclear
ERIS system. In the next Star Wars, Roi-Namur will be the Evil Empire
against which Meck does battle. Simulated space'based interceptors
(5SI) wilt hurtle out into space from Meck at target missiles launched
fromRoi-Namur.

,".=t t re-occuPation by
Meck was the scene of the
^ori headline made it sound
Nal YorkTima
like it was one of the key battles of Star Wars-3: "Pacific Islanders
Occupy'Star Wars' Test Site". As usual in US newsPaPer accounts
describing Marshallese actions, the landowners were described by the
N eut Y ork Tima as "militant".l4
Marshallese landowners. The

The Star Wars have left Meck devastated. As the US Army's
DEIS put it:

is almost entirely altered by mission
support activities. Its visual character is dominated by

The island

72
13
74

C. Robinson, "Missile Defense Radar System Tests Set", AWST,20
September \976, pp. 42-5'1,.

According to an unnamed Army official, quoted by Robinsory
iwd.

R. Trumbull, "Pacific Islanders OcotPy'Star Wars'Test Site", Nant
Y ork Tima, 17 November 1985.
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currently used and deactivated mission support
facilities; little vegetation remains.ls

Bigej

Non-USAKA islan4 depopulated under 7964 mid-atoll
agreement. Former population: 38.
Gugeegue, Ebwoi, North Loi, South Loi

These very small islands are all being developed for
Marshallese accomnndatiory to take- the prcssure off Ebeye.
Eventually, they will be linked with Ebeye by causeway. Twenty-seven
families already living on Gugeegue cpmmute by boat. These islands
will errentually accommodate about 2,000 people.
Gugeegue was formerly part

of the missile range, and

was

covered with HF radio transmitting antennae.

Ebeye Atonic Apartheid
Home to about 8300 Marshall Islanders, about 1,000 of whom
now have irbs at USAKA. There are 835 houses on Ebeye, which

works out to 10 people per horrre. The population density is 17,000 per
km2. A US Coast Guard station occupied a quarter of the island until

well into the seventies.

rs

DEIS,p.T775.

APPENDIX 2
KWAIALETN CHRONOLOGY
T0mnyrs ago
Kwaialein Atoll formationbegins, as a submarine volcano.

$m Bc
First human settlements begin in Marshall Islands.
16th century

Kwajalein sighted by Spanish explorers.
1804

Kwaialein "officially" discovered by British.
1874

Marshall Islands becon're Spanish colony.
1885

Marshall Islands become German colony.

l9t4
Marshall Islands come under

Japa.nese

administration.

1935

fapan begins fortifying Marshall Islands.

t94l

Dec

fapanese submarines leave Kwajalein for attack against Pearl

Harbor.
1943

Kwaplein becomes HQ for fapanese Sixth Base Force and
Fourth Fleet.

t9M

Feb

After heavy bombardment, Kwajalein taken by US forces.

1946

Iul

Operation Crossroads nuclear tests at Bikini. Kwajalein serves
as rear base. Afterwards 50 target ships towed to Kwajalein
Atoll for study of nuclear effects.

Oct

Naval Air Missile Test Center (NAMTC) established at Point
Mugu.
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t9gl

Mar

1948

Marshall Islands become part of United Nations Strategic
Trust Territory.
The united states removes entire population of Enewetak
Atoll to Meck so their atoll can be used for nuclear tests'
Kwaialein serves as support base for Bikini and Enewetak
tests, from now until last US nuclear tesb in Marshalls in 1958'
In aftermath of Operation Crossroads, starving Bikini people
ale evacuated from Rongerik to Kwajalein; stay for seven
months.

1951

Ian

Unibd States relocates Marshallese people from Kwaialein
Island to Ebeye.

of Interior takes over administration

of
Kwafalein
control.
under
Navy
Marshails. Kwaialein remains
used as support base for Korean war.

US Departrrrent

1951

19s5

Nov
1956

Sep

v
May
Aug
Nov

Kwaialein used for supporting nuclear tests at Bikini and
Enewetak, continuing until fgSS. Iradiated Rongelap and
Rongerik people are evacuated to Kwaialein Atoll -after
irradiationbf their home by "Bravo" H-bomb test, March 1954'
USAF assigns responsibility for ICBMs and IRBMs
Research and Development Comrnand.

to Air

Part of Cat P Cooke, California, selected as new USAII West
Coast Missile Center.

First US ICBM is tested, from Cape Canaveral into South
Atlantic.
Work begins on "soft" ICBM/IRBM base at Camp Cooke,
which later becomes Cooke AFB.
First Soviet ICBM test is announced.
"Peashooter", a @mpt€ssed air tube launcher for testing
submarine'launched missiles, tested at San Francisco.
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The Director of Guided Missiles, Office of the Secretary of
Defense, authorizes establishment of USN Pacific Missile
Range(PMR).

1958

NAMTC becomes a National Test Range, renamed Pacific
Missile Range.

T
Mar

Iul
Aug

ft
Nov
Dec

Army searches for Nike.Zeus test site in Atlantic.
First SLBM prototype test flight, from Point Mugg, C-alifornia.
Operation Hardtack, last series of nudear tests in Marshalls,
begins. Finishes after 32 tests, including two at fohnston Atoll,
in December.
First prototype SLBM launch from "Popup", a submerged
tactical launcher facility off San Clemente Island, California.
First Atlas ICBM wing becomes operational in United States.
Navy places Kwajalein on the military base surplus list.
Cooke AFB renamed Vandenberg AFB.
Britain refuses to provide sites for ABM tests in Atlantic; Army
starts looking for a site in the Pacific.

First ballistic missile test into the Pacific - an intermediate'
range Thor launched by USAF Systems Command from USNs
PMR

1959

Feb

Iun
Jul
sep

Kwaialein selected by US Army as test site for Nike-Zeus antimissile program. Roi-Namur selected for re+ntry studies.
Naval station re.named Pacific Missile Range Facility
Kwajalein. (Other sites considered included Belau, Chrisfinas
Island, and Manus Island [Papua New Guinea]).l
First launch of a satellite into polar orbit, from Vandenberg.
First contract let for ABM-related construction on Kwajalein.
Transport Company Texas, a contractor, takes over managing
Kwaialein from miliary

First ICBM launched into Pacific - an Atlas from PMR,
splashing down nearWake Island.

'US Seeks Manus Launch Site", Mrssiles anil Rockets,l8 May 1989.
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Memorandurn of Understanding signed between A'rmy and
Navy for Army use of Navy facilities at Kwaialein. Kwajalein
incorporated into PM& tenamed PMR Facility, Kwaialein
(PMRFK).

US Army Corps of Engineers begin construction
facilities on Kwaialein.

of

ABM

t9@

Jan
Apr

Iul
ft

Soviet Union cornmences missile tests into North Pacific, with
impact points well within suneillance range of sensors on Roi-

Namur.
First succ€ssful underwater launch of a Polaris off San
Clernente. Boosted flight of only 6 seconds.
Facilities for Project PRESS under construction on Roi-Namur.
Field station established at Kwaialein for Nike'Zeus.
Second Soviet test in North Pacific.
Technical staff from Bell laboratories begin to arrive.
Radars, radio antennae, buildings, etc. under construction.

19-61

May
Aug

ft
Dec

Construction of Tradex radar commences, on Roi-Namur.
First Titan missile launched into Pacific.
Kwaialein golf course opened. (Ihe important things get done

first!)
US relocates Marshallese from Lib Island, 80 km south of
Kwalalein Atoll, in the new "impact zone", to Ebeye.
First Zeus missile fired from silos in 2$metre-high artificial
"Mount Olympus", on Kwaialein Island. It destructs 11
seconds into flight.

1962

Mar
Apr
Iun
Jul

Succrssful Nike'Zeus intercept of simulated ICBM.
PRESS Tradex radar first goes on-air.

Failed intercept of real ICBM. This is the first ICBM to be fired
at Kwaialein.
Titan fly-by. Missile Ested to full range, impacts 300 km off

Philippines coast.
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Sep

First successful ABM intercept, by Nike'Zeus launched from
Kwaialein.
ICBM launches to Enewetak BOA cease. From now on, most
PMR ICBM splashdowns are at Kwaialein.
First Minuteman launcll towards Kwafalein.

1963

Mar
May
Nov

One American with polio at Kwaialein starts epidemic which
spreads through Marshalls.
Atlas missile goes off course; emergency destmct mechanisms
fail to worb RV splashes down less than 2 km from RoiNamur.2
First test of Program 505 anti-satellite (ASAT) missile launch
from Kwajalein. Proiect 505 continues until fanuary 1966.

Nike'Zeus missile interc€pts US satellite - the world's first
anti-satellite weapon test.
On basis of DDRE report released june, Secretary of Defense
McNamara orders rationalization of missile range activities.
This includes putting all Vandenberg activities under USAF
control, and all Kwaialein activities under Army contsol. PMR
becomes WTR (Western Test Range). Atlantic Missile Range
becomes Eastern Test Range.

First ABRES shot to Kwaialein - an Atlas D. (ABRES Program
began in 1952.)
1964

Feb
M"y
Iul

Decision made not to deploy Nike-Zeus. Nike'X proiect
begins. Nike'X launch facilities and Missile Site radar to be
built on Meck. Nike'Zeus test launches continue, to develop
Nike.X technology.
USAFWestern Test Range (WTR) activated.
Kwaialein Test Site established as a national range (rneaning
that it is to serve all three military services); 99-year lease
signed between Kwaialein landowners and US Government.
Control transferred from Navy to Army NikeX project. (Army

M. Holtcamp, KREMS: The Hbtory of tlu Kiermn Reentry
Measurmtents Site, (Kwajalein Missile Range Directorate, Ballistic
Missiles Defense Systems Comrnand, Alabama, 1 October 1980).

Aryafiix2
had been complaining about inadequate suPPort from

177

Navy)

Mid-atoll corridor impact zone announced, incorpotattng 47
islands, from which traditional landowners will soon be
banished.

Naval Missile Facility, Point Arguello, california, transferred
to Vandenberg.

Nov

Us "shifts" Kwaialein back across the international dateline, so
that dates and time conform with us. Kwaialein assigned us

Dec

West Coast Postal ziP code.
First operational Polaris Patrol in Pacific begins.

1965
Jan

Iast Atlas test flight into Kwaialein. (Atlas continues to

be

used forNike'Zeus targeting, ABRES etc')

Marshallese re-located from all other islands of Kwajalein
Atoll to Ebeye. New mid-atoll corridor impact zone comes into
use.

IunUSAirForcestudyofforwarddeploymentoflRBMsin
western Pacific and related testing requirements completed
but not implemented, apparently due to political
-

considerations in possible host nations such as lapan'3

usAF takes over Pacific Missile Range ballistic

Iul
Aug

missile

operations fromNavY.
First launch of Minuteman-2, to Kwaialein'
Construction of new radars etc. on Kwaialein crcntinues'

1966

Feb First ICBM salvo launch - 2 Minuteman-2s'
Jun Zeus launchings cease after 51 launches'
Dec First inert Poseidon SLBM prototype launched from
"Peashooter" at San Francisco.

Force Ballistic systems Division, Aerospace corporatiory
MRB /ts in the Pacific, sununary r€port to us Air Force systems
Command, Norton Air Force Base, 15 June 1!)65, p'94; released

us Atr

underFOIA.
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1967

Sep

Nike-X concept abandoned in favour of Sentinel concept,
using Spartan and Sprint missiles. Sentinel will be a partial
ABM system, intended to defend against only Chinese ICBMs
launched against cities.

1968

Mar
Apt
Atg
Sep

Spartan development tests @in at Kwairlein Island.
Test site renamed Kwaialein Missile Range (KMR).

Mid-atoll corridor landowners daim "grave injustice".
First Soviet MRV test.

1969

Mar

Sentinel concept abandoned in favour of Safeguard concept,
which will use Spartan and Sprint to defend US ICBM silos
only.

Apr

Marshallese landownerc conduct

first 'sail-in";

re-occupy

islands.
First Minuteman-3 launched.

May
Atg
Sep
Dec

Last Titan-2 flight test.

$nate decides, on casting vote, !o deploy Safeguard.
First Safeguard test, against Minuteman-l.
US

l-ast Spartan development

tet, from Kwaialein Island.

1970

Apt
Iun
Arg
Dec

Spartan missile development completed; Sentinel systerns
verification and integration conunences.
Space and Missile Test Center (SAMTEC) takes over WTR
First successful simulated Spartan intercept.
Altair and Alcor radars become operational.
Spartan intercepts ICBM.
New agreernent Hween US and landowners concluded;
provides more compensation for landowners.

7971

Mar

First Sprint firings from Meck. (Missile had been developed at

WhiteSands.)

Sep
Dec

Re-entry measurement program ends.
US population at Kwaialein peaks at4,7!t6.
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rast Minuteman-l FOT.
1:972

May

ABM hreaty cornes into force. US allowed only one ABM
complex to defend ICBMs, and one to defend cities.

1973

First Soviet MIRV test.

Ian
'
Arg

World Health Organization survey shows unusually high
incidence of cataracts in Marshallese, athibuted to microwave
radiation from KMR radars.
Last Polaris missiles withdrawn frrom Atlantic. From now on,
all Polaris deploynrent, 10 SSBNs, is in the Pacific.

1974

Mar
May
Arg
1975

Apr

First test of Trident technology, to Kwajalein.
US Congress decides to shut down Safeguard test

progtarn

Final Safeguard test.

ICBM testing transferred from PMR

to Air

Force at

Vandenberg PMRbecomes Pacffic Missile Test Center.
Final Safeguard launches of Spartan and Sprint at KMR.

Big AN/FSC-78 satellite communications antenna becomes

Iun

operational, replacing smaller AN/SCT-2l.
BMD (Ballistic Missile Defense) operations begin at Kwaialein

as an R&D program, intended supposedly to "provide
ihcentive for the Soviets to reach additional arms limitation
agreements'.

Iul
Oct

Sewage system on Ebeye collapses, adding to Marshallese
dissatisfaction with US administration.
"Pave Pepper" test of seven warheads on a Minuteman-3.

Trust Territory administration begirs "Operation Exodus",
intended to persuade non-Kwaialein Marshallese to leave
overcrowded Ebeye and rcturn to home islands. Ebeye
population is over 7,ffiO, of which 47% are from other atolls,
and there are serious health, sanitation, nutrition and social
problems. Exodus is a failure; population continues to
increase.

77
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1976

Jan

Congress decides to shut down deployed Safeguard slntem

in

US

No rnore interceptor missile laurrche from KwaFlein until

Nov

1983. However, ICBM impacts continue. US negotiates first
fiveyear extension of 1970 mid-atoll crorridor agreement.
Newexperimental Missile Site Radar (MS$ built on Meck for
BMD program.

1977

Feb
Dec

New ABM terminal defense radar begins testing at Meck.
Marshallese occuPy Omelek and Eniwetak Islands (the latter
not to be confused with Enewetak Atoll).

\978

Mar
May
Sep
Nov
Dec

Marshallese rmccupy Meck.
Mark-500 Evader RV tested for Trident.

MarshalleseoccupyRoi-Namur.
Final Polaris DASO launch, in the Pacific.
Designating Optical Tracker @Cff) hunches commerirce, from
Roi-Namur. Partof BMD.

t:979

Ap"
May

Final Polaris FOT launches, in Pacific.
President lGbua elected after Republic
constihrtion approved.

Iul

Marshallese occuPy Roi-Namur again, Protesting unlivable
conditions on Ebeye, where sewage system has failed totally.
Salvo launch of two Minuteman-3 as part of SAC exercise
"Global Shield 79".

Sep

landowners sign three'year lease agreement

Dec

$US9.9 mn compensation.
LoAD GMD) activities conunenoe.

1980

Sep

of Marshall Islands

in retum for

Minuteman fly-by. Longest Minuteman flight ever

-

10100

km.4

4

Vandenberg Air Force Base and 1 STRAD History Fact Sheet #9G
2, attachment 1. Provided lg9ObyVandenberg AFB.
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1981

Ian

May
Aug
Oct

Draft agreement under Compact of Free Association gives US
"free actess to and unrestricted control" of the Kwajalein
Missile Range for 30 years, with l0G'year authority for military
"denial" to any third nation.
Marshalls and US initial Compact of Free Associatiory which
will end UN trusteeship.
Site survey of Northern Marianas commences, for BOA-3.
President IGbua pledges total support for US missile testing at
Kwaialein.
Polaris support capability at Guam terminaH. Effectively,
this ends Polaris deployment in the Pacific.

1982

Ian

President Kabua signs agreernent for US use of Kwaialein, but
notes landowners.have not consented to use.

APt

Heritage Foundation "High Frontier" study

May
Iun

ProPoses

Kwaialein as launch site for space'based ABM system.
Pacific Range launch .uea support ship (LAS$ Point lnna
converted fromPolaris to Trident suPPort.
Compact of Free Association stgned in Honolulu. It provides
for 15 years' use of Kwaialein, with a 3Fyear renewal option.
HOE launches conunence at Meck (condude 19&4).

landowners, now mostly operating as Kwaialein Atoll
Corporation, announce they will oPPose Compact, noting that
they were not consulted in negotiations, that US is granted
"denial" rights in perpetuity, and that their compensation has
been reduced from $US9 mn to $US1.9 mn. Marshallese
conunence'Operation Homecoming", in which 1,000 people
rmccupy ten islands in mid-atoll corridor. ICBM reentries etc
are not stop$. Sorne Marshallese leaders arrested. KMR
acquires more riot control gear, etc. President Kabua tries to
stop Operation Homecoming and to persuade landowners to
sign SGyear lease. Press blackout imposed. KMR imposes
repressive m@sures. Payments to landowners cut off.
Marshallese are denied acc€ss to shops and other services on
Kwaialein Island.

17

6

Changing

Sep

Grroit! s Rainbstl)

Operation Homecoming into third month. One-year interim
use agreement o<pires.

Oct

New threyear interim use agrcement reached. US Defense
Departnent agree{i to cut total duration of use from 50 to 30
years.
First Trident utb, Ohio, departs on operational patrol in Pacific.

19tr}

Sprint/Sentry missile launcher built on Illeginni for IoADS
tests.

Mar

President Reagan makes

his "Star Wars" speech, which

becomes basis for SDI.
US returns six islands to owners.

Apr US A*y

starts program

to

normalize relations lvith

Marshallese on Kwaialein.

Iun
Iul

Sep

First MX test, into BOA USAKA-N.
nKALgov", is
Kwaialein Atoll's first elected local government,
inaugurad. Young activist and veteran of reoccupations,
Alvin ]acklick, is elected nuyor. Kwaialein Atoll DeveloPment
Authority (KADA) is established to organise and supervise
development initiatives.
Ohio carries out FOT launch of four Trident missiles, utilizing
the new Pacific Flight Test Support System-the first Trident
operational launches in Pacific.

1984

long-range planning initiated for upgrading KMR, and to
ensure instrumentation stays at stateof-theart levels.
USAKA begins operating as part of PACBAR satellite

Iun

detection systern
Bulk encqyption of external communications begins.
First "successful" SDI test (actually part of BMD): HOE

interceptor from Meck intercepts dummy warhead from

Vandenberg, 160 km above the earth. Kwaialein population
temporarily exceeds 3500 for duration of HOE test.
1985

Sep

First SLBM fired into Kwajalein - a Trident, launched from off
the California coast.

AVpailix2
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First sucressful non-nudear anti-satellite (ASAT) test,

at

Kwaialein.

Nov

Interim agreement for Kwaialein lease expires.
Landowners rmcupy Meck.
Frendr delegation visits to shrdy range operations and
instmmentatiory apparently with view to testing French
SLBMs there.S

Live satellite relay of Arrned Forces TV arrives at Kwajalein!
1986

KALgov takes over Ebeye Fublic Works Department from
Marshallese government.

Oct

Compact of Free Association between US and Marshalls
implemented. One result is that, at Kwaialeirt US minimum
wage rate is replaced by Marshallese equivalent - $150 per
hour.

1987

Iul

Arg

MinuEman-2 RV lost in Kwalalein Atoll. Later, it is suggested
that it may have been taken by a Soviet submarine.

First flight-test of inertial guidance unit for Midgetman
scheduled.

198E

Ian
Iul

Tropical storm Roy devastates Ebeye.

$cretary of State Corge Shultz visits Marshall lslands, the
highest US official ever to do so; says Marshalls is strategically
important to the US.
US

Construction conunenc€s for SDI proirts.
19E9

Mar
May

Budgetary deficit forces layotr of
Marshallese, at Kwaialein.

40

workers, including 150

First Midgetnan test fails, 70 sec after launch from
Vandenberg.

Iun

Draft environrrrental impact statement for proposed
activities at Kwaialein released.

Anwnl Historical Reoieut,1985, p. II-149.
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US and Marshalls conclude agreer€nt for US to use four more

islands inSDI.

Oct
Dec

SAMT0disbanded.
Most SDI construction on Kwaialein cromplete.
|apan refuses Marshalls'aid request to build causeway linking

\ rith other islands intended for Marshallese
accommodatiory on grounds that the aid could be construed as
assisting the US military.

Ebeye
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COMPARISON OF EASTERN AND
WESTERN TEST TTANGESI
Characteristic

Eastern Test Range

Western Test Range

location

Caribbean & S. Atlantic
extends east to 9(FE
!n tndian Ocean

Padfic Ocean, extends
west to9@E in
Indian Ocean

Adninisteredby

Easterrr Space & Missile

Western Space
Missile Center

Matn laundt site

Cape C-anaveral Patrick
AFB, Florida

VandmbergAFB

Number personnel

2Pl4mirtlgovt

n4WSfttlC

C-nter, USAFfor DoD

ESMC

znSmtlitl govttmant

7,698 con hactor elnPloyees

California
5352 WSMC contractor

?PMrc

3,0musAKA

c. 12,00 Total

>100fl) Total

367.8 (fy 89, planned)
15.5 (fy 89, planned)

155 USAKA

ItEI\,|

Grand total

41E.9

Fundtng: Otslvl ($mn)

Foreign parddpants

(fy 89, planned)

Britain (Polaris OT,
Trident)

&

? wsl\,tc
? PMTC
?

Japan (down-range

tractjng for

space launches)

France (down-range tracking

for Korou space laundres)
Foreigr territory

Republic of the Marshall

Bahamas

b6nds, Commonwealth of

Antigua
Asc€ndon Island

0rit)

South Africa
Seydrelles (space laundr

the Northern Marianas,

Kiribati (potential)

monitoring)
Various afufieldsfor

ARIA

Eoaluetln Supprt

RCS:$[9TEU

\wry

Plan (FY^82-89)'

(A) 7ffi, Spae and Missile Test Organization (SAMTO),

Vandmberg C:lifornia, 30 Desrbet 1982.
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Characteristic

Eastern Test Range

Western Test Range

laundr facilities

"flat pad" larmdres
ship motion slmulator

ICBMsilc

SSBNbasin

"IIat pad" laundres

Tradcing:
- boost
- mid-course
-

re€ntry

5

radar,

10

optical

4radat, 0 optical

4ndzr, l

optical

7
1

tadar, 4 opdcal
radar, various

opdcal (AIUOS)
11 radar,21 optical

Telemehy:
- boost
- mid-course
- re-eltry

3
J

Range instsumenta[on

available

6
>7?

t

not available

ship

lnshummted

Ascension

tersrinal area

lsland

Kwajalein

0TA)
Width of ITA

c15km

c 60km

Potmtial ITAg

None

Northern Marianas
Phoenix Islands

Broad ocean areas
(BOAs) for re-enty2

C-15 East
C-15 West

USAKA-East
USAtr(A-North

c-9c

c-ll

MXBOA-T

A

BOA-2

c-12

TridentWake

Asc€nsion

Oeno

c-l6

c-r7

c-l8
RV recovery

Notpcsible

Kwailein lagoon

Landimpact

Notpeible

Illegiqi

Usable azimuths

c. ll0o-130oLe.

c2ff

Island

219"-29V , i.e. 78' .3

EfR BOAs from S. Clark and F. Lanrb, 'Eastern Space and Missile Center
Capability", AIAA Second Flight Testing C.onference, 1G18 Noveurber 1983, Ias
Vegas, fig. 5.
S. Woodbrry and R Goruran, ?rogran Overvierr of Peaoekeeper Flight Test
Planning", ALAA Second Ftight Testing C-onference, 1183. Thb figure is fd I\,O( U
Oeno is induded, then the usable azimuth is about 110".
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Characterisdc

Eastenr Test Range

Min. range (to funcdon-

c.

13fi)km

T,n0l<ult (toMAC)

Max. usable range'

c.

12,9mkm

?

Ballistic misdle tesb

Posddon DASO,OT
Trident-l, DASO, OT
Polaris (UlC, DASO, Of
Pershing-2 (terminated
by INFTreaty)

ingBOAorITA)

Numberof BMTs

Western Test Range

Minuteuun-f OT
Minutesran-3,OT

M-XDT,OT
SICBM

TridmtOT

ApproxS0lyat, of whidr
30 are SLBMa

Other weapon
tests

SRAM
ASMS

TomahawkSLCMs
ASAT

SSlvls

Aircraft opns
B1

F14lPho€lrix

E.3A

&52
F-l5
ALCM
Harpoon
SRAM
Space transport

Shuttle launch, tracking

Shuttlelaundr

system

telemetry & recovery
IUS emergency landings

facilities mothballed

Exploring space

Titan (equat/low indine
syndu & deep space

Titan (polar laundres
to south)

launches)
Space tracking

Intelligmce
role

Some space-obiect

Mairr role in

identification (SOD by
radars at Antigua

SOI (inaging radary

space
catalogu.e maintenance,

&Asc€nsion

optical, laser). Space
tra&ing role increasing,

Minor'

lmportant for tracking
telemetry intercept,
and lmagery of Soviet
ballistic missile re-mhies

The number of Navy larmdres is dassifie4 but the number can be derived by
sirple arithmetic, See Sz{/vfTO Tes, enil Euluetioa Support Rc*urcc Pbn (F'( 82-89),

pp.II-!15.

APPENDIX 4
GLOSSARY OF ACROT{YMS AND SOME
TECHNICAL TERMS

A&S
ABM
ABRES
ABRV
AFB
AIAA

Agr^g & Suneillance ltestsl

AIM
ALCM
ALCOR
ALTAIR

Active Inert Missile

AMOS
AOA

ARPA Maui Optical Station

ARE

Aerothermal Reentry Experiment (part of

Anti-Ballistic Missile
Advanced Ballistic Re-entrySystems
Advanced BailisticRV

Air Force

Base

American Institute of Aeronautics and
Astronautics

Airl^aunched CruiseMissile
ARPA-Lincoln C-band Observables Radar
ARPA Long-Range Tracking And
Instrumentation Radar

Airborne Qptical Adjunct (SDI
experimental aircraft)
SDI)

ARIA

Advanced Range Instrumentation Aircraft

ARIS
ARK
ARPA

Advanced Range Instrumentation Ship

ASAT
ASDI

Anti-Satellite (weapon system)

(Boeing 707)

Alternatives to Kwajalein
Advanced Research Projerts Agency (of
Defense Deparbnent; now DARPA)

Advanced SDI

Appatilix4183

ASMS

Advanced Strategic Missile Systems
(sucressor to ABRES)

ASROC

Anti-SubmarineRocket (short-range
based, nuclear)

Athena

US rredium-weight rocket for space

ship

launches, etc.

AOas
AWST
BEAR
beta
BMD
BMDO
BMEWS
BMFTB
BMTFZ
BOA
bus
CEP

First US lCBM,liquid-tuelled

Aoiationwe*& SpceTuhnologY
Beam Aboard Rocket

Ballistic coefficienh the weight of an RV
compared with its sueamlining
Ballistic Missile Defense
' Ballistic Missile Defense Organization

Ballistic Missile Early Warning System
Ballistic Missile Flight-Test Ban
Ballistic Missile Test-Free Zone
Broad Ocean Area
SeePBV

Circular Enor Probable (radius within
which 50% of shots will fall)

CINCPAC

Commander-In4rief, US Pacific
Command

CINCPACFLT
CMTB
DARPA
DASO

Commander-In{hief, US Pacific Fleet

DDRE

Drector of Defense Research and
Engineering

Comprehensive Missile Test Ban
see ARPA

DemonstrationAnd Shakedown Operation
(test)

lM

Chasing

Grroit{s Rainbw

DEIS

Draft Environmental Impact Statement (In
this case, by the Army on proposed SDI
activities at Kwaialein)

DMS

Defense Market Survey (information
service to Defunse contractors)

DMSP
DNA

Defense Meteorological Satellite Program

DoD
DOT

DefenseNudearAgency
Departmentof Defense
Designating Optical Tracker or Deep
Ocean Transponder

DSCS
DT&E
EDX

Defense Satellite Communication System

(global, general-purpose)

DevelopnrcntTestand Evaluation
Exo-atmospheric Discrimination

Experirnent

EIA
ERCS

Environmental Impact Assessment

ERIS
ERPA
ESMC
ETR
FBM
FEIS

Exo-ahnospheric RV InterceptorSystem.

Ernergency Rocket C-ommunications
System

Evader Replica Penetration Aid
Eastern Space and Missile Center

EasternTestRange
Fleet Ballistic Missile

Final Environmental knpact Statement (see
DEIS)

FOIA

[US] Freedom of Information Act

FOT

Follow0n Test

ty

fiscal year

GBR.X

Ground-Based Radar - Experimental

AypadixL
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GPS

Global Positioning System (of USAF; uses
Navstar satellites)

GSTS

Ground-based Surveillance and Tracking
System

HALO

High-Altitude Learpt Observatory

HALGIRIS

See IRIS

'Tlave leep"

Series of Hydac rocket launches from Roi-

Namur,198E-90

HEDI

High Endo-atrnospheric Defense
Intercepbr (for SDI)

HITS

Hydro-acoustic Impact Timing System

HOE

Homing Overlay Experiment (for BMD)

horizontal proliferation

Acquisition of arms by lesser powers (see
"vertical")

HYDROPAC

Notice to rnariners (to keep out of specified
ocean)

ICBM

lntercontinental Ballistic Missile

IEEE

lnstitute of Electrical and Electronic
Engineers

INF

Intermediate Nuclear Forces

IOT

Initial Operational Test (of missile)

IRBM

Inter-Regional Ballistic Missile or
IntermediateRange Ballistic Missile

IRIS

Infra-Red Instrumentation System

ITA

Instrumentd Terminal Area

ICS

(US) Ioint Chiefs of Staff

IPASO

foint Pacific Area ftheduling Office

KADA

Kwaialein Atoll Development Authority

KALgov

Kwaialein Atoll's first elected government
(1e83)
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KARS

Kwaialein Advanced Range Study
(performed in 1984)

km

kilometre(s)

KMR

Kwaialein Missile Range

KREMS

Kiernan Re+ntry Measurenrents Site
(radars etc. on Roi-Namur)

KV

Kill vehide: the warhead on an ABM
interceptor missile

LASS

launch Area Support Ship

LCU

Ianding Craft, Utility

LoAD

Iow-Altitude (ABM) Defense

tWIR

Long-Wave Infra-Red

MAC

(USAD Military Airlift Command or Mid-

Atoll Corridor
MaRV

Manoeuvering Reentry Vehicle

MAST

Manoeuvering Systems Technology

Midgetman

Small intercontinental ballistic missile
(SICBM) (single warhead, mobile'based,

under development)

MILS

Missile Impact Iocation System (sea-bed
hydrophones)

Minuteman

ICBM, mainstay of US land-based strategic
nuclear forces

IVTIRV

Multiple Independently Targetable Re
entryVehicle

MIT

Massachusetts Institute of Technology

MMS

Multi-static Measurement System (a RoiNamurbased radar)

MMW

Millimetre Wave radar (on Roi-Namur)

nn

million
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MRV
MSR
MSX
MTIS
M

787

Manoeuwable Reentry Vehicle
Missile Site Radar

Mid{ourse Sensors Experiment
M ssile Tracking Instmmentation System
Missile-Experinental (no longer
experimental; 50 deployed, officially called
Peacekeeper, an ICBM)

NALTAC
NASA

Naval Air Missile Test Center
National Aeronautics and Space

Administration

NAVSTAR
NFIP
Nike-X
Nike-Zzus
NOTAM

SeeGIlS

Nudear-Frce and Independent Pacific
Second US ABM, never deployed

FiTstUSABM
Notice To Airmen (to keep out of specified
airspace)

NPT
OAI\{P

(Nudear) Non-Proliferation Treaty
Optical Aircraft Measurement Program

(forSDI)

OT
OUSDRE

Operational Test

PACBAR

Pacific Barier (3 radars for detecting
Soviet satellites)

PACOM
PBV
PEL
. penaid

Officeof the Under-Secretary of Defense
for Research and Engineering

USPacificCommand
Post-BoostVehicle (=
Personal Exposure

$us";

Limit

Penetration aid (to help RVs penetrate

opponent defenses)
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Pershing-2

US Army IRBM, disrnantled under INF

treaty

PMR
PMRFK
PMTC
PNG
Polaris

Pacific MissileRange
PMR Facility, Kauai (launch site, Hawaii)
or PMR Facility, Kwaialein
Pacific Missile Test Center
Papua New Guinea

First US SLBM, deployed in Pacific 19641981

Poseidon

US SLBM, follow-on to Polaris, not

deployed in Pacific

PRESS
radome
RADOTS
R&D
RDTE

Pacific Range Elechonic Signature Srudies
a

big cover (e.g. over radar installation)

Recording Automatic Digital Optical
Tracker System
Research and Development
Research, Development, Test and

Evaluation

RSLP
RV
SAC
Safeguard

Reentry Systems Launch Program

ReentryVehide
Suategic Air Command
US ABM system employng Spartan and

Sprint missiles, deployed briefly in 1970s

SALT

Strategic Arms Limitations Talks [or

Treatyl

SAMTEC

Space

And Missile Test Command [or

Centerl

SAMTO

Space and Missile Test Organisation

Appadix4
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SATRACK

Satellib Track (uses GI5 beacons to track
missile Eaiertories)

SBI
SDI
SDIO
SDR
Sentinel

SpaceBased Interceptor (for SDI)

SFT
SICBM
$OP
SIPRI

Strategic Defense

hitiative

(i.e. StarWars)

SDI Organisation

SplashDetectionRadar
US ABM conc€pt, not deployed, succeeded
by Safeguard system

SupplementaryFlightTest
Small ICBM, see Midgebnan
Single tntegrated Operational Plan (for
allocating all US strategic nudear weapons
to targets)
Stockholm lnternational Peace Research

Institute

SLBM
SLCM
SMITS
SOFAR
SOI
SPADATS

Sea-Launched [orSubmarine'launched]

Ballistic Missile

Sea-Iaunched Cruise Missile
Sonobuoy Missile Impact Locating System
Sound Fixing And Ranging

Space0biect Identification
Space Detection

And Tracking System (of

USAF)

Spartan

US ABM missile deployed briefly in mid1970s

SPNFZ
Sprint

South Pacific Nuclear-Free Zone
US short-range ABM missilg deployed

together with Spartan

SRAIVi

Short-nange Attack Missile (strategic
nuclear, air-launched)
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SRI
SSBN
SSM
SSTSS
STARS

s Rainbow

Stanford Research Institute

Nudear powercd ballistic-missile
submarine
Surfaceto-Surface Missile
Strategic Systems Test Support Study
Strategic Taqget System (old SLBMs fired
fromPMRFK as SDI targets at Kwaialein)

START

Strategic Arms ReductionTalks (betrueen
US and Soviet Union)

STRAD

Strategic Aerospace Division (USAF. 1STRAD is host command at Vandenberg
AFB)

T&E
Thor
Titan

Test and Evaluation

Early USAF IRBM, used for nudear
explosions in space in7962
Largest US lcBM,liquid-fuelled, phased

out 1987

TOO
tradex
Trident
LJDS
IJIIF
USAF
USAKA
USN
USNO
USNS
VAFB

Targets Of Opportunity
type of radar (see Chapter 1)

Current US SLBM
Universal Documentation System

Ultra-High Frequency
United States Air Force
US

Army, Kwaialein Atoll

United States Navy
USNaval Observatory(WashingtonDg
maintains tirre standards)
US Naval Ship (used for Military Sealift
Command ships)

Vandenberg Air Force Base

Appnilix4
vertical

proliferation

VLF
WSMC
WfR

Escalating proliferation of arms by
superpowe$ (see also trorizontal")

VeryLowFrequency
Western Space and Missile Center

WesternTestRange
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DATA ACQUTSTTION SYSTEM LOCATIONS
The data acquisition system is comprised of optical, radar,
telemetry and impa.ct location serwors situated throughout the
Kwaialein Atoll as illustrated in Figure A5.1. Data recprded by these
sensors is processed to provide position and performance information
on orbital and flight-test vehides.r
Processing of metric optics and radar data yields positiory
velocity, acceleration and altitude data which is used to evaluate
propulsiory air frame, guidance and control systems.

Impact data is processed to provide exact impact co-ordinates
and miss distance from the target to determine guidance accuracy and
vehide dispersion.
Processed telemetry data reveals the internal functions, control
and physical environment pararneters of the test vehide.

The type and quantity of Range data acquisition sensors and
systems are listed below by island location.

Kwaialein Island

Optical:

One Super RADOT Station

OneRADOTStation
One Ballistic Carnera GC4)
One Spectral Ballistic Camera (SBC) Station2
CCTV

1 US Army
2

Strategic Defense Command, USAKA Rnnge
Instrumentation anil Suryrt Facilitis Manrul, (Huntsville,
Alamaba, fune 1987),'released under FOIA.
One permanent Spectral Ballistic Camera (SBC) mount is located
at Legan, Roi-Namur, Gagan and Eniwetak. Tripod-mounted
Spectral Ballistic Cameras can be co-located on any island that has
a BC4 Camera. A maximum of four SBC sites can be
instrumented at any given time.

N
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Radan

FCA:
Weather:
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Two MIri936 C-Band Radars
One FPO19 C-Band Radar
One TPX-42IFF L-Band Radar
One Mobile FCA/RF Measurements Van
One WSR-74 $Band Weather Radar

Two UHF Meteorological Sounding Systems
(Mss)
One Defense Meteorological Satellite Program

Iaunch Facility:

(DMSP) Sptem
One KISHA Small Rocket launcher

Ennylabegan
Telenrctry:

Receive, record, decommutate and display

telernetry station
One 9-metre $Band auto/slave track antenna
One 7-mebe $Band auto/slave track antenna

Four$nretre $Band auto/slave track
antennae
One $metre antenna can be converted to
L-Band slave track

Iegan
Optical:

Two Super RADOT Stations
Two Ballistic C-amera Stations (BC4)
OneSpectral Ballistic Camera (SBC) Station
(see footnote 2)

Itnpact Location:

One X-Band Splash Detection Radar (SDR)

Illeginnt
Optical:

One Fixed Canrera Tower (FX)

Radan

One Multistatic Measurement System (MSS)
passive L-Band radar
OneTM omnidirectional $Band receive and
non-IRIG L-Band bansmit RHC Re-Radiation
System

Telenctry:

ccw
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Roi-Nanrur
Optical:

OneRADOTStation
One Super RADOT Station
One Ballistic Carnera (BC4)
One Fixed Camera Tower (FX)
One Spectral Ballistic Camera (SBC) Station
(see footnote 2)

ccrv

Radar:

One C-Band metric and signature radar

(ALCOR)

L/$Band metric and signature radar
(TRADEXXL-Band Illuminator for MMS, see

One

p.21)

One UFIF/VFIF metric and signature radar

Telemetry:

Weather:

GLTAIRXLJItr Illuminator for MMS)
One 35/95 GHz Milimetre Wave MMW)
radar
Receive and record fixed telemetry station
3-nretre gBand auto/slave track antenna
L-Band slave track possible by converting
antenna feed assembly Receive and rccord
self<ontained Transportable Telemetry
Station with 5.5-metre $Band antenna
One UFIF Meteorological Sounding Station
(MSS)

l-aunch Facility:

Two X-Band Wind Finding Radars OVFRs)
Two small rocket launchers (ASL-2OK)
Mounting location and firing circuit for HAD
5K meteorological rocket launcher

Gagan

Optical:

Telernetry:

One SuperRADOTStation
One Ballistic Canrcra (BC4)
One Spectral Ballistic Camera (SBC) Station
Receive and record telerrctry statidn
One 3-metre $Band auto/slave track antenna
system. Cannotbe convertd to L-Band
One stationary $Band l2-metse antenna

Appailix|
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Gellinant
Itnpact location: Hydro-acoustic Impact
Timing System (HITS) shore station3
OneX-Band Splash Detection Radar (SDR)
One Multistatic Measurement System (MMS)
passive radar

Omelek
Optical:

ccw

I-aundr Facility:Sma[ rocket launch facility
Two 5K HAD rreteorological rocket launchers

Eniwetak
Optical:

One RADOT station
One Super RADOT station
One Ballistic Carrera (BC4)
One Spectral Ballistic Camera (SBC) SAtion

Meck
Non-Instrumented

As of 7987, on "STANDBY" status. Requires a minimum of 7-10
days' notification prior to being plad back on'OPERATIONAL"
status.
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Figure A5.1: USAKA Data Acquisition Sengors
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NAUTILUS PACIFIC RESEARCH
Nautilus Pacific Research [nc. is a public interest, non-profit
It conducts research on peace, environmental and
economic issues in Asia and the Pacific. Past research projects resulted
in the publication of Amrican Lalce Nuclur PdI in the Pacific, (Penguin,
Melbourne, t986; Pacifrc Pwilnlceg: Amqican Nuclar Dilmmas in
Korec, (Free Press, New York, 1990 and Han-ul Prest Seoul, 191).

organization.

Nautilus currently has research projects underway on global
greenhouse regirrres; GAfi trade rules and the environmentl
continuing research on the ballistic missile/booster rocket proiect of
which Chasing Graoity's Rainbout is the first repor! and regional
sustainable development in Asia and the Pacific.

Nautilus maintains a specialized library and computer
automated data base in Melboume Australia. Principal staff in
Australia include Peter Flayes, Lyrto 7-arsky, and Cassandra Monow.
Nautilus Associates in the United States indude Megan van Frank (in
Boston) and Frank Muller (in Washington DC).
Nautilus welcomes enquiries from the public and may be
contacted at 727 McKean Street, North Fitzroy, Victoria 3958,
Australia. Phone and Fax 67 3 489 6905.

STRATEGIC AND DEFENCE STUDIES CENTRE
The aim of the Strategic and Defence Studies Centre, which was set up in

the Research School of Pacific studies in The Australian National
University, is to advance the study of strategic problems, particularly

those relating to the general region of the Indian and Pacific Oceans and
South-east Asia. Participation in the Centre's activities is not limited to
members of the University, but includes other interested professional and

Parliamentary groups. Research indudes not only military, but political,
economic, scientific and technological asPects. Strategy, for the purpose of
the Centre, is defined in the broadest sense of embracing not only the
control and application of military force, but also the Peaceful settlement
of disputes which could cause violence.
This is the only academic body in Aushalia which specialises in
these studies. Centre members give frequent lectures and seminars for
other departments within the ANU and other universities. Regular
seminars and conferences on topics of current importance to the Centre's
research are held, and the major defence training institutions, the ]oint
Services Staff College and the Navy, Army and RAAF Staff Colleges, are
heavily dependent upon SDSC assistance with the strategic studies
sections of their courses.
Since its inception

in 7966, the Centri has supported a number of
Visiting and Research Fellows, who have undertaken a wide variety of
investigations. Recently the emphasis of the Centre's work has been on
problems posed for the peace and stability of Aushalia's neighbourhood;
the defence of Australia; anrui proliferation and arms control; decision
making processes of the higher levels of the Australian Defence
Department; ranagement studies and the role of the Minister in
Australia's defence policy making; and the strategic implications of
developments in South-east Asia, the Indian Ocean and the South West
Pacific Area.

The Centre contributes to the work of the Department of
International Relations through its graduate studies Programme; and the
Department reciprocates by assisting the Centre in its research. A
comprehensive collection of reference rnaterials on strategic issues,
particularly from the press, learned purnals and government publications,
is maintained by the Centre. The Centre also conducts seminars and
conferences which have led to several volumes of published proceedings.
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The inErnational regime for controlling the spread of weapons
of"rnass destruction is at a cross-roads. The existing Nudear NonProlifuration Treaty regime is inadequate to the task of controlling

ballistic missile development, and these missiles are capable of
delivering nuclear, as well as chemical and biological weaporu. The
superpowers are developing their ballistic missiles qualitatively even
they negotiate cub in numbers in the START 1 agreement. Erpott
contsols on ballistic missile technology have not halted missile
prroliferatioru nvmy small and medium-sized states are developing
their own ballistic missiles; space is quickly becoming accessible to
many staEs for militarypurposes.
as

This report is the product of phase one of .a proiect conducted
by Nautilus Pacific Research, to promote a Ballistic Missile Test Ban
Treaty and to support internaiional controls on ballistic missile
development. It describes how ballistic missiles are tested, earlier
ballistic missile testing in the Pacific area, US facilities for Esting
ballistic missiles (the USAKA iiutallation on Kwaialein Atoll and the
Westem Tmt Range), the organisational links, and the implicatioru for
otherprograms, partiorlarly the Strategic Defense Initiative. Finally, it
discusses the various missile test ban proposeb.

